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DIAN OF THE LOST LAND



Somewhere in these tremendous areas,
there must be lowlands where temperature
rises sufficiently to permit vegetable
and animal life. . . . In some
Antarctic valley, perhaps shut in by
towering mountains, a thrilling discovery
may await us.
 

C�������� R������ E. B���.



I

When Doctor Adam Weismann felt discouraged, the view from his
window cheered him. Sydney’s waterfront is imposing at all times; now the
southern summer had lent it a dreamy beauty peculiarly Australian. For
twelve miles up the coast the wharf lights sparkled and glowed; new stars,
white, warm, and near, not cold and remote like his own Dakota stars,
glimmered in the hushed waters of the bay. Hundreds of ships lay sleeping
in the docks or drowsed at anchor.

Adam felt queerly about ships. The big liners from San Francisco and
London merely made him homesick, but the little ships, the battered
freighters and disreputable tramps that came and departed, God knows
where, wakened in him an extraordinary delight. True, there was bitter
mixed with the sweet, as in all life’s higher moods. What was back of it he
did not know—it seemed to be a vague yearning which his scientific mind
could not dissect or dispel. He wondered uneasily whether he himself had
sailed in too well-traveled ocean lanes, and had lost some splendid
fulfilment beyond the sky-line.

Yet he had no cause to complain. He had gone far, for one of his years.
His patients found it hard to believe that a man so young, scarcely thirty,
with a lean youthful face and the lithe hard body of a football star, could
hold honorary degrees from two universities and be the foremost authority
on an obscure Oriental disease.

He had won these distinctions fairly. In his own limited field he stood
alone; except for him the new malady still would have remained beyond the
light of science. He had isolated its bacillus, and although he had named it
Coral Fever—partly because of one of its symptoms but principally because
the first cases were discovered in Samarai, at the gate of the Coral Sea—his
fellow doctors spoke of it as “Weismann’s disease.” True, Coral Fever was
not yet a menace to society. Cases of it were extremely rare, and were but
slightly infectious. However, his discoveries were considered important
enough to win him not only honors, but some financial backing to continue
his study.

Scattered cases of the disease had appeared among Sydney
longshoremen, and this fact accounted for Adam’s presence in the city. He
had engaged rooms on the waterfront, as close as possible to his patients,
and was already well liked and respected in Port Jackson’s underworld. Yet



perhaps this last was not altogether due to his scientific attainments. The
dive-keepers and drug-smugglers knew little of bacteriology. They did,
however, know that the young scientist was a “man’s man,” that he could
handle his sick stevedores like babies, and that his blond head towered
above even the lean mariners from Christiania and Stavanger.

Tonight he was spending a typical lonely evening. For an hour he
watched the moonlit harbor, then turned on his radio to hear the latest
reports from Byrd’s first Antarctic expedition, less than three thousand miles
distant. At last he picked up a book—Osborn’s Men of the Old Stone Age—
and settled himself for an hour’s quiet reading.

His mind was relaxed, but his body kept an arresting look of wild animal
vigilance, even when slouched in his chair. It suggested a sleepy lion, tawny,
lazy, but instinct with vigor, youth, and power. Less and less he seemed the
scientist; more and more the adventurer exiled from his wilderness. One
might sense a mysterious symbolism even in his physical features. He was
of German descent, and his hair was yellow as a plainsman’s, the exact color
of new gold from the gravel of nameless rivers. His blue eyes had the shade
and shine and depth which home-bound dreamers picture in uncharted polar
seas.

An hour before midnight there came a timid knock on his door. When he
answered, a Danish sailor stepped into the room.

Adam’s eyes kindled. His occasional contacts with such men comprised
the bright spots of his studious life. The Dane was a man to notice twice
even in the polyglot caravansary which is Sydney’s waterfront. He was a
superb specimen; save for his tawny hair and eyebrows, all six feet of him
was white as milk.

“I’m Lars Kristenson, captain of de Penguin,” the Dane began in labored
English. “Gan you come wit’ me to see a sick man?”

“Why don’t you go to one of the regular doctors? I don’t take general
practice. I do only special work.”

“But we coom all de way from Wellington yust to see you. No odder
doctor can fix him. His mouth and lips dey turn pink.”

Adam knew what this meant. There is only one disease that tints the
mucous membrane of the mouth and throat a bright coral pink. “Is the man
carrying fever?”

“He got hunner and t’ree. He not eat for t’ree days.”



Adam nodded grimly. The symptoms tallied only too well. At once he
picked up his medical bag and followed the Dane into the street.

It was a fact that he felt not the slightest uneasiness about this midnight
errand. In the first place, it is a doctor’s duty and province to go on unknown
missions at all hours. In the second place, Adam’s scientific interest in the
case put him off guard. Finally, and most significant, he was not naturally a
timid or a nervous man. His imagination was active enough, but it conjured
up forms of beauty rather than bugbears of terror. He had that sense of
security, often mistaken and treacherous, which is the psychological
outgrowth of great height and powerful physique. He felt perfectly able to
take care of himself and never stopped to think that his superb physical
strength would avail him nothing against a knife concealed in the Dane’s
armpit, or the blackjack of a thug waiting in an alley.

But his guide led him safely to a nearby wharf and down the gangplank
onto the deck of a ship. For one brief moment Adam paused and looked
about him.

He was not in the least alarmed, in fact rather pleased, to find himself
aboard one of the vagabond ships seen from his window. This was a vessel
of perhaps four hundred tons, with steam and auxiliary sails, and the lines of
an ice-breaker. As yet there was no way to guess her nationality; her flag
was not in evidence, and her crew seemed to be a typical mixture of
Scandinavians, English, and Germans such as sail almost all ships on the
seven seas. The officer on the deck seemed to be a Finn—at least he had the
immense shoulders and undersized legs of the skiff-bred men of Helsingfors
—and there was an immense Negro, probably a steward or ship’s cook,
standing by the rail just forward of the cabin.

His eye roved to what seemed a shapeless gray shadow on the after deck.
Under close scrutiny it evolved into an airplane, in fact a float-plane. Adam
was frankly mystified. Such a vehicle might readily appear on the manifest
of an ocean liner, but it seemed singular, to say the least, on the deck of a
small tramp steamer. But before he could begin to guess its significance, his
attention was directed to a tall man who came out of the cabin to greet him.

The thought occurred to Adam that the sailors of this little ship seemed
to run large. Six feet men are not common—actually they appear not oftener
than one in a hundred—yet he had seen four of them in practically four
seconds. The Dane, the Negro, and the Finn were fully six feet, and this
giant in the doorway was at least two inches taller, the equal of Adam
himself. The latter wondered with some amusement if this were mere



chance, or whether superb stature was a qualification for membership in the
crew, anent the Doones of Bagworthy and the Potsdam guard of King
Frederick William I of Prussia.

As the man emerged into the deck light, Adam eyed him in
astonishment. He did not in the least conform to the usual deep-water type.
Physically he was fit—supple, so lean that he looked emaciated, and
probably hard as steel cable—but his deep-set eyes, peering through pince-
nez, his bulging forehead, and certain indescribable thought-lines over his
brows and around his eyes marked him as a brainworker rather than a man
of his hands. His powdered-gray hair, black mustache and small beard had
not received their careful trimming in a waterfront barber shop, nor had his
garments come from a cut-rate clothing store frequented by seamen. He was
a sallow-skinned, rather cold-looking individual, about forty-five years old,
with the sign of the Slav in his round head and cast of features.

There were further signs in his speech. He spoke well, but with an accent
recalling the guttural languages of the Danube countries. “Is this Doctor
Weismann?”

“Yes, sir——”
“I was told I would find you here, but I was afraid I would have to

pursue you all the way to Samarai and your more distant seats of operation. I
am Karl Belgrade.”

Adam breathed deeply. “Karl Belgrade the ethnologist—the
anthropologist?”

“Of course.”
“You are a long way from your usual seats of operation yourself,

professor. The last time I heard of you—and I’ve been hearing of you, off
and on, ever since I started to school—you were in Patagonia, excavating
burial grounds.”

“Permit me to say that your own work, with Coral Fever, is quite well
known too.” Belgrade spoke in a patronizing tone, but Adam knew by
hearsay some of the great Slav’s peculiarities and took no offense. “So we
have brought the Penguin all the way from Wellington to see you.

“The Penguin?” A vague memory flitted across Adam’s brain. “Haven’t
I heard of her?”

“Possibly, if you have kept up with polar exploration. She was famous at
one time as the flagship of the ill-fated Gilbert Expedition to the Antarctic



Continent, in 1939.”
“I remember reading about her, in Gilbert’s diary. But it seems to me she

was lost, with all hands.”
“So the world thinks. Really she was abandoned on the ice. But she

came to life—I’ll tell you the whole story later. Now will you come and see
the sick man?”

Adam followed Professor Belgrade into a small stateroom forward of the
cabin. Lying on the cot was an elderly man in the throes of fever.

Adam did not have to look twice at the emaciated, pink-lipped face to
recognize Coral Fever. He had expected nothing else, after hearing the
Dane’s description of the symptoms. And even as his pity went out to the
man, he was ashamed to find a certain relish in the situation. It was, from a
scientist’s viewpoint, a beautiful case. Adam had never seen the disease take
hold of a man of such advanced years. It was a great opportunity for study.

He began to give his patient a general examination. With his stethoscope
he tested the heart and lungs; he took the blood pressure and the pulse. And
now, for the first time, he took an interest in the sick man, not as a case but
as an individual. He could not remember when he had looked upon a face
quite like this.

Suddenly it occurred to him that the man might not be as old as he
appeared. His hair was white, his face deeply lined and wrinkled, but the
texture and resiliency of his skin were those of a man in early middle-age.
Could it be that this pitiable wreck of humankind was only forty-five or fifty
years old? And now Adam noticed that he was curiously marked. The top of
one ear was missing, and three fingers were gone from his right hand. To
complete the sorry picture, one eye was decidedly off center, giving him a
sinister appearance which even a cold-blooded doctor, inured to unpleasant
sights, found hard to ignore.

The crossed eye was probably a congenital defect, but his other
disfigurements were plainly the result of accident and disease. Indeed, Adam
found himself thinking that what was now a broken, battered wreck was at
one time a goodly vessel. The wasted frame was once powerfully muscled,
the mutilated right hand strong as a bear’s.

He turned to Belgrade, waiting impatiently beside the door. “This man
looks as if he’s been through the devil. If I’m not mistaken, the fingers and
ear were frozen off.”



“Yes, but that is not what you came to determine.” Belgrade spoke with
ill-concealed annoyance.

“I determined that he had Coral Fever from the officer’s description.
Obviously he must be taken to shore and placed under my care.”

Belgrade now beckoned the doctor into the passageway. “How sick is he,
Weismann? I understand that Coral Fever is almost invariably fatal, but I
want to know just how long can he last.”

The Slav spoke eagerly, and his eyes had an odd shine. Adam felt a
sudden, inexplicable distaste for him and his affairs. “He’s in the last stage
of the infection. Even if his general condition were good, he’d go out within
a year. As it is, it is a matter of weeks.”

“Be definite, doctor, if you can.” Belgrade rubbed his lean, wiry hands.
“How many weeks?”

“That depends entirely on the care he receives. With proper care—the
right food and treatment—he may live from four to eight weeks. Otherwise
a week or two will see the finish.”

“A week or two! That won’t help me at all. And you, doctor, are the only
man who can keep him alive longer than that.”

“That’s probably true. You see, Coral Fever is a relatively new disease,
unknown until the present century. I am the only doctor who has gone into it
thoroughly, and there’s no standard technique for treating it. This is why he
must be put ashore under my care.”

“But doctor—he can’t be put ashore. I need him here, on the ship, I can’t
continue my expedition without him; he alone can guide me into the country
I want to enter. So that means—you’ll have to come with us.”

He was wholly in earnest. His tone was determined, and there were
telltale signs of excitement in his sallow countenance. “That’s out of the
question,” Adam answered coldly. “I have my own work to do here.”

“But you don’t understand. I am offering you a wonderful opportunity.
Your assistants can do your work here, and after all, it’s a minor matter
compared to this. Coral Fever! An obscure Oriental disease that may take off
two score useless lives each year.”

Adam began to bristle. “You don’t seem to think that the life of that man
in the cabin is altogether useless.”



“I alone have made it useful. He is merely one of a particularly fecund
species—of no more importance, actually, than one ant in a hill—and it is
just a trick of Fate that his life has suddenly become so desperately
important to science. Be reasonable, doctor. I grant that you have
accomplished a good deal, but you won’t miss two or three months, and on
the other hand, you’ll never have another chance like this. I am about to
make the most sensational discovery in modern ethnology. You can take my
word, the word of one who has always been cautious in his statements, that
the whole scientific world will be thunderstruck. And as my assistant, you
will get more recognition at one stroke than in a lifetime’s research into
Coral Fever. New knowledge of vast importance will be given to the world.”

Adam fought back his anger and resolved to find out how far this strange
scientist would go. “Do you mean you are offering me a partnership in the
enterprise? That it will be called the Belgrade-Weismann expedition?”

“We can safely leave that for the future. In any event, I shall see that you
get proper credit in my reports, and besides, you will have the satisfaction of
helping me add to the world’s store of knowledge.”

“It is very tempting, of course. Just the same, I have my own work to do,
and I can’t go with you.”

“Even though I assure you that the trip will not only be of great scientific
and popular interest but extremely venturesome and novel?”

“No, not even with that assurance.”
“In other words, you definitely refuse to go, under any conditions?”
“Yes, I definitely refuse. If I am to treat the sick man, he must be put

ashore.”
“Then I will have to make other plans. Excuse me while I speak to the

captain.”
While Belgrade was making arrangements for moving the invalid—this

seemed the most likely reason for his absence—Adam returned to the
sickroom. He found the patient aroused from his stupor and sitting up in
bed.

This seeming miracle did not surprise the doctor. Occasional bursts of
strength are characteristic of Coral Fever. The professional zeal that flashed
across his face was due solely to his desire to question the sick man before
he sank again. But Adam paused when he saw the patient’s eyes sunken and
glittering. He could not talk dependably tonight. He was in that curious



rational state which lies on the far side of delirium, a kind of fourth-
dimension land which is stranger than delirium itself.

“My name’s Hull,” he said clearly. “I don’t believe I know you.”
“No wonder. I’m Doctor Weismann. You’ve never seen me before.”
“No, but I’ve seen what no other civilized man has seen.”
In his brief years of practice, Adam had listened to a great deal of

delirious raving, and usually did not remember a word of it. But this man’s
quiet declaration, coming out of a clear sky, startled him profoundly. Every
ounce of romance in his make-up was stirred, and he vaguely sensed that in
some fashion he was being hurled headlong into adventure. He looked at
Hull’s face and thought it entirely possible that those haunted eyes had
beheld scenes hidden from all others.

“For instance, what?” Adam asked. He spoke casually, lest he should
excite the patient into incoherent frenzy.

“I’ve seen men die on the ice, while I lived on. I’ve seen the Moss
Country, lyin’ under the range, sheltered from the cold south wind. I’ve seen
the Maun ig Mero.”

“I don’t know what that last means. What language is it?”
“It’s a language only one other livin’ Englishman has heard except me.

The words mean the ‘Cave of Death.’ They’ll put Belgrade in that cave too,
if he don’t look out. As for me, I’ll be rich, and get square with them at the
same time. Gold and ivory and fur.” He chuckled quietly. “Women too.
Plenty women, and not too bad looking, neither.”

At this instant the conversation was interrupted by Belgrade’s return. To
Adam came a queer feeling, psychic and inexplicable, that he and this Slav
were somehow at odds, that what seemed a casual acquaintance was actually
a far-reaching, vital enmity the potentiality of which was violence and death.
But Adam’s sophisticated mind refused to accept such a far-fetched notion.
It seemed too absurd for credence. Belgrade, smiling and bright-eyed, was
offering him a smoke. “I am always entertained by human beings,” he said.

He spoke as if human beings were some odd kind of animal, exhibited
for his amusement in a zoo. “In what way?”

“I was thinking then of the typical Nordic’s incorrigible love of violence.
A Danish seaman—and he is typical of the blond North—hates to use his
brain almost as much as one of your own countrymen, but give him a chance
to thrash around and use his muscles, he is immediately enthusiastic. I shall



no longer marvel at prominent military leaders. To incite men to fight is
simply child’s play. They’ll accept any kind of a reason, no matter how far-
fetched, and take any kind of a risk.”

“What put that thought into your head?” Adam asked curiously.
“A conversation I just had with Lars, the Danish skipper whom I sent to

bring you. It was merely incidental. With his help, I have made
arrangements for the patient to be placed immediately under your care.”

Adam was greatly astonished at this easy victory. It did not accord with
Belgrade’s character: according to tales told by his colleagues, the great
anthropologist was utterly ruthless and invincible when the welfare of
science was concerned. “At once, I hope. There is no time to be lost.”

“Certainly at once.”
A brief silence followed his words. To Adam it seemed electric, charged

with suspense; he wondered what caused his imagination to play him such
tricks. Then his attention was caught by a subdued rumble under his feet.

Belgrade smiled into his guest’s eyes. His white teeth flashed through his
black beard. “The engineer has put new bearings on the shaft,” he explained.
“I suppose he is trying them out.”

Adam nodded. “Industrious fellow, to do his experimenting at this hour
of night.”

“It is all the same to a sailor. You probably know that the day is divided
roughly into four-hour periods. It is now Macdougal’s time to stand watch.”

This seemed an especially trivial conversation, and Adam resolved to
end it. “It’s my time to be in bed, getting some rest,” he said. “When can the
patient be moved?”

“Be moved, Doctor?”
Belgrade spoke lightly, almost impudently. Adam whirled toward him, to

see the corners of his eyes crinkled with silent laughter. But whatever the
joke was, Adam did not relish it. His straightforward nature had no
sympathy for Slavic subtleties; besides, he felt he was being made light of.
His face flushed and his eyes glistened.

But this was no time for heady anger. Unless he kept cool, he could not
hear the vague warning of his instincts, now whispered in his brain, nor
could he hope to grasp the facts of the situation in time to control them.



Perhaps it was already too late. Belgrade’s air of impudence implied that the
affair, whatever it might be, was settled.

“I thought that you agreed that the patient was to be moved,” Adam said
coldly.

“I did agree to that. It is now being done.”
“Please tell your men to take him to the Mercy Hospital near my

quarters. Now I must be going.”
Belgrade slapped his lean thigh, a report sharp and startling in the silent

room. “Doctor Weismann, you can’t imagine how amusing you are. I don’t
mean you particularly—I mean you downright, solemn fellows of German
ancestry. Of course you must be going, but you just aren’t aware of it.”

“See here, Belgrade.” Almost ready to fight, Adam leaned toward the
slim, smiling professor. “I don’t like your attitude. You may be the greatest
anthropologist in the world, but I don’t propose to be laughed at by you or
any one else. You seem to be deliberately making light of what I say.”

“I beg your pardon, Weismann. But it is a diverting situation, as you will
see in a moment.”

Revelation came not in a moment, but instantly. The floor on which
Adam stood began to tilt gently. He felt the motion, and with an oath, flung
through the cabin door onto the deck. He almost collided with two men who
were standing guard at the threshold—one of them Lars and the other the
gigantic Negro—but they stepped back and did not interfere with him other
than to flank him at each side. With starting eyes he looked toward the
wharf.

The lights of Sydney were swaying, swinging, slowly sailing by. The
whole city seemed a brightly lighted ship in slow, stately motion. Between
the ship and the wharf lay a broad river of black water.

The Penguin stood out to sea.



II

Adam Weismann’s able brain dwelt in a strong body. One had not
developed at the expense of the other; no matter how long his day’s work, he
had always found time and energy for thorough physical exercise, especially
archery. But no amount of bodily strength could avail him now unless he
willed it so. It was simply a matter of temperament—whether or not he was
naturally a man of his hands.

Were his prime impulses physical or mental? In a crisis did he rely on
his body or his brain? The truth seemed to be that he was dual-natured. On a
scientific problem he was deliberate, slow to draw conclusions,
unemotional. But in a physical crisis he was no different from the
longshoremen he lived among. If anything he was too choleric and hasty.
Behind his analytical mind there lay a labyrinth of instinct from which any
violence might arise.

His big frame was like a coiled spring. It projected forward with a
swiftness and power that disconcerted his two guards and moved the athletic
scientist to admiration. Adam meant to leap overboard and swim for shore.
The two hundred yard plunge through black cold held no terrors for him. His
big arms would flail the water, his yellow head dive in and out like a seal’s.
Nothing slower than a bullet could catch him.

But Belgrade was taking no chance. He possessed a practical as well as a
scientific mind, and a virile mastery of men and situations. Detailed
instructions had been given to the two guards, and they were good men,
well-disciplined. There were no guns or knives to lead to fatal accidents.
Lars had already reported that the prisoner was unarmed—doubtless he had
his way at arriving at this fact—and the issue was a simple one of brawn. As
Adam sprang for the rail, the big Negro shot through the air and tackled him,
football fashion, about the knees.

This is a particularly effective act. Many rough and tumble fighters use it
to open an attack. Instantly Lars was on top of him, pinning his arms back.

Adam was stunned by the fall, but there was strife in him yet. Furious at
the indignity that had been put upon him, his first impulse was to let himself
go, to fight to the finish, to thresh, gouge, bite, and kick with all the brute
force of which his double-barreled make-up was capable, to do all the
damage he could before he was crushed.



But there were three against one, and if he fought on, they would
probably reduce him to a helpless pulp. They meant business, these three
strange confederates. And helplessness, in this hour, he could not afford.
Later he might see a chance to retaliate; then he would need his full powers
of body and mind. He let Lars pinion his arms.

Meanwhile, another course had occurred to him. Instead of swearing
huskily at his captors, he might raise his voice and call for help. The cry
would carry easily to the wharves beyond.

But at once he rejected the idea. He knew if he tried to call he would be
instantly gagged; the black man would thrust his fist into the yelling mouth.
Besides, one lone yell drifting in from a departing ship would have no
meaning to a casual lounger on the dock. He would listen and wonder, and
perhaps tell the tale in a barroom, but would not take the slightest intelligent
action. Possibly the cry would not be heard at all, this time of night.

If there was another force working to silence him—the strong force of
pride—he was not aware of it. Yet such folly would not be beyond credence
in men of Adam’s stamp. A romantic, he might feel an unbearable indignity
in pitifully yelling into the night for help. He did not want to give Belgrade
this much satisfaction.

They helped him to his feet, shoved him into the captain’s cabin, and
closed the door. Belgrade, who up to this time had not laid hands on the
prisoner, drew up a chair. “Sit down, Weismann,” he ordered bluntly. “Don’t
make any more trouble about something that can’t be helped.”

Adam did not obey, but backed against the wall, his eyes luminous. “I
want to know the meaning of this outrage.”

“I admit it’s an unpleasant business. If you had agreed to go with us, it
could have been avoided. As it is, I had to use high-handed methods on you.
I justify them in the name of science.”

“Explain that to the authorities. You’ll either put me on shore at once, or
have a gunboat on your trail in twenty-four hours.”

“Nothing of the kind. A wireless message will go out from the ship
tonight, explaining to the hospital that you were suddenly called away. Now
let’s talk it over sensibly. If you sit down, I can dismiss these two guards.”

Adam nodded—showing that he was checkmated—and slipped into a
chair. Belgrade gave whispered instructions to Lars, and sat down opposite.
Adam’s hand shook, but he managed to light the cigarette Belgrade offered;
the Negro, obviously Belgrade’s servant, poured him a drink. In the



breathing spell, Adam’s eyes roamed about the room. It was originally the
captain’s cabin, but had been turned over to the distinguished passenger. The
comfortable, dignified, masculine furnishings, the good prints and fine
curios, the music cabinet and the shelves of scientific works all reflected
Belgrade’s virile and complex personality.

“It is necessary for your purpose that Hull be kept alive, and you
shanghaied me to do the job.” Adam summed up. “Is that it?”

“Precisely. Hull must be preserved for one, at the most two, months.
After that, it is God’s will.”

This amazing bit of piety did not impress Adam, at the time.
“What if I refuse to treat him?”
Belgrade seemed shocked. “You wouldn’t betray your profession,

Weismann. Besides, when you realize what a big thing this is, you’ll be as
zealous for its success as I am. Anyway, the sooner he dies, the later our
return. If he lives, the cruise will be short, perhaps only two months. If he
dies, we go on just the same, but with greatly increased difficulties.”

There fell a long silence. Adam got up and looked out the porthole. The
ship was well out into the bay by now; the lights of Sydney were a yellow
mist low on the sky-line. Beholding the cool, still waters, Adam himself
became cool and still. His body ceased trembling; his pulse resumed its
normal rate. Once more his mind moved under the mastery of his will, and
he could think clearly and constructively. He began to pin down the facts of
the situation with scientific care.

He was astonished at his own composure. Perhaps this was merely relief
from immediate physical danger; possibly he was secretly reconciled to
what might prove a thrilling adventure. Anyway, the affair was out of his
hands. He was a prisoner, and might as well make the best of it.

He swung back to Belgrade and looked him in the eyes. “Where are we
bound, professor?” he asked quietly.

Belgrade’s smile was a white flash. “Doctor, that’s the first sensible
remark you’ve made. Perhaps you are weis mann, after all. I can’t think you
are meanly trying to put me off guard. I’ll tell you the whole thing.”

The story Belgrade told began twenty years before. Adam remembered
reading part of it—the Gilbert expedition to the Antarctic continent in 1939,
and the loss of one of his ships, the Penguin. According to Gilbert’s diary,
found in a stone cache, the ship was abandoned in the ice and all hands



sought refuge on the floe. The floe drifted away; the ship was caught
between two high bergs and believed crushed.

Bravely the castaways started for their base, two hundred miles distant.
They were equipped with dog teams as well as boats in which they hoped to
cross the open leads. But not one man arrived. As far as the world knew, not
one man survived to tell the tale.

“But one man did survive,” Belgrade related with gleaming eyes. “One
man survives yet. He lies, doctor, in the cabin adjoining mine.”

“Hull?”
“Yes. You won’t remember his name in the book. He was not one of the

leaders, but the ship’s cook.”
A grim thought flicked across Adam’s mind. A ship’s cook would be

trusted with food supplies. At once Belgrade displayed what seemed to be
telepathic insight. Perhaps he merely followed his guest’s reasoning;
possibly he saw the dim look of scorn in his face.

“He was the cook, but he didn’t take advantage of that fact. He is a
typical sentimental Briton of the lower class. He was saved mostly by the
combination of coincidence which he calls luck; partly, perhaps, because he
was the second strongest man in the party.”

“But the strongest died?”
“Not then. He was saved too, and lived for many years, but is now dead.

You may remember reading of him. His name was Morrison, first mate of
the ship.”

Belgrade related how Morrison and Hull, the two strongest men in the
party, were sent on daily hunting trips after penguin and seal. During one of
these trips, the moving ice opened a broad lead between them and their
companions. Gilbert believed them dead; he and his men mushed on to find
death themselves.

“So Hull and Morrison were saved, and the rest perished.”
“But who saved them? There was no other expedition in the Antarctic at

that time.”
“The natives.”
Adam gaped in astonishment. “Are you crazy, or am I?” he demanded.

“There are no natives in the Antarctic.”



“So?” Belgrade’s eyes glittered with excitement.
“The Antarctic continent is a waste of ice, snow, and glacier. No one

could live there. Of course great areas of it have never been explored——”
“So you think, Doctor Weismann, that I am going on a fool’s errand?”
“You are an anthropologist and a scientific man. No, I can’t imagine you

going off half-cocked. But if there are people on the Antarctic continent, it
will be the most sensational discovery of the century.”

“Sensational is no word for it. Weismann, there is not the slightest doubt
that at least one race of people, and possibly two, inhabit the vast Antarctic
continent. They live on a portion of the coast that is not shown on any map,
and is believed to be frozen sea.”

Hull and Morrison had crossed a great mountain chain beyond which lay
a vast new land, large as all of the New England states put together, and
possibly the whole of Texas. High mountains hid it on one side; what
appeared to be impassible ice barricaded it on the other. This area had a
somewhat milder climate than the rest of Antarctica. It resembled the Arctic
rather than the bitter South—no trees, of course, but immense spaces of
mossy tundra which in the summer months, late December to late February,
were clear of snow. The ground was frozen hard a foot below the surface the
year round, as in the Arctic, but the steady sunlight made a few flowers
bloom, thawed the rivers, and made land life possible.

Hull thought that the somewhat mild climate, compared of course to the
frigid despair of the remainder of the continent, was due to volcanic
phenomena. It is true that there are many active volcanoes in the Antarctic
ranges, so the theory did not seem too far-fetched. He told of many hot
springs in the Moss Country, and small craters filled with molten lava in the
caves of the hills. But there was a more reasonable explanation, Belgrade
said. In the first place, the high mountains sheltered the country from the
cold south winds, and arrested and condensed the warm winds from the
north. In the second place the strange behavior of the ice indicated that there
was a warm current of water, comparable to the Japan Current in Alaska,
washing its shores.

According to Hull, the people of the Moss Country were “blond
Eskimos,” and even more heathenish and uncivilized than the dark-skinned
Eskimos of the North.

“Blond Eskimos!” Adam’s tone expressed utter disbelief. “It doesn’t
sound possible, Belgrade. True, an Arctic explorer claims he found blond



Eskimos, but how could such people get to the Antarctic? Whether they are
blond or dark isn’t important—the wonder is that the same race could
occupy both ends of the earth, with no trace of ’em between. You surely
don’t believe that.”

“What I believe is my own affair. I give you Hull’s words. He says they
are Eskimos, and he is as intelligent as most men of his class. He has been to
Nome, Alaska, as a young man, and has seen some of that race.”

“Do they live like Eskimos?”
“So he says. They live in igloos—hunt—carve ivory.”
Up to this point, Hull’s story seemed to be clear and rational; now it

became confused and incredible. But this was no wonder: his terrible ordeal
on the ice and the nameless peaks and glaciers had made him queer; and it
was at least possible that he had been tortured by the natives. At times he
raved of a chamber of horrors that he called the Cave of Death; he spoke of
fierce animals that lived in dens beside the sea; he repeatedly mentioned
elephants.

“There’s nothing crazy about that last,” Adam said. “He means an
immense kind of seal, called the sea-elephant, found in the Antarctic. You
know that as well as I do.”

“I know nothing—until I get there. However, Morrison took a few
pictures you might like to see. It seems he carried a small camera, which he
didn’t throw away when he thought his jig was up. He hoped that his body
would be found and the pictures tell the story. Commendable scientific
spirit, eh?”

Both Morrison and Hull settled down in the tribe. Morrison, who was
greatly liked by the people, married the chief’s daughter. According to Hull,
she swayed more power than the chief himself. Primitive government is
quite frequently matriarchal, Belgrade explained. If the woman’s mother was
dead, she, and not her father, would be the supreme power.

But although Morrison was welcomed by the tribe, Hull remained an
outcast. Except for Morrison’s protection he would have been killed or
driven away. He was mated with an ill-favored woman, and forced to live
beyond the outskirts of the village.

“Did Hull ever explain what the people had against him?” Adam asked
with intense curiosity.



Belgrade answered the question by asking another. “Did you notice
Hull’s right eye?”

“They objected to that, did they? Well, that’s reasonable enough. If they
had never seen the defect before, they might think it was the evil eye.”

“Hull implies the thing was more complicated. We shall see when we
arrive.”

After many years with the blond Eskimos, Morrison began to long for
his own people, and to help Hull plan escape. But how could they bridge the
void of desolate ice and uncharted seas between them and the nearest
whaling station in the South Seas? The answer was one of the strangest
things in a strange tale.

In summer-time there was always open water on the coasts of the Moss
Country. Into this still sea the Penguin came drifting. Apparently a warm
current from the north had melted the ice that held her fast. By a miracle she
was not greatly damaged, so Morrison induced his tribesmen to tow her in
and beach her in front of the village.

The two Englishmen worked patiently at her repairs, with the desperate
hope of sailing her home. They kept her painted with native paints; they
rigged sails and calked leaking seams. But they were not fated to take the
cruise together. In the hour of hope, when their plans were complete and the
scheme had begun to seem actually feasible, Morrison met with a fatal
accident in the hunting field.

Hull was immediately expelled from the tribe. The natives helped him
launch the ship, put him aboard with a supply of seal meat, and towed him
out into the bay. He was not wholly alone. At the last moment his ill-favored
“Eskimo” wife threw her fortunes with his. They were left to the mercy of
the wind, the wave, and the drifting ice.

Favorable winds carried the ship into the open ocean. There they drifted
helplessly, the prey of wind and current, until their supplies were gone and
famine added its slow horror to the journey. At the last Hull was alone. For
reasons unknown, or untold, the woman threw herself into the sea. When
Hull was about to follow her—half-mad with loneliness and fear and half-
dead with starvation—a whaler appeared on the sky-line.

The whaler towed the Penguin into Port Stanley, in the Falkland Islands.
Here Hull met Belgrade, on his way home from Patagonia, and for the first
time told his story. Belgrade swore Hull to secrecy, supplied money to pay
salvage charges, and had the Penguin reconditioned. Then he recruited a



crew of whalers, familiar with the Antarctic seas, and sailing by way of New
Zealand, started for the Moss Country.

Adam now understood the unusual stature of the crew. As a rule, whalers
are good-sized men. To chase leviathan through the ice-laden seas is one of
the hardest games that men play, and weaklings are barred to start with.

“Of course the whalers don’t know the purpose of the expedition,”
Belgrade said. “They think I am a crack-brained scientific man going on an
ordinary journey of exploration. They will sail the ship, under Hull’s
directions, as close as they can to the Moss Country; then we will fly the rest
of the way, take pictures, gather our data, and fly back to the ship.”

“And return to civilization with the scoop of the century,” Adam
concluded.

“I fancy my reports will receive considerable attention.” Belgrade spoke
complacently. “This, doctor, is the situation. If Hull lives, he will show us a
short path through the ice. If he dies, we must go on the best we may by the
poor maps he is able to draw, but I pray to the scientific god that he may not
die! Of course, doctor, with your valued assistance.”

“Of course Hull does not know he is under sentence of death, or he
wouldn’t come with you.”

“He mustn’t know. It is a small matter, where the welfare of science is
concerned. Come, Weismann. What do you say? Are you going to cooperate
with me, or make trouble? Surely you realize what a vastly important thing
it is——”

“That’s what I do not realize.” Adam spoke bluntly. “I can’t see that it is
any life-and-death matter if you fail to find these people, or if the world
never learns of their existence. You’ve been frank with me, and I’ll be frank
with you—I think the work of any country doctor, in his effort to save
human life, is in many ways more important than this.”

Belgrade was plainly horrified. “Life! You speak as if human life were
something rare and precious, instead of common as dirt. I’m disappointed in
you, Weismann. You blaspheme science.”

“I admit it will be a fine thing for you,” Adam went on unmoved, “and it
will increase the world’s knowledge. Moreover, it should be an interesting
adventure for both of us.”

The Slav brightened. “Then you agree to go through with it and cause no
trouble? That’s a good fellow.”



“Good fellow be damned. I agree to nothing other than to try to keep
Hull alive—which is my own kind of a job. I’ll go with you, but that doesn’t
mean I owe you any loyalty or that I approve of your methods. And if the
chance offers, I may pay you back for the indignity you put on me tonight.”



III

On the second day out, Hull’s condition took a turn for the worse. Adam
wondered if he would live to see the midnight sun. He seemed to realize that
his days were numbered because he talked of his home in England and
asked to look over a number of photographs he kept in his locker.

Among these were the pictures Belgrade had mentioned. But the
photographer had not discounted the low sun of the polar regions, and the
prints were not plain. One of them represented a dead animal, apparently a
bear. The other, of a group of Antarcticans, was somewhat clearer, but the
men’s faces were darkened by their parka hoods and told Adam nothing he
did not already know. They were dressed in what seemed to be Eskimo
costume and looked considerably larger than the short, stocky men of the
Arctic.

The remainder of the photographs, although taken with the same camera,
seemed typical snapshots of English scenes and people. Adam looked
through them more to please his patient than for any other reason. But the
last one in the collection, an enlargement from a camera negative, made him
stop and stare.

It was the picture of a young girl, apparently an English girl, of about
sixteen years of age. It showed bare shoulders and throat, but was cut off too
short to reveal even the top of her dress. Her hair, which was evidently
yellow as his own, was plaited in a great braid, encircling her head like a
coronet. It was a fashion of hair-dressing with which Adam was unfamiliar,
but which suggested the classic Greek.

Adam could not remember a lovelier picture. The girl’s face was
singularly arresting, possessing a beauty that was almost a new kind of
beauty, not merely a refinement of ordinary girlhood prettiness. The face
was oval and rather broad at the cheekbones. The nose was delicate, high-
bridged, the eyes wide apart, the mouth full and sensuous, the whole head
beautifully shaped. Yet none of these features or their combination explained
the girl’s peculiar charm. It was something Adam could not analyze.

Her features were wonderfully delicate, yet she looked strong. He could
imagine her in old Hellas, as an Athenian girl with the legend of a river-god
somewhere in her ancestry. In her eyes and the set of her head there was an
intense, seeming-righteous pride which no parvenue could pretend; at the



same time a curious wild look not to be reconciled with a conventional
English environment. She looked as if she could feel richly, love fiercely,
live fully.

What was Hull doing with a picture like this? What contacts could he
have with the chosen of the earth? It might be as interesting a story as his
adventure in the far South.

“Who is this girl?” Adam asked Hull.
“She’s the daughter o’ my best friend.”
“She seems to be very pretty.”
Adam made this comment in a restrained tone. Yet Hull seemed almost

pitifully grateful and pleased, as if the compliment reacted in some personal
way. “I think so too,” he agreed earnestly. “I think she’s one of the prettiest
gals I ever seen, black or white. But there’s some who wouldn’t have sense
enough to know it.”

It is not possible to fall in love with a photograph. Anyway, Adam was a
cold-blooded scientist who would find it hard to fall in love at all. Yet for the
moment he skated at the edge of sophomoric, ridiculous romanticism. He
fancied himself questioning the sick man, learning the girl’s name and
address, and crossing the seas to find her.

At once he was so contemptuous of this nonsense that he refused to ask
even casual and polite questions about the girl, and at Hull’s request, shut up
the photograph with the others in the locker. But he did not at once shut it
out of his memory. The wild, arresting face haunted him off and on for days.

The Penguin steamed southward. The days grew steadily longer, the
nights colder. Icebergs began to gleam like fabulous sapphires on the breast
of the sea. Along the southern horizon was a faint white line, the ice-blink
from the floes.

There is an authentic mystery in the polar regions. It is a sense of the
nearness of vast forces moving beyond human ken. The ebb and flow of the
ice, the storms that rise and beat across the empty seas, the strange sun that
hangs for months above the horizon and for months hides away, and over it
all the curse of the Great Cold—to the awful splendor of these Adam was
sharply sensitive. What manner of people could dwell in this silence, this
solitude? He looked forward with a growing excitement to the journey’s end.



When they entered the open pack, Hull acted as navigator. A cot was
provided for him in the pilot house; with the aid of instruments and a glass
he got his bearings and set the course. For ten days the vessel fought ice.
Often the way seemed blocked by heavy hummocked pack, but always a
lane opened to let her through. Plainly there was a warm current of water
sweeping through these fields, otherwise she would have been ice-bound
long before now. But it was slow work, and Belgrade grew savage with
impatience.

For Adam, every day was an adventure. On the sheltered shores of the
nameless islands he saw herds of sea elephants—grotesque giant seals as big
as young whales. On the floes were sea leopards and crabeater seals; in the
open water the great dorsal fins of the killer whales idled like lazy sails.
Once, in great excitement, a sailor showed him what seemed to be a crowd
of people adrift on a floe—splendid people in immaculate black and white—
but they proved to be emperor penguins, bowing sedately as the ship sailed
by.

At last the ship emerged into a still sea, open except for scattered fields
of drift ice. Beyond were towering ice-cliffs, forming what seemed to be an
unbroken barricade. What lay beyond those cliffs Belgrade himself could
not wholly imagine. His black eyes snapped with excitement.

“That’s the last ice between here and the Moss Country,” Hull said.
“Professor, I’ve brought ye this far, but ye’ve got to go the rest of the way
alone.”

Exhausted, he sank back on his cot. Instantly Belgrade was at his side,
trying to rouse him. “But you must go with me, in the plane. How can I find
the villages without you? Confound you, Hull, you don’t dare fail me now.”

Adam’s distrust of Belgrade was now vindicated. He had victimized
Hull and had tried the same tactics on Adam himself. The great Slav had
never intended to share any part of his honors with the American and had
schemed to leave him aboard the whaler and never let him lay eyes on the
new people dwelling beyond the barrier. He meant to take no one but Hull in
the seaplane, and after the latter’s death, he could stand in the limelight
alone.

Fortunately, Adam had anticipated this move and had taken steps to
checkmate it. “Take the Doc in my place,” Hull said. “I’ve talked to ‘im
when he was sittin’ up with me and told him all the landmarks, and he’s
learned ’em by heart. He’ll guide ye to the villages.”



“But I want you to go.” Belgrade stood over the cot, and in his frenzy,
shook the sick man by the shoulders. “I want you to try it anyway.
Remember the gold you can carry away, the fine furs and ivory.”

But Hull was no longer concerned with gold and furs and ivory. His gaze
became fixed, he mumbled of long-ago events. He seemed to be dying
before their eyes, and when Belgrade laid hands on him again, Adam came
to his rescue.

It was a belated rescue, true. Adam was not proud of his treatment of the
dying man; all his professional instincts had rebelled against the sorry
conspiracy in which he had tacitly participated. Hull was the “goat” of the
expedition. Even the crew had realized that he could not survive the journey
and would have no share in its profits. He should have been encouraged to
spend his last days among his own people in the comforts of a civilized land,
but instead he had been inveigled into an arduous sea journey the like of
which, God knew, he had had enough. Encouraged by a false friend, he had
come to this lonely desolate place only to die, and Adam resolved that at
least he should die in peace and quiet.

“Doctor, get me a hypodermic needle, quick,” Belgrade commanded.
“I’m going to give him a shot of strychnine and keep him alive long enough
to question him——”

“No you won’t.” Adam’s face was brick red. “He’s had enough trouble
and pain without being called back to answer your questions.”

The sallow face before him darkened with anger. “You are a stubborn
fool. What is a little extra pain and trouble compared to the possible failure
of our expedition? It won’t make the slightest difference an hour from now
—he’s half dead already.”

“You call me a stubborn fool again, and I’ll show you how stubborn I
can be.” Adam’s eyes were blazing. “Try to find those villages by yourself.”

It was a trump card. Belgrade hesitated a moment, then chose to yield.
Certainly his chances for success were far better if Adam accompanied him
in the plane. On the other hand, Hull’s usefulness was all but ended. Even
under a stimulant, he would not be able to describe landmarks and give
directions.

When the midnight sun was a red ball on the horizon, Hull raised on his
elbow with a chattering cry. “The Cave o’ Death!” he stammered, in pitiable
terror. “They’re takin’ me to the Cave o’ Death.”



“You’re all right.” Adam answered hoarsely, himself shaken deeply by
the sudden cry. “You’re safe in your own bed on the ship.”

“But the Eskimo woman has jumped overboard?”
“Long ago. It’s all over now. You’re with friends.”
“Friends? You’re the only friend I got.” He sank back on the cot, free at

last from the semi-delirium that had clouded his brain so many weeks. “The
Professor has made a monkey out o’ me from first to last. I hadn’t ought to
brought him here. He’s just the first—from now on people will come in
shiploads, and the tribe’ll go to the dogs.”

This thought had not yet occurred to Adam. It startled him profoundly.
“There’s no help for it now.”

“I guess not. But it’s a wicked shame, just the same, as you’ll see when
you get there. . . . I leave it in your hands.”

His lips continued to move, but made no sound. Evidently he had spent
his last strength. Adam watched the life go out of him as embers die in an
untended fire. His eyes filmed over, his face turned gray.

Yet once more the moving lips formed audible sound. Adam bent low to
hear.

“Look after her, Doc,” he seemed to be saying. “She’s the daughter o’
my best friend.”

Had the delirium taken him again? There seemed no other explanation.
What had his friend’s lovely white-skinned daughter to do with the savages
of the Moss Country? But Adam would never hear the explanation from
Hull’s lips. The case was completed.



IV

Belgrade got together his outfit—three days’ supply of provisions, a
small pneumatic boat, warm clothes, navigating instruments, and a small
receiving set by which he could learn the position of the ship in case ice or
storm forced her to weigh anchor. He had, however, no sending set. He did
not wish to give any information to the listening air until his venture was
complete. He armed himself with a rifle but, for reasons of his own,
provided no weapon for his companion. Adam’s outfit consisted of warm
clothes, a hunting knife, his medical bag, and a few personal things.

They hopped off in the seaplane, crossed the ice barrier, and twenty
minutes later were looking down on the Moss Country—limitless tracts of
muskeg and tundra similar to northern Alaska. It was a bleak, desolate
region, yet a garden of fertility compared to the ice-bound wastes of the
remainder of the Antarctic continent. Most of the country was flat, watered
by large rivers and dotted with lakes, but in the far distance there was a
pearly gleam that meant low mountain chains, possibly spurs from the
immense range to the south. The land fronted a broad sea open except for
drift ice.

As the hours droned by, the country became more hilly, and mountains
of considerable height flanked the sea; in between stretched immense broad
valleys where any number of Eskimo villages might lie hidden. What lived
in these valleys Adam could but guess. For safety’s sake, and to look over as
much country as possible, Belgrade flew high. Adam could see well enough
to locate a cluster of igloos, with the attendant boats, skin racks, and so on,
but any wild animals roaming the tundra remained invisible.

Once his eyes caught a dozen or more black spots in the neck of a valley.
They looked too large to be animals—at least any animals he could imagine
—and they were plainly not human habitations. He concluded they must be
immense rocks, deposited here by volcanic or glacial action.

They crossed an immense river—it looked as big as the Potomac—and
gazed down on a country somewhat more inviting than the rest. It was a
narrow strip between low mountains and the sea; the shore was free of ice,
the moss verdant green. The hills were bare of snow almost to their crest,
indicating that the intense cold was considerably tempered by the warm
current sweeping from the north.



But they were not to continue their lofty survey. The air proved to be
unusually rough and bumpy. Half an hour beyond the great river, they struck
an air pocket that seemed to let the bottom fall out of the ship. They dropped
a short distance like a diving tern, hit the hard air with force that jarred every
nut and bolt in the ship, took hold, and winged on. But they had not come
out unscathed. Belgrade, an expert airman, instantly realized that an oil line
had broken.

There is no choice of action in a case like this. He shut off his engine,
leaned out of his seat, and looked for a place to land. Watching him, Adam
appreciated for the first time the mettle of this man. If he were even phased
by the disaster, his face did not show it. His eyes were alert and keen, but
there seemed to be no terror in them.

Gravity was already exerting its inexorable pull on the ship and she was
descending in long glides. The roar of the motor had ceased; the only sound
in the baffling silence was the whistling whir of the propellor. The sea lifted
slowly toward them.

Belgrade decided to light in a sheltered bay some two miles ahead. It
seemed safer than trusting to the submerged reefs of the open sea. Soon he
realized that he had made a disastrous, perhaps a fatal mistake. Mud banks
and sandbars just awash showed up like long sea serpents. But it was too
late now to change his tactics. The ship was swooping like a great fish hawk
over the water. The pontoons splashed, rose, splashed again, tore through a
mud bank, and came to rest with a jar.

Even so, it was a better landing than either man had hoped for. They
were both battered and shaken but not in the least hurt, and as far as they
could tell the plane had received no considerable damage. Belgrade turned
gravely to his companion.

“Perhaps I am not slated to find the villages and make the great
discovery,” he said. “Perhaps the ice will keep its secret.”

Of his own peril he did not speak, probably did not even think. But
Adam thought, and spoke too, quickly enough. “We’ve got to find the
villages or leave our bones on the coast. Let’s get to shore as quickly as we
can. Then we’ll climb a hill and try to locate Hull’s landmarks.”

In ten minutes the small pneumatic boat was ready. They safeguarded
the ship the best they could, took a few of their most necessary belongings,
and rowed to shore. Presently they were standing side by side on the crest of
a low hill.



They were aware of a comforting mutual respect. Although they stood at
opposite poles in many regards, both had the capacity to play a hard game
through to the finish. Enemies they had been, enemies they would be again,
but now they were almost comrades.

“The plane is useless until we can get fire and tools to repair it, and that
means we have to walk,” Adam summed up. “We’re able-bodied men, and
can walk a long way, even with very little food. The question is, which way
shall we go?”

“Toward the villages, of course. What are you thinking of, Weismann?”
“Where are they? You don’t know, and I don’t either. It’s entirely

possible that they lie at the end of one of the headlands we flew over and are
behind us instead of in front. No amount of walking will do us any good if
we go in the wrong direction.”

“What about Hull’s landmarks?”
“They’re pretty vague. According to them, we ought to be close to the

villages right now. Well, we’ll go on the rest of the day. If we don’t find
them——”

The remark ended in the air. The two started down the long coast. The
country was desolate, forbidding; the wind swept over the tundra with a low
moan infinitely melancholy. They searched the sand for tracks of animals,
but it was bare as desert sands. Looking back after half an hour’s tramp, it
seemed they had been walking on a treadmill. The flying boat was still in
plain sight.

Today they had sped a hundred miles an hour. Now it took them almost
half an hour to gain a single mile. And every step took them farther from
their own kind—from familiar scenes and known sources of help—farther
and farther into the utterly unknown.

The day wore on. Their hopes ebbed. When the shadows were long and
the evening mists drifted over the sea, they came to a deep river, flowing out
of a narrow valley between high bluffs. To cross this river they must inflate
the boat. As Adam, stern-lipped, spread it out and got the small air pump
ready, Belgrade touched him on the arm.

“Doctor, this is the Rubicon,” he said. Deep, haggard lines creased his
sallow skin. “If we cross this, we’ll never have the heart to go back to the
plane, and search the country behind us. We’ll plunge on down this coast till
we drop.”



Adam straightened wearily. “I thought we would find ’em before now. It
begins to look as though we got off wrong, somehow. What do you think
we’d better do—go on, or turn back?”

But Belgrade could not answer. Either way was dark enough. His hope,
and Adam’s too, was at low tide. The long cold shadow of the dunes
dropped slowly over them, the cold winds chilled them to the bone.

But at that moment the tide turned. From behind the great dunes at the
river mouth they heard a low-booming, reverberant sound. It seemed to be
the beat of a stone hammer on a bronze gong.



V

Behind the dunes lay the Antarctic villages. Of this there was no further
doubt; Hull’s incredible story had been vindicated. The solemn sounds were
man-made, and were not the reverberating harp-notes of the wind such as
travelers sometimes hear in the open tundra. The two castaways gazed into
each other’s brightening eyes.

For a moment they could only listen, thrilled and awed. They had found
not only safety, food for their clamoring bodies and refuge from the
menacing cold and solitude of these long beaches, but the fulfilment of their
highest hopes. Beyond the river dwelt a new people. Adam and Belgrade
were about to behold wonders hidden from all other eyes. The curtain was
rolling up on the greatest adventure of their lives.

Then came the inevitable personal reaction. Belgrade began to
conjecture about the gong. He had heard the like before, in primitive tribes;
usually it was the news-crier of the village. He wondered if he could conceal
from Adam its many cultural meanings, as well as the meanings of other
institutions and customs which the Antarcticans might have. How he wished
he had made the trip alone, and need not share with Adam the scientific
triumphs to come!

To Adam came a queer prickly feeling over his face and back which he
remembered from occasional great moments in his laboratory. He foresaw
that Belgrade and he were about to make an astounding discovery—not just
the presence of blond Antarctic Eskimos, but something far more wonderful.
The source of the inspiration he did not at once know, but he soon perceived
it was the same that inspired Belgrade to greedy thoughts. The swelling
sounds they were hearing arose from a metal gong, not a hollow log with a
skin stretched across it. Therefore the Antarcticans could not be a stone age
people, utterly uncivilized. If they possessed metals, they must also have a
rudimentary culture. It was ever harder to believe that they could be “blond
Eskimos” such as Hull described.

Hull had said that they were even less civilized than Arctic Eskimos, but
he had no contacts with the remote Eskimo tribes and had seen only the
store-clothed, pipe-smoking, sugar-eating half-breeds of Nome, Alaska.
What he considered a state of utter barbarism might prove to be, from a
scientific standpoint, an ancient and considerable civilization.



Adam would soon know. He too was a scientist, and Belgrade could not
blind his eyes. The pure bliss of intellectual stimulation swept him in a
thrilling flood.

A fleet of canoes appeared around a bend in the river half a mile distant.
Fish-shaped, decked over except for a hole where the paddler sat, they
looked like Eskimo kayaks. Did this go to show that the people were
Eskimos?

But Weismann’s doubts continued to grow. The kayaks did not lend
strength to Hull’s theory but merely offered an explanation for his mistake.
If a man of the cook’s meager experience perceived that a race of people
wore Eskimo clothes and paddled kayaks, he would naturally conclude that
they were Eskimos and would not look any further. Yet it would be entirely
possible for an Antarctic people to invent the kayak and the parka on their
own account. These articles were naturally fitted for seal-hunting in a cold
country, and an intelligent race would be bound to hit upon them in time.

The boatmen swept nearer. He could see that they were paddlers of
supreme skill; the little crafts cut the water in long V-shaped lines. Presently
they ran into shore and landed.

The low sun threw a thin, yellow radiance upon them. And at this first
scrutiny of their faces, Adam no longer questioned, he knew. These men
were not blond Eskimos, or Eskimos of any kind. Belgrade could no longer
deceive him on this point. They were a people apart—perhaps a new race,
unkenned by science, or else a lost tribe from some ancient race supposedly
vanished from the earth.

To begin with, the men ran unusually large. Wondering at this, Adam
failed to observe another fact no less amazing and far more mysterious: that
their stature was uniform, as if they had all been cast in the same mold. The
shortest among them was but two inches under six feet, the tallest not two
inches over. They seemed to have rather short arms, enormous chests, broad
shoulders, and long, heavy legs. They wore highly decorated garments of
some unfamiliar silver fox.

Their faces were unusually broad; the space between the cheekbones in
all but two of the men was astonishing. In this respect they did resemble
Eskimos, a fact that contributed to Hull’s mistake. But in all other features
they were as far from the Arctic natives as Adam could imagine. Their eyes
were not dull and sunken—furtive shadows moving in fleshy slits—but
vivid, wide-open, and bright blue. Adam had never seen more intelligent
eyes. Their hair, showing under the parka hoods, and in long mustaches



worn by some of the men, was not coarse and black like Eskimo hair, but
yellow and fine. Their noses were finely chiseled, not flat; their mouths
humorous and mobile, not expressionless and coarse. Their skins were not
dirty, oily, and swart, but decidedly fair and, in spite of their wind-tan, as
clean and fresh-looking as Adam’s own.

Their heads were nobly shaped. Their carriage, their physical grace, their
bright proud faces, and even the beauty of their fur garments instantly
declared that they were not an inferior people but one of the superb races of
the earth. True, they were uncivilized. Apparently they were just emerging
from the Neolithic Age. But this was not necessarily due to lack of
intellectual capacity but to the unfavorable environment in which they were
forced to live.

They were white, whiter than Belgrade for instance, yet they remained a
race apart. They did not look like Indo-Europeans, or any other people of
Adam’s acquaintance. Who were they? Belgrade probably already knew—
he was an anthropologist of rare distinction—but Adam did not know, and
he determined to solve this absorbing mystery without help from his jealous
companion.

Among the number were two boys about sixteen and eighteen years old,
who were slightly darker than the others. One of them had brown hair, rather
than yellow, and one had hazel eyes instead of blue. It was apparent, too,
that the breadth of their cheekbones was not so pronounced. The reasons for
these variations struck Adam with thrilling force.

The older of the two boys stepped forth from the group of his fellows.
“You—English?” he asked carefully.

Adam almost jumped out of his shoes. “I am an American,” he
answered. “My companion is a European.”

The youth nodded, smiling dimly. “I hear my father speak of America,
also Europe,” he said slowly, feeling for his words. Then, with greater
confidence: “Is he with you?”

“Who?”
“Mester Hull. He said he would come back some day. We thought it was

him.”
So these were Hull’s children by his native wife. Because their father

was a white man, a brunet, to be sure, they were darker than their snowy
fellows. Plainly they had learned their father’s speech in early childhood.



“Hull started with us, but died at sea,” Adam answered.
“Died?” The youth slowly nodded, his face showing wonderment but no

sign of grief. It might be that death was commonplace in the Antarctic
villages, or else it was regarded from some pagan viewpoint unknown in
Christian countries. “Is my mother dead too?”

“Yes, long ago.”
“We urged her not to leave the Moss Country, but she followed my

father. It is death out there, beyond the Ice. All the people but us have died,
the stories say so. What’s your name?”

“Doctor Weismann. This is Professor Belgrade.”
“My name is Jim-Hull. My father said so. My brother’s name is Tom-

Hull. We are not of the Temple. We are what we call Ug Paddrin.”
“What does Ug Paddrin mean?”
“What father called, let me think, the under dogs. Our hair is too dark;

we do not pass. We can never be the Fathers of Men.”
Before Weismann could question him further, one of the older men—a

mighty-thewed brave who seemed in command of the party—spoke
authoritatively in his own tongue. Jim-Hull whirled to listen, then turned
again to the visitors. “Gort-Chil—that means Big Seal—says that you are to
come. They have struck the gong, and the Fathers of Men are gathering in
what we call the Right Place, the Temple. Dian is there, and she must never
be kept waiting.”

“Dian,” the short hairs crept on Adam’s neck. “Did you say Dian?” He
echoed Jim-Hull’s pronunciation of the word, with a long i and with accent
on the last syllable.

“That is what we call her. I don’t know what the name means in English.
She is the Daughter of the Sun and the Moon.”

Adam turned to Belgrade, for the moment forgetting his feud with his
fellow-scientist. “Did you hear that? Dian is the classical Goddess of the
Moon. How could these people know it?”

“Perhaps it is only coincidence. The same word often exists in two
wholly unrelated languages. These people are not Ancient Greeks or
Romans, but savages.”

Adam turned back to Jim-Hull. “Tell Gort-Chil we are ready to go.”



Jim-Hull repeated the message, and the men began to confer together.
Their gestures indicated that they were in doubt how to transport the two
visitors across the river in their one-man boats. But Adam decided to look
after this himself. It might have a good effect upon the people.

He began to pump up the pneumatic canoe. The villagers fell silent,
fascinated. But they were not in the least alarmed to see the flat canvas
taking shape as a boat. Probably they were used to inflating bladders to use
as buoys on their seal harpoons. “Start off, and we’ll follow you,” Adam told
Jim-Hull.

Rowing as fast as they could, the two visitors followed the tribesmen up
the river. They landed just above the next bend, to find themselves at the
foot of the village. Gort-Chil guided them toward what seemed to be an
immense mound built on a low hill.

In the short walk, Adam’s eyes were busy. He observed that the houses
were similar to Eskimo igloos: turf huts, half underground, and approached
through low tunnels. This was to be expected, no other type of dwelling
would exclude the intense cold of the Antarctic winters. Picketed nearby
were the sledge dogs—wolfish brutes, even more savage than Eskimo
huskies, and snow white in color. Really they were no more than white
wolves, somewhat larger, perhaps, than European wolves. In a pen made of
whale ribs back of the houses there were a number of other animals that
looked like undersized buffalo, with long wind-blown hair, but they were
too far distant to identify for certain.

Shy children peeped from the tunnel mouths—sturdy, yellow-haired
youngsters clothed in beautiful furs. The women either stayed concealed in
the dwellings or had assembled with the men at the temple. About the huts
were evidence of a primitive culture: fish-nets made of sinew and thongs,
racks for drying fish, and great frames for stretching skins. What manner of
skins would fit such frames Adam could not imagine. They were big enough
for whales.

The temple proved to be nothing more or less than an immense igloo,
built in the shape of a mound and supported by snow-white pillars of
whalebone. Gort-Chil and the other leaders escorted the visitors in; the two
Hulls remained with men of their own caste outside the temple door.

When Adam’s eyes became adjusted to the changed light, he stood
spellbound. He would never forget this scene. The vast room was circular,
and the assembled tribespeople sat in rows about the walls. Adam could not
guess how many there were—four hundred at least. The braves, who sat in



the outer ring, held whale-oil lamps that shed a flickering yellow gleam, and
made fitful shadows dance and cavort on the arched ceiling. An open space
was left in the middle of the room, and here a bright flame leaped out of a
stone vessel supported—and here was a suggestion of the classic Greek—by
a tripod. Beside the ivory tripod, on a stool of carved ivory, Dian was
waiting.

She got up when the visitors entered, and the altar fire threw a golden
gleam on her face. Adam, who now was moving boldly toward her, stopped
in his tracks. The whites of his eyes reflected the flickering light.

The face was startlingly familiar. Almost instantly he recognized it as the
original of Hull’s photograph. Why hadn’t he guessed the truth, long ago?
The dying man had said that the girl was the daughter of his best friend. Of
course she was—the daughter of Morrison, Hull’s companion who had
befriended and protected him against the Antarcticans. Morrison had
married the hereditary princess of the tribe. Upon his wife’s death, her
daughter would naturally inherit the tribal scepter. Such is the practice in
matriarchal forms of government.

When Adam had first seen the picture, he had noticed the breadth
between the girl’s cheekbones, as well as a pagan look he could not analyze.
But because she was beautiful and proud and fair, he had been unable to
imagine her as a barbarian princess, and had gone to great shifts to explain
her as an English girl.

Was he disillusioned now? On the contrary, the photograph had scarcely
done her justice. That he, Adam Weismann, a man of science and the child
of a calloused age, should with his own eyes behold romance like this, made
his brain reel. The picture had been taken at least two years before, and there
were slight changes in her face and breast that made her all the more
alluring. Her braids were not now coiled about her head, but hung in front of
her shoulders, Indian fashion, like thick ropes of yellow gold.

Her only garment was a gorgeous wild animal fur, silvery in hue, from
her waist to midway on her thighs. Her legs were bare, her feet clad in
sandals of a pattern Adam had never seen before. About the upper part of
her body, just under her arms, was a gold band, four inches broad, fastening
two metal cups or bowls worn over her breasts. One of these shields seemed
to be silver, the other gold. Her only other ornaments were broad gold bands
about her upper arms.

Adam had read widely of primitive peoples, and he believed he
understood her breast decorations. She was not only the temporal ruler of



the tribe but its goddess. As in Ancient Egypt, and in every other land where
absolute monarchs held sway, the reigning family claimed divine origin.
Jim-Hull had said that Dian was the daughter of the Sun and the Moon.
Probably there was a legend in the tribe, ancient as the ice, of how Diana
had married Apollo (the sun-god was probably known by a different name)
and of how a daughter born of this marriage had founded the dynasty. The
golden bowl, covering the girl’s life-giving breast, probably symbolized the
sun, the silver bowl the moon.

He had wondered at the pride in her face and in the carriage of her head,
but he could understand it now. She herself probably never doubted but that
she was descended from the gods, and certainly she wielded temporal power
over her little world which Oriental sultans and European dictators might
well envy.

These lost people whom she ruled worshipped physical perfection. Jim-
Hull had revealed this in his few words; besides, the stature of the men and
their surprising uniformity of physique bore mute witness to the same fact.
Dian herself was the embodiment of a physical ideal, the product of
centuries of mate-selecting by the tribal queens. She was a tall girl, hardly
four inches less than six feet, deep-bosomed, finely formed. Her straight
bare limbs flashed ivory-white in the firelight. She was athletic rather than
buxom; she looked as if she could run like a deer.

Her English blood had refined her beauty without taking away the pagan
look native to her race. Her cheekbones were less broad than those of her
subjects, and made her face oval in shape. She had a small pointed chin
which Adam had noticed in the tribesmen, and the same vivid blue eyes, but
the top of her nose was not sunken like theirs, and her profile was more
noticeably aquiline. When Adam had first seen her photograph, he fancied
her an Athenian girl, with the legend of an Olympian love-affair somewhere
in her mortal ancestry. Now, beholding her splendid body, he thought of her
as a Gothic princess beyond the uttermost sway of Rome, perhaps a
daughter of Vercingetorix on a forest throne.



VI

Dian smiled dimly into Adam’s face and bent her head slightly in
greeting. “Who are you, who come from beyond the Ice?” she asked, in
Adam’s own tongue. As yet she did not even glance at Belgrade.

Naturally she would talk English. She had learned it in earliest childhood
from her father’s lips. But it was not easy to explain her stately, almost
classical expression, and the purity of her forms. It must be that Morrison
had tried to do well by his pagan daughter. Keenly conscious of her dignity
as princess and priestess, he had taught her the best English that he knew.
The rest was the influence of her mother tongue imposed on her English
speech, and of her own proud conception of her position. She was the
daughter of the Sun and the Moon.

On the lips of Dian, the words did not sound in the least stilted or
strained. Adam could not imagine her speaking any other way. Her voice
was a pleasant contralto, rich and deep.

“Adam Weismann,” he told her.
“Adam? Wasn’t he the first man? My father, Morrison Chief, told me

about him. But he never told me what Weismann means.”
“It means ‘wise man,’ ” then, with a frank sincerity she could not resent:

“I’d like to know what Dian means, too.”
“It is our word for queen. My mother and my grandmother, and all the

others who stood in this place, beside the First Fire—back to our first
mother the Moon—were called Dian. We have our own names too—mine is
Chulee.” She paused, and looked at him curiously. “How did you come here,
Adam? How did you get through the Ice to find us. Did Hull bring you?”

He told her briefly of the journey, omitting, of course, its real purpose.
Hull was dead, he said.

“It is no matter,” was the seeming-calloused answer. “He would have
been driven to the Ice, or taken to Maun ig Mere, if Morrison Chief had not
defended him. But he was allowed to stay, and became the father of two of
the Ug Paddrin. But Morrison Chief, he was the father of Dian. He was tall
like you, and his hair was yellow and his eyes blue like yours.” Now she
turned to Belgrade and her manner was less free. “Are you his servant?”



“His servant? Dian, I am Dr. Karl Belgrade, the anthropologist. But of
course that means nothing to you.”

“You are tall and strong, but so dark. Your eyes are black as our winter
night, when neither my Father nor my Mother is in the sky, and my power
declines. You may both go to the Rest-House, where the hunters from other
villages stay when they come for the summer prayers to Dian. I will tell the
people who you are, and of the ship on the sea.”

She turned to her people and raised her hand. Instantly they rose to their
feet; the braves held their lamps high. She spoke to them briefly in their own
tongue. Then she gave her hand to each of her guests in turn.

Adam shook it warmly, in the American fashion. Belgrade, of the
European tradition, of course bowed and touched the cool fingers to his lips.
She seemed somewhat taken aback—this was evidently a form of homage
new to her—and turned questioning eyes into Adam’s face. “You did not do
so. Why is your friendship sign different from his? You clasped my hand
like a chief.” But at once her face brightened as she drew her own
conclusions. “Dian understands. You are a chief in your own land. He is Ug
Paddrin.”

“Ug Paddrin, Dian?” Belgrade echoed, puzzled.
“It is your caste with us,” was the grave answer. “Your skin is too dark.

Perhaps it does not matter beyond the Ice, so Morrison Chief told, but we
have our own ways here.”

A moment later Gort-Chil escorted the visitors out of the temple and into
a fifty-foot tunnel nearby. Adam crawled through a round aperture, curtained
by a thick pelt, and found himself in a circular room, evidently the guest
house of the village. Dazed by the revelations of the last hour, at first he paid
little attention to his surroundings. But when he and Belgrade were left
alone, his senses sharpened. He noticed first that the inner walls of the turf-
house had been plastered with clay, hard as rock, and were bare save for a
number of weapons hung on wooden pegs. Later he would examine these
with scientific care; now he was absorbed in his companion.

The Slav was kneeling on the floor, fondling a number of rich fur rugs.
His eyes were luminous; his hands left lustrous prints in the velvet nap.
“Think of walking on such beauty, such wealth,” he murmured. “Weismann,
have you ever seen furs like these?”

“Can’t say that I have. The silver ones have the color and texture of
silver fox, except that they are too large. The brown ones look like sea otter.



They must represent new species of animals.”
“New species of familiar genera. I’ll tell you something else they

represent—a large sum of money. The whole village is a treasure-house of
fur. And that means—good-by to these people.”

“I don’t understand——”
“It seems to be obvious. You must know what happens to any primitive

people who possess riches. Remember the Incas and the Aztecs. Weismann,
you are in a primitive village untouched by civilization. Come back in a
year, two years at the latest, and see the change.”

“You mean—” Adam groped for words to express the appalling thought
—“you mean that this wonderful race is doomed?”

“Of course. Don’t be a sentimental fool. It is interesting as a scientific
curiosity, and will figure in museums all over the world, but it hasn’t a dog’s
chance to survive in competition with Europeans. The white man, so-called,
destroys every primitive race he sees, some quickly, others slowly. In this
case, destruction will come like an avalanche, almost in a day. If they but
knew it, our visit here is their death sentence. It is the same as though we
brought an army to clean them out. As soon as we report our discovery,
scores of adventurers will come here. They’ll take not only their furs and
ivory, and what little gold they possess, but their virtue and independence.
They’ll leave instead all the curses of civilization: bad habits, love of luxury,
and disease.”

“But surely they can be protected——”
“Rubbish, Weismann. These people will have no resistance against the

diseases of civilization. But they’d starve to death anyway, in time. We’ll
kill off their animals for fur; there will be a trading store on this very site.”

“It’s a fine prospect.” Adam spoke bitterly. “It’s a fine trick we are
playing them.”

“Don’t distress yourself about it. We found them before too late. I’ll
make complete reports of them, and what happens to them after we leave
won’t really matter to science. If the museums send expeditions within the
next year or two they’ll be able to make good enough collections of their
implements, and so on, before the traders carry off everything.”

“You speak as if science is the only thing that matters.”
“I urge you again, Weissmann—do not be a sentimental fool. These

people are savages. After we leave, they will have nothing to contribute to



the world except a few bones, flints, and bronze tools. It is a natural law that
the weak must perish and the strong survive.”

“We ought to be strong enough to temper that law a little, I think. If our
civilization can’t grant a little mercy to the weak, I don’t think it’s much
good. And we’ll come to it, in time. We’ve already begun to set aside
sanctuaries for helpless animals and birds. If this discovery were postponed
for twenty years, I think these people would be protected. Humanitarianism
is advancing fast; twenty years from now human beings may be decent
enough, yes, and wise enough too, to make a sanctuary here, and preserve
this wonderful thing for future generations, as it should be.”

“If this discovery were postponed for twenty years, some scientific man
other than myself would be the discoverer and steal the honor I have won.
As it is, twenty years will see these people as near extinction as the Hairy
Ainu of Japan. The only survivors will be a few half-breeds, begging for
sugar at the trading post. And speaking of the future, we have our own
safety to look to. The plane is fairly secure, in that closed bay, but a hard
wind would smash it up; then we would be extinct ourselves, figuratively
speaking. We must send for it, and have it towed into the village.”

Adam seemed to arouse himself with difficulty from his brooding. “I’ll
ask Dian to send a dozen men in kayaks. They can put their buckskin lines
on the plane and tow her into the river mouth in half a day.”

“She’ll do it for you. She seemed rather pleased with you, anyway. And
that brings me to a rather delicate point.”

Belgrade straightened, and looked his companion in the eye. His gaze
was cold, utterly insolent, but Adam returned it with considerable spirit.
“Yes?”

“I am the head of this expedition. I do not often remind you of this fact,
but it is nevertheless so.”

“Go on,” Adam urged coldly.
“In that capacity, I’ll have to ask you to hold off on certain pleasurable

pursuits that may occur to you. I refer particularly to the girl, Dian. I am
interested in her, in a scientific way, and wish to test her reactions. To do so,
I must have a clear field. Is that understood?”

Adam studied the sallow face before him. “I don’t believe it is,” he
observed at last, as calmly as he could.



“I don’t want to deprive you of anything, Weismann, and mean that you
shall have your full share of pleasure as well as profit from this expedition.
But you must respect my wishes, in this case. You noticed the amazing gold
and silver bowls the girl wore?”

“Yes.”
“They are extremely interesting objects, apart from their intrinsic value.

You may have them for souvenirs. But as to what lies beneath them—for
you it is, as the natives say, taboo.”

Adam turned slowly livid. He could think of no answer other than
violence; the muscles of his big arms began to contract into stony hills. But
before he could make that answer, thereby hurling to a climax his growing
feud with Belgrade, there came a prosaic interruption. Jim-Hull appeared in
the aperture with a tray of food.



VII

Belgrade’s machine-like brain and body needed fuel, and he rubbed his
hands with satisfaction. Tucking his feet under him, he sat supplely on the
floor; Adam stifled his anger the best he could and sat down opposite. Jim-
Hull placed the food between them.

The tray seemed to be of hammered copper. The food was of a variety
and excellence amazing to the visitors. Naturally, the body of the meal was
meat, some of it broiled over coals, some fried in fat. There was a heavy
black flesh which Adam thought must be whale; it was strong but not
offensive to a healthy man’s appetite. Another meat tasted like venison. A
third was certainly a rich-fleshed water bird, perhaps wild goose, more
likely penguin.

There were small hard-baked loaves of bread, rich, nutty, and faintly
sweet. Of course they could not be made of grain; not even rye could ripen
in this climate. Adam decided they were the product of some sweet water-
root, similar to the wokas plant used by Canadian Indians. Hot milk was
served as a drink; a rich, rather strong milk that might be reindeer, but was
probably of a kind unknown to the husbandry of other lands.

Belgrade ate swiftly, efficiently, just as though he were stoking a
furnace. Meanwhile he chatted with Jim-Hull and soon maneuvered an
invitation to spend the night in his igloo. Plainly he wanted to study the half-
breed’s family life and to question him regarding matters of scientific
interest. Adam was not included in the invitation, but he realized it was
through no breach of hospitality: as far as Jim-Hull was concerned the
American was taboo. In the primitive society of the Antarcticans, the caste
known as Ug Paddrin could not make free with the Men, the Hunters, who
worshipped within the temple, and Adam was accepted in the latter class.
Belgrade, however, did not qualify. Evidently he was too dark to fulfil the
tribe’s eugenic ideal. He also was Ug Paddrin.

Adam could now understand why the elder Hull had been driven from
the tribe. He had a congenital defect which the people despised and feared.
To let him mix his blood with that of the select was a violation of some
ancient law preserving the physical standards of the tribe.

Adam was tired but he could not sleep until he had examined the
weapons on the wall. One, a lance made of a stick of driftwood tipped with a



bronze point, was unusual only on account of its great weight. It was twice
as heavy as any javelin Adam had ever seen and was far too long for a man
of ordinary height. The bow, on the other hand, was a supreme example of
the fletcher’s art. Adam’s eyes glistened as he took it from the wall.

He had loved archery fondly and long. Although he was not an expert
shot, he knew the feel of a good bow, and outside of a museum, he had never
seen one he could not shoot. But as he examined this marvelous piece of
primitive artillery, he believed he had met his match.

It was the bow of Ulysses. In the first place, it was not a ewe stave, like
most American bows, but a composition of whalebone, sinew, horn, and
driftwood. It was comparatively short—only four feet—yet it drew over
eighty pounds. He fitted the string, took an arrow from the quiver and
nocked it, and put his body into the draw. Slowly he forced the tip clear to
the handle.

Greatly pleased, he eased the bow without releasing the shaft. He had
never seen one that handled better; in the excitement of the hunt he could
shoot it with deadly force. It was of antique style: the Turks had carried
similar artillery in their wars with the Crusaders. Where had the
Antarcticans learned such bowyer’s art? When he could explain this, he
would be able to solve the mystery of their origin and their race.

Lying down among the fur robes, he tried to sleep. The excitement of the
day made his brain whirl, but at last he relaxed and wakened only when Jim-
Hull entered the igloo with another platter of food. Dian had sent for Adam,
and he was to go to her igloo as soon as he had eaten.

Jim-Hull led him to a large dome-shaped turf house adjoining the
temple. He entered the dark passage alone, and a girl’s voice called cheerily
to him from beyond the aperture. He crawled through with all the dignity he
could muster, to find Dian sitting cross-legged on a fur rug, eating wokas
bread and milk with obvious relish.

They were alone. Instantly he felt her warm magnetism, an emanation
from the splendid, beautiful, vital body half-concealed by her fur garment.
Today her hair was coiled about her head. Her oval face was flushed, her
eyes brilliant, her full lips curled in a smile at once childlike and seductive.

She made a barbaric picture. The symbolic metal bowls which had
covered her breasts in the temple were now removed, but a broad gold band,
completely encircling her slim body, remained. She had added a broad
bracelet on each wrist, and a brilliant red stone, evidently a garnet, was



fastened in her hair. The frame setting her off was all she could desire. There
is nothing so barbarously beautiful as fine furs, and these surrounded her
with a profusion of richness that almost took Adam’s breath. She was seated
on a glossy pile against which her white flesh fairly gleamed. In one corner
was a pallet heaped with pelts; others covered the floors and hung about the
walls.

Thin white skins, like fine chamois, oiled until they were translucent,
covered the window openings. The light that filtered through brought out all
the gloss of the furs and accentuated the depth and richness of their
shadows.

The girl motioned to Adam to sit beside her. “I could hardly wait for
your sleep to end,” she told him. “I wanted to see your face again and hear
from your own lips about the ship that flies in the air. I have already sent for
that ship. Gort Chil—that is Big Seal, my cousin—has taken ten men in
boats to tow it into the river mouth, and it will come before the sun gets
halfway round.” Her voice lowered, and she spoke passionately. “You
should be thankful that Dian wanted to see this wonder. Otherwise she might
have told Gort Chil to break its wings with his ax, and let it sink into the
sea.”

She was so deeply in earnest that Adam was dumfounded. “Why would
you want to do that?”

“So you could not fly away so soon. Then the Long Dark would come
and pass many times before you found the way through the Ice.”

“But why do you want me to stay, Dian? For all you know, I may be an
enemy.”

“Why do I want you to stay? Because you can talk my father’s talk. You
can tell me about the great world, the cities that have grown where our
forests used to stand, the people that have come since our people died.”

Adam did not fully understand her but decided that she must be referring
to various legends of her tribe. “Would you like to go to that great world,
Dian?”

The girl looked startled, then slowly shook her head. “They would not
know me there. I alone would know that I am Dian, the daughter of the Sun
and the Moon, the bringer of fat buffalo, and the beloved of the seal on the
ice and the fish in the sea. Besides, I would miss so much that I love.”

“The terrible cold? The long dark?”



She laughed like a child. “The cold? When the oil lamps burn in the
crowded room I often want to throw off my fur garment—and that is taboo
for me, Dian. The Long Dark is sad, but we tell stories in the temple, and the
chills go up and down our backs to hear the Giant Buffalo stamping on the
roof. No, I will never go away. The ice would rise and cover the villages if
the daughter of the Sun and the Moon forsook her people. And I love the
blessings and the gifts of the hunters, after the great kill, and the returning
geese in the sky, and the spring festival to my father the Sun, and the good
milk and sweet-root bread.”

Adam looked into the blue deep of her eyes. “Perhaps you are afraid,
too. Are you, Dian?”

“The old men say that we are the last of the People. They mean—of our
people. The others are all dead, or else we would have heard from them,
messages cut in sticks, and gifts of pelts. We can live only here, behind the
Ice. We would die too, if we tried to go beyond.” She paused, smiling
frankly. “So if we are to talk together and be friends, you must stay here.”

“If you want me to stay, as you say you do, why don’t you just command
me to? You are Dian.”

She turned to him proudly, with fine, simple dignity, “I would not want
you to stay against your will. Dian does not have to command her friends.
Besides, when you are ready to go perhaps I shall be ready to have you go. I
have not yet seen a man that I thought—I knew—I wanted to keep always.”

To relieve the momentary strain, she began to tell him the customs of the
people. It appeared that she was not an absolute monarch; the elders of the
tribe possessed certain rights from time immemorial. Adam’s truth-seeking
mind found this of absorbing interest: here, perhaps, were the beginnings of
the power-checks on which modern governments are based. The
Antarcticans had learned, in the long centuries, that no hereditary monarch,
even of divine ancestry, may be trusted too far. They must have means to
overrule her, provided she oppressed them too heavily. In this case the
checks on her power took a most novel form.

“I am the daughter of the Sun and the Moon,” she said. “When either the
Sun or the Moon is in the sky, no one may disobey me or question my law.
This means that for four months in the summer I am supreme, with only
short occasional breaks in the spring and fall. In the winter, when the Sun
sleeps, my mother the Moon rises and stands guard for many days at a time.
We know her seasons, and even though the sky is full of cloud, and the
blizzards lock us within the dwellings, we know she is there. In the days



between, when she lies with my Father within the House of the West, the
hunters of the tribe may put aside my decrees.”

“Have they power to put you aside and raise another Dian in your
place?”

She seemed bewildered by this question. “I am Dian,” she told him
solemnly. “There is no other. I am the daughter of the Sun and the Moon,
and if they brought harm to me, the ice would rise and cover the villages.
But they can make me divorce my mate and choose another.”

“Why would they do that?”
“The man Dian chooses for her husband must be a strong man, skillful,

and a brave fighter when the bear comes to bay in the cave. He must also be
wise, to lead the men in their councils. He is the chief. If Dian does not
choose such a man, but a coward and a teller of foolish lies, the hunters may
require—some night when the moon is hidden—that Dian divorce that
husband. This is a great shame. So Dian must think a long time before she
decides.”

“But you can choose again, can you not?”
“As many times as I like. I could choose a new mate every year and put

aside the old one, if it were for the good of the people. But they fare better if
one chief holds power many years.”

Adam reached for her hand and held it between both his own. It was a
strong hand, but well-formed, smooth, long-fingered, and not too large. “If
you wanted to, could you choose me?”

“If I wanted to,” she echoed, smiling. “If I thought you would be
acceptable to the people, as well as to me, I could choose you even for the
little time that you are here. I have not yet chosen a mate. The hunters have
petitioned me, and the old men have advised, because they say that youth is
the time for mating, the time for bringing to life another Dian. One who is
tall, who herself can be the mother of queens and hunters, who is fit to sit
beside the First Fire in the temple in the long years that are to come.”

What was behind the temple rites? Evidently a deep religious feeling.
The Antarcticans worshipped God in his visible forms, particularly the sun
whose bright face made the snow melt into silver rivers, revealing the good
moss beneath, and the moon that lighted their pathway in the Long Dark of
winter. Dian was the living symbol of these two sacred beings, the Sun and
the Moon; their far removed offspring and hereditary priestess. As such, she



was considered herself semi-divine. She also might be regarded as the
earthly fountain of life, the mother of warriors.

Adam already knew that her people pursued physical perfection. She
explained that this love of human symmetry and beauty was no mere tribal
whim, but a national ideal that they followed literally to the death. It
dominated their lives and was the central theme of their social organization.
Like all great ideals, it was rooted in common sense. The Antarcticans lived
in a hostile climate. For eight months each year their world was a horrible
desert of ice and snow. Cold to freeze the eyeballs, blizzards raving across
the darkened frozen seas, blinding clouds of snow-dust, and the gray wastes
stretching forever in the weird gleam of the Southern Lights—this was their
winter home. Even in summer they could raise no crops. Their only
husbandry was the herding of an undersized buffalo, an unknown species
resembling the Arctic musk-ox. Thus they were able to exist only by eternal
war with the wilderness. To wage this war they must breed a race of giants.

They were not content to exist like Eskimos in a similar environment: on
rotten whale blubber and seal oil in dark, foul huts. They wanted the best
that their country afforded: a variegated diet, beautiful furs to wear and to
decorate their houses, gold and silver ornaments, good tools of bronze. To
win these prizes they must hunt far and wide, climb the mountains and battle
the rivers, stalk the horned game on the tundra and fight the bear in his cave.
There was no place in their tribe for weaklings. Every man must be
sufficiently strong, skillful, and intelligent to do his full share of the work
and contribute to the general welfare; every woman must be able to raise
children.

To achieve this, they practiced a rough and ready eugenics. If a man
grew up somewhat below the tribal standard, or differed too much in
complexion and appearance from the accepted racial type, he was Ug
Paddrin—an inferior caste which performed the menial work of the tribe.
Men and women of this caste were permitted to marry each other, but not to
perpetuate their weaknesses. Why there were no children in these homes
Dian did not explain; the statement had a sinister sound that made Adam’s
blood run cold.

If a baby was born with any serious defect, it was taken to a mysterious
cavern known as Maun ig Mere. This custom was rigidly adhered to; more
than once in the tribal history the queen’s own daughter had thus
disappeared. Yet the practice, if barbarous, achieved striking results. The
braves were the finest specimens of manhood Adam had ever seen; of
superb uniform stature and muscular development, clean-cut, clear-eyed,



and free from disease. In a more genial country, where life was not so hard,
they could no doubt achieve a superior civilization. The women, although
somewhat heavier than European women, had a wild beauty which Adam
felt keenly. They were full-throated, deep-bosomed, strong-thighed; their
hair was uniformly gold, their eyes vividly blue, their teeth white and sound.
Dian herself was the perfect flower grown by this ruthless weeding. The
queens from which she sprang had mated with the pick of the tribe.

Not only infants went to Maun ig Mere. If a man were disabled by
accident or disease, it was not long before he disappeared. And it was a
startling and sinister fact that there were no people of extreme senility to be
found in the village. If they were too old to work or to take their place in the
councils, they did not remain.

Adam was horrified at this. “It may be necessary, but it certainly is
merciless,” he said. “Where old and disabled people are the victims, it’s
downright cruel.”

Dian gazed at him in astonishment. “I’ve never known my people to do a
cruel act to one of their number,” she answered. “The old and sick people
beg to be taken to the Cave.”

“Then it’s because they feel they are a burden to the tribe. They suffer
just the same.”

“They don’t suffer at all. They go to sleep. And they want to go not
because they are a burden to the people but a burden to themselves. What
man would stay here when he could no longer shoot the arrow and throw the
spear, or paint the pictures in the caverns, or race his boat with the others in
the river, or have sons? What woman would hang on, like a broken bird’s
nest on the cliff, when she can no longer go with her sisters to milk the
buffalo, or listen to the stories in the temple in the long nights, or laugh with
her friends while we wait for the hunters to return, or love her mate? Often
old people ask to go before we are ready to let them. Sometimes when they
are too blind to see the blue sky, too deaf to hear the geese honk overhead,
and when every day seems a year of death, we still make them stay on, just
because we love them, or perhaps because their wisdom is needed in the
councils. That is the only cruelty.”

“Then your people must regard death differently than we do.”
“When we die, we go to the gods. There is good hunting—rich eating—

warm weather. This life is good, but that is better. You see—we are not
Christians.”



“That doesn’t entirely explain it. We also believe in a happy After-Life,
but few people are in a hurry to get there. Well, what might seem wrong to
us, under our conditions of life, may be all right for you.”

As to this, Dian explained that the Antarcticans had no inflexible code of
morals. Certain things were forbidden, but unlike most primitive people they
were not bound round with an intricate system of taboo, the meaning of
which was lost in forgotten ages. What made for the welfare of the people
was good; what hurt the tribe was bad. They practiced monogamy because it
was a good economic arrangement and permitted every man to have a mate.
Stealing had been taboo for so many centuries that it had ceased to exist, and
the word had disappeared from the language. Like the Arctic Eskimos, they
simply did not know how to steal. Probably this was a law imposed by the
Great Cold, a lesson of mutual protection learned from the harsh
environment in which they lived. If a man stole from a fellow’s cache,
sometimes his own cache would be rifled, and there would come an hour, in
the white silence and solitude, when he would pay the extreme penalty.

Gambling was forbidden. They knew, without knowing how they knew,
that it was bad for the loser materially, worse for the winner psychologically,
and was a loss of time that the tribe could not afford. If a man killed another,
for any cause other than self-defense, he was sent to Maun ig Mere. But this
was not punishment—curiously enough, there was no word for punishment
in the Antarctic language—but merely a matter of the preservation of the
tribe. From this law there was no appeal.

Apparently their ideals and codes of conduct were not borrowed from
other cultures but were based on experience ages long. Adam began to
realize that they could not be a stray tribe from some contemporary race, but
a race to themselves, unimaginably ancient.

Who were these wonderful people? Where had they come from, and
how, and when? Perhaps their language would give some key to the truth.
Adam thought of all the Antarctic words he knew: ig and ug, evidently
prepositions; paddrin, maun, mere, Dian, gort, chil. Ug Paddrin seemed to
mean, literally “forbidden of fatherhood.” Now the Latin word for father is
pater, and the English, French, and German forms are variations from this
root. It was hardly possible that the Antarcticans had borrowed from the
Latin. It seemed far more likely that the Romans and Greeks had themselves
borrowed from a language already inconceivably ancient; the same language
that Dian had spoken the previous day in the temple.



Maun was the Antarctic word for cave. It was strikingly similar to maw,
an ancient English word. Mere, the Antarctic word meaning death, was the
root of the Latin mort, and meant literally a dead or waste place. Dian was
the goddess of the moon; it was also the Antarctic word for the moon’s
legendary daughter. Gort, meaning big, was somewhat like the English word
great, and almost identical with gert, a dialect word of the same meaning
used in Devonshire. Finally, chil was similar to or identical with an ancient
Scandinavian word meaning seal.

But this only deepened the mystery. The Antarcticans must have been
exiled in the Cold South for literally thousands of years; how, then, could
their language be related not to one European tongue, but to all? Plainly they
were the last of a great people once distributed throughout the world. They
had lived in Europe “when the reindeer roared where Paris roars tonight,”
and they had wandered to the Far South ages ago, when the Antarctic
Continent was united with South Africa and South America in the form of
an immense horseshoe, and when it had a more favorable climate. And now
Adam knew he was on the right track. Thunderstruck by the dawning truth,
the short hairs stood up and prickled on the back of his neck.

“Dian, a few minutes ago you spoke about the men painting pictures in
caves,” he asked breathlessly. “When can I see some of these pictures?”

“Now, if you like; Dian will take you. Almost every cave is full of them,
and the people who go to see come out with eyes round as milk-cups.”

“Do all the men paint pictures?”
“No, just one caste—you would call it the artist caste—who are next to

Dian in greatness and power. There are only five in all the villages, and
when one dies, all the people mourn. Almost any woman can bear a hunter,
a boatman, a fisherman, but only one woman in many hundreds can give us
a picture-maker.”

“And you’ve always had this artist caste?”
“Always. Even before the ice, when this land grew pointed trees with

leaves green all year. Even then the artists painted pictures in caves, and the
people went to marvel. Good meat is food for the mouth, but the pictures are
food for the eyes, the heart.”

Oblivious to the chill weather, and without the slightest ceremony, she
took his hand and led him out of the igloo down the village street. Her
people greeted her with a gesture wonderfully dignified and noble—a lifting
of the right arm, hand open and raised, as if they would call down the



blessing of heaven upon her head; this she answered by a smile and a nod.
She led the way to a low rocky hill, just back of the beach, and into the
black mouth of a cave.

An oil lamp, carved of ivory or bone, burned in a niche in the wall—
always lighted, apparently, for sightseers; Dian carried it into the black depth
of the cavern. Adam would never forget this scene: the shadows rolling
away in front, the flickering light dancing on the walls, the girl’s yellow hair
and white limbs and her gold bands showing red as blood. In an inner
chamber she stopped and held the light high.

Adam’s eyes, like the tribesmen’s, were round as milk-cups. The walls
and ceiling were alive and breathing with animal paintings. And this was no
childish drawing such as most primitive people essay, but a superb art
expressing a noble, high intelligence. The artists had caught the vigor and
spirit and wild freedom of their animal neighbors. The draftmanship was
faulty, the mineral pigment an imperfect medium, yet the wolves looked as
though they could raise their muzzles and howl; the buffaloes were moving,
dark, majestic figures, across the lonely wastes; the bears were poised to
charge. The scientific man that was Doctor Weismann reveled in the
historical significance of the pictures—the link between the present and the
immemorial past—but the youth, the hunter, the adventurer who was Adam
thrilled to the pictures themselves with a boy’s love.

There is only one race known to history that could paint pictures like
these. Their mammoths, their wild horses, and their reindeer are still to be
seen, undimmed by the centuries, in the caves of Dordogne, France, and in
the Pyrenees. Who were these wonderful people, the Antarcticans? They
were the last of the Cro-Magnons, aptly called the Greeks of the Old Stone
Age, that wonderful race of artists and hunters whose natural gifts were as
rich as any civilized race of today, who lived and had their being and painted
their pictures two hundred centuries before the first Egyptian Pharaoh
dreamed of a pyramid to hide his bones, and who disappeared from the
world stage fifty thousand years before Christ.



VIII

The magnitude of this discovery overpowered Adam. To contemplate it
and to figure its effect on his own affairs required time and leisure. For the
present he was content to lose himself in the adventure, to gape at the
pictures, and to walk beside a Cro-Magnon princess three hundred centuries
after her time. Dazed, he let her lead him out of the cave, on to the sunlit
beach.

“There are other caves, further down,” she told him. “Some of them have
pictures of elephants in them.”

This fact did not astonish him. The caves of the Dordogne contained
many such pictures; the early Cro-Magnons lived and strove with elephants.
He hastily assumed that the Antarctic branch of the race either had kept alive
a legend of the hairy monsters, or else their pictures were thousands of years
old. He asked to visit the cave.

“I will take you there, and perhaps you will get a chance to see how
pictures are made. My own cousin, my mother’s brother’s son, is foremost
of the artist caste, and he is making pictures in one of the sea-caves today.
His name is Blut-Bal—it means Red Buffalo.” (Blut: blood. Bal: Bull?)

But they were not to pass the time so pleasantly. Without warning they
were precipitated into a drama wholly in keeping with this wild sea-scene
and the untamed outdoor life of the Cro-Magnons. As they were passing a
narrow strip of beach between towering cliffs and the surf, a blast of sound
burst upon their ears.

It bellowed forth from one of the caves in the base of the cliff, the black
mouth of rock acting as a megaphone. Shocked by the uproar, at first Adam
could not imagine what it was. He only knew that it called up, from some
old cellar of experience lying under his conscious brain, ghosts of primal
terror which he had supposed the white man’s civilization had laid long ago.

But Dian knew well enough. “Yore!” she cried, her face white as the sea-
foam on the sand. “Run, run—it is Yore.”

And now his stunned brain moved, and he too recognized the general
nature of the sound. It was the roar of an animal, the ferocious half-snarl,
half-bay of a large carnivore. What else could he expect in this wild-beast
land? It undulated in the cave and shook the air outside. The fury and



violence of the sound told plainly that the brute was either charging or in the
act of killing his prey.

But Adam could not heed Dian’s cry. He was not given the alternative of
flight. Just as he was about to take to his heels, another cry, from another
source, shot like a rocket out of the cave.

It was not so loud as the beast’s roars, but it cut through them, shrill,
sharp, and arresting. Adam instantly recognized it as a human voice, the
voice of a fellow man in mortal terror. That he must answer it, the best he
could, was not merely the obligation of his manhood, but instinct so sure
and deep that it moved without any conscious act of his will. If this were not
so—if such an instinct did not exist—human beings would not have
survived, and the beast would have conquered long ago.

The human cry had died in the air. It had ended in the middle of a tone,
as if the breath behind it had been violently cut off. The animal sounds still
continued but had changed ominously in character. The long roar had given
way to short, savage snarls, rapidly repeated, and indescribably ferocious, as
if the animal had completed his charge and was now tearing its prey.

Somehow Adam got hold of his knife. He was not conscious of
whipping his hand to his hip and sweeping the blade aloft, but Dian saw the
act, and it left a picture in her memory that would never fade. Instantly he
plunged into the cave mouth.

He shouted as loud as he could, partly to frighten the animal, partly to
enbolden himself, but now the shout froze in his mouth. It was as if he had
harked back thirty thousand years, to a drama of the Ice Age. In a niche in
the wall a whale-oil lamp was burning. Blut-Bal, Dian’s cousin, had placed
it there to light the black walls which he meant to decorate, and now its
yellow fitful gleam revealed a stranger picture than he could ever paint.

He lay on the cavern floor, his paint brush fallen from his hand. He was
a strongly built youth, worthy to be kin to Dian, but his great strength and
agility would not save him now. Standing over him, fiercely attacking him
and in the act of crushing the bone of his left arm between white fangs, was
a shaggy heavy-shouldered animal obviously of the bear family. No doubt
this was Yore (the word seemed to be related to bjorn, the Scandinavian
word for bear) whose name Dian had cried in terror.

Yore was unlike any bear Adam had ever seen. He was colored like the
blue bears of the Alaskan glaciers, but of an entirely different build. He had
immensely powerful forequarters, but his loins were comparatively weak.



His fish-shaped head and big paws suggested the polar bears, but he was not
so large as the monarchs of the Arctic floes and was nearer the size of the
American black bears.

If Adam could have taken time to study the animal, he would have
recognized a new species, as far as the world knew, of water bear. Probably
it denned in the caves beside the sea and lived principally on seals. No doubt
it was first cousin to the cave bears of prehistoric Europe—those ferocious
beasts whose skeletons lie close to the broken bones of the Stone Age men,
witnessing the forgotten battles of two hundred centuries gone. This
particular animal had laired in the further recesses of the cave, and wakening
from his sleep, had attacked Blut-Bal unawares. The man had attempted to
flee, but Yore had overtaken him, perhaps crushed his skull, and now was
demolishing him with all the horrible frenzy of the ursine breed.

But Adam had no time for scientific observations. All he saw was the
Beast rampant upon the body of Man. With a shout that simulated far more
courage than he possessed, he raised his knife and charged.

He was not consciously brave. Indeed, he was terrified to the marrow of
his bones; such a hand-to-hand fight would be bad enough in the open air,
and much worse in this dark cavern, where the shadows danced and
snatched at him with black hands. His superior civilization and scientifically
trained mind were of no comfort or help. He quaked like the flint men in
Solutrian caves, or like his yellow-haired ancestors in the forests of ancient
Germany. But again like these barbarians, he could not turn aside. He could
not think rationally on the matter, conclude that his life was worth more than
this pagan artist’s, and save himself. The basic instincts of his breed hurled
him on.

The bear’s roving eye took in this new enemy. He raised his head, his
lips drew in a snarl, and with a roar that made the cavern ring, he charged.
Yet this new turn of the battle probably saved Adam’s life. If he had plunged
on, Yore would have stood up to meet him and broken his knife arm, and
probably his back as well, with one blow of his paw. Armed with such a
short blade, Adam had small chance of avoiding the horned mauls. But now
there was no need to push the attack, because the bear had turned the tables.

Seeing that the animal had forgotten his first victim, Adam turned to run.
It was at least possible that Yore would follow him into the open and make
off. But in bear fashion, he took two leaps toward Adam, paused, and looked
back at his helpless prey. Possibly he was considering whether he should



return to the body and further vent his rage upon it; perhaps he was uneasy
to find himself between two enemies.

At this instant, Adam saw a spear leaning against the cavern wall: Blut-
Bal had no doubt set it there when he went to his painting. No object Adam
had ever seen was such a joy to his eyes. It was merely a native lance, a
shaft of wood tipped with a bronze point, but that point was almost needle-
sharp, and the shaft, heavy and strong, added five feet to his reach. With this
he could stab the animal’s body and still remain beyond the sweep of those
terrible hairy arms. The odds still might be in his enemy’s favor, but at least
he had a fighting chance.

He snatched up the spear and menaced his enemy. He made no attempt
to hurl it—this was out of his line—nor did he hold it aloft, like a javelin;
rather he handled it as though it were a rifle tipped with a bayonet. And now
he was on sure ground. A scene of ten years before—an army camp in
southern sand, and a straw dummy hanging on a rope—flashed briefly
before his memory’s eye. He knew how to wield a blade at the end of a
stick! The admonitions of a hard-voiced sergeant rang in his ear, and well-
learned lore came back to him afresh.

Now the bear was moving back toward his first victim, and there was no
more time to lose. With one deliberate blow he could break Blut-Bal’s body
in two. Suddenly a red glare came before Adam’s eyes, and he went berserk.
He forgot caution, he almost forgot fear, and remembered naught but rage
and hate, primal emotions ancient as this cavern. He cared little now for
Blut-Bal’s life: his only desire was to sink his spear in his foe’s flesh.

Holding the spear in both hands, like a bayonet, he lunged on. He
shouted as he came, hoarsely and horribly, just as he had learned to do
twelve years before. And the look of him—lance pointing, eyes glaring,
mouth open wide and yelling, powerful arms menacing—was more than
Yore could stand. He was only the Beast, and this was Man.

He was no rifle-tamed cub of a National Park, but a cave-bear of old,
still striving for the mastery of an unconquered wilderness. He had not yet
learned a horror of the human scent that would send his northern cousins
scurrying to cover. Yet all his breed sensed darkly that the tide of dominion
had turned, and the back of the Wild was broken. No doubt there would be
many skirmishes in the future, but they must all lead to one end. It was best
to avoid the two-legged foe, when he could. With a last menacing growl, he
turned, sprang over Blut-Bal’s body, and vanished into the further recesses
of the cavern.



Adam made no effort to follow. He was only too glad to call the fight a
draw. Cold and shaken by the aftermath of terror, he picked up Blut-Bal in
his arms and ran out of the cavern. Just at the opening he met Dian, white as
an ice-spirit. He realized, with a jubilant leap of his heart, that she had
stayed with him to the last. She had not fled to safety but had stood by,
waiting for an opportunity to help, and yelling at the top of her voice.

Four fishermen had heard her and were running over the dunes to their
ruler’s aid. The two ran to meet them, Adam still carrying the injured man,
and not until the big Cro-Magnons closed round them did they shake off
their terror of that gray demon in the cave. Then Adam laid his patient down
on the sand and began to make a swift examination of his wounds.

Blut-Bal was now perfectly conscious, although suffering from loss of
blood and severe shock. One arm was hopelessly mutilated, but he had
rallied well, and if he could receive proper medical attention, his injuries
were not necessarily mortal. This was the professional opinion of an
experienced physician, and when Adam looked up at Dian, his eyes were
alight with hope.

But Dian’s eyes did not quicken to his. Her face was haggard with woe
and horror. Plainly she had not waited his judgment but had taken her own:
she was ready to sing the death-song, to paint the victim’s body, and to bury
him, crowned by perforated shells, his weapons and food by his side, after
the immemorial custom of the Cro-Magnons. Her tribesmen had likewise
given him up; their faces were grim and white. As far as they knew, or tribal
experience revealed, Blut-Bal was doomed.

The woe in Dian’s face touched Adam deeply. “Don’t take it so hard,” he
urged. “He may come through all right.”

“He is gone,” she answered brokenly. “He will make no more pictures to
gladden our hearts. He must go to Maun ig Mere.”

The pity in Adam’s face gave way to cold rage. To send this youth to the
mysterious, sinister cavern whose very name chilled a man’s heart like the
South wind, seemed to Adam not merely barbarous but inhumanly cruel.
Besides, his life-saving instincts rebelled against such a brutal waste. He
was glad that Dian at least had the grace to weep.

“Do you mean you’re going to kill him just because he’s been mutilated
and can’t do his full amount of work?” Adam asked savagely.

Only her grief, filling her cup so full that no room was left for anger,
saved Adam from serious trouble. It was not fitting that the daughter of the



Sun and the Moon should be addressed in this manner. Her tribesmen could
not follow the words, but they kenned the tone, and their brows lowered, and
their hands moved slowly, ominously toward their weapons. But the girl’s
pride had taken no hurt. “You don’t understand,” she told him gently. “I
would pray all night in the temple, and give my gold bracelets as a sacrifice
to the Sun, if Blut-Bal could live. Only his left arm is crushed, not his right.
He could still make pictures for the people’s joy. But he will die. The poison
will come into his arm and his other wounds, and creep through his body.
We have seen it before, when the flesh is torn and the bones crushed by
Yore’s fangs. In three days, four days, perhaps five, he will beg to be taken
to Maun ig Mere. And we will take him there, because we know he will die
anyway, and we cannot bear his pain.”

Adam’s pale face slowly flushed. A high, solemn exaltation, such as he
had known only in rare moments never forgotten, thrilled his heart and
kindled his eyes. Not for the first time in his life, but one of the few times,
he literally thanked God that he was a doctor.

“But he needn’t die,” he said earnestly. “I can bring him through, if he’s
brave enough. Dian, I am a medicine-man—I know how to stop the poison
that spreads from his wounds—but I can do nothing unless Blut-Bal will
help me. Can he bear pain—great pain?”

The pride in the girl’s face, the noble lifting of her eyes to his, and the
luster in her eyes, made this moment one of the most poignant in Adam’s
life. “Can he bear pain?” she echoed. “A man of our men, and a worshipper
in the temple? Is he a child, or a dog to whine when he is beaten? Even the
Ug Paddrin know how to bear pain, and Blut-Bal is of the caste next to me,
Dian. Do you know what my people call themselves? The Last of the Men.”

The fishermen who stood about her caught the earnestness of her tone,
and questioned among themselves. Quickly she appealed to them, speaking
in the Cro-Magnon tongue. Meanwhile Adam watched their faces, and the
pride and valor and simple dignity that he saw there, when they understood
the situation, stirred him profoundly. They answered almost in one voice.

“They say that he is Blut-Bal, the maker of pictures,” Dian translated.
“They say he is of the Temple, and of the Men. They don’t need to say any
more.”

So Adam delayed no further. Quickly he gave directions for Blut-Bal to
be carried to the guest house. Here the walls were bare plaster and therefore
cleaner than the fur-draped walls of Dian’s own igloo. Swift boats were sent
to meet the party of men towing in the disabled seaplane, with instructions



to procure Adam’s medical bag and rush it back to the village. Meanwhile
he prepared an operating table, rough but adequate, and with many a
makeshift got together some sort of surgical outfit.

For assistants his first choice was Professor Belgrade, whose iron nerve
could now be put to good use. The great Slav responded with a warmth and
earnestness quite in contrast to his usual cynicism, and his feud with Adam
was momentarily forgotten. The doctor told him the names of the
instruments, so that he could pass them in a split second, and he learned
them on one telling.

Adam would need an interpreter, in case he should be obliged to address
his patient, so he asked Dian herself to stand by. The girl seemed childishly
pleased to have a share in the work.

Hands and equipment and surroundings were made sterile as possible by
scrubbing and boiling. The injured man was brought in and laid on the table.
Whatever fear moved in his heart at the grim preparations cast no reflection
on his still, pale face. And now Adam, the adventurer, the spear-shaker, the
bear-hunter, vanished from the room, and only Doctor Weismann, physician
and surgeon, was left. Coldly, ruthlessly, methodically he went to work.

Not only Blut-Bal, the barbarian, was on trial that hour. Doctor
Weismann, his nerve, will, and professional powers were tried as never
before. It was bad enough to see the knives move through quivering sentient
flesh, as Dian could attest, but it was worse to wield those knives. Weismann
had never before performed major surgery on a conscious patient. He did not
even have local anesthetic to soften the billows of pain sweeping the
patient’s body. Yet he never did better work. It was surgery at its best—a
first-rate performance from a surgeon’s own viewpoint, a job he would like
to show colleagues in future years.

He was oblivious to his surroundings. His hand was steady, sure, and
strong; his orders to his assistants clear and precise. It was a splendid
demonstration of Weismann’s powers, yet he himself knew that a great part
of the strength that steadied his hand and nerve, came from without. He not
only had high professional traditions to inspire him, but also the high heart
of his patient. Whatever else happened, he must keep faith with the faith and
courage of Blut-Bal.

That man’s strength in this trial shamed any weakness Weismann might
have felt, and brought out the best that was in him. Blut-Bal lay motionless,
as though he were completely anesthetized and the last reflex had died in his
eyeballs. Wound after wound was cleansed, sterilized, and repaired, and



finally the surgeon’s blade emerged through the joint of his elbow,
amputating his forearm; but although the cold sweat beaded all his body and
his face was gray as ashes, he scorned to flinch or cry out.

He was a man of the Cro-Magnons. It was not fitting that he should
show weakness before these visitors from beyond the Ice. So he upheld not
only his own barbarian honor, but the honor of his race, unquestionably one
of the noblest races time has known. In his veins was the rich untainted
blood of the First Men, from whose conquests all greatness began. He was
one of the giants.

“In the name of the immortal truth,” Belgrade whispered. “This savage
is a man.”

Now the work was done. Blut-Bal was left alone in the room, to gasp or
faint or weep as his heart might desire. A few minutes later Adam and Dian
stood again at the door of her igloo.

The girl gazed a long time over the sea. She was flushed, breathless; but
her beauty was never so telling or her eyes so bright. The wild bud had
begun to blossom, in this last hour. She seemed somehow ripened, less a
child and more a woman. She was waking—stretching her arms—calling.

She did not now look so frankly into Adam’s eyes. Embarrassed by his
straight gaze, she began to talk hurriedly. “Do you think it possible that Blut-
Bal will live?”

“There’s no reason he shouldn’t.”
“It is a miracle. You must be one of the greatest men in the world.”
He did not laugh at this extravagance—it was not amusing, on Dian’s

lips—but he did shake his head. “Not by any means. You must believe that,
Dian; I don’t want to go under false colors. There are thousands and
thousands of greater men in our world, and at least a thousand greater
doctors. Blut-Bal himself surpasses me in many ways. I couldn’t do what he
did today.”

She was silent a long time. “I’ll wait and see, and judge for myself. I
think you are worthy to lead our people, and they will think so too, when
they know you well. But I am proud of Blut-Bal, too. Do you know now
whether my cousin—the picture-maker who stands next to Dian—can bear
pain?”

“He’s wonderful, Dian. All your people are wonderful. And that’s not
the only thing I know.”



He spoke so solemnly, with such deep feeling, that she whirled to gaze
into his face. “What is it?”

“I know that I’m going to try to preserve them against trouble. Whatever
happens, I’m going to stand by them to the end.”



IX

When the words were out of his mouth, Adam felt secret fear. A hard
knot, this he had tied, virtually pledging his life to the Cro-Magnon people.
The consequences of that pledge he could not yet foresee, but coming events
cast ominous shadows before. Indeed he did not dare attempt to look into the
future and contemplate the trouble he had invited.

If the affair could be settled in one desperate adventure, he could go
through with it bravely enough. Like most men of his race, he could reach
occasional peaks of sacrifice and even heroism, especially under the
stimulus of great excitement. He was a choleric, two-fisted man, for all his
cool scientific brain; and as thousands of his race had done before him, he
could fight like a bull-dog, literally to the death, for causes he did not wholly
understand. But this might not be the price he must pay. The heroism
required of him might be of a cold-blooded kind foreign to his temperament,
and the sacrifice might not be met and quickly given, but lifelong.

“I’m going to stand by your people to the end,” he had said. Dian turned
quickly toward him, searching his face, but he dared not explain to her what
he meant. Perhaps he was not ready to admit, even to himself, what he did
mean. For the same reason he could not bear to consider ways and means;
any plans he could make to silence Belgrade, keep secret his discoveries,
and thus save the tribe, ended in the same brick wall of despair for himself.

When she asked if he would like to go with some of the tribesmen on a
hunting trip, his face showed immense relief. It was an opportunity to
postpone the dreaded issue; in fighting the wild beasts of the Moss Country
he could forget, for a while, his fight with himself. At the same time he
could watch and study the Cro-Magnon men, to determine whether their
preservation was worth the price he must pay, or whether he could
compromise at less cost to himself.

“I’d be delighted to go,” he told Dian, “but you know I haven’t any
weapons.”

“The men will give you a spear, or even a bow if you can handle it. But
you must not be too brave, Tall One, even to win honor from the hunters.
You must not run upon Zwei-Tag with a spear, as you ran upon Yore. I
would not have you brought back to me with all your bones broken to little



bits. You had better carry a bow, so you may shoot from a far distance, even
though you cannot shoot straight enough to hit a mountain or the sky.”

“I won’t go fooling with any spears,” Adam assured her. “I would much
rather take a bow, since I have no rifle. How about the one hanging in the
guest house. Can I take that?”

Dian’s eyes lit with mirth. “Are you Tal-Eika, come again to life? I have
called you Tall One—which is Tal-Eika in our language—but only in
pleasure. He was a great chief, husband to Dian Lilth, who lived and died a
hundred winters before Dian Chulee, who am I. He was a hand taller than
you. The old men tell stories about him on winter nights, of how he killed
Yore with his naked hands, and other great deeds. It is his bow that hangs in
the guest house, waiting for a hunter strong enough to shoot it.”

The bliss and enthusiasm of youth swept over Adam. His skin tingled,
and he forgot the inner strife and trouble which weighed so heavily upon
him. “Why do you keep it there, instead of in the temple?”

“What is now the guest house was Tal-Eika’s dwelling, before he mated
with Dian Lilth and became chief. His bow hangs there partly to mark the
spot—as if we could ever forget!—and partly as a taunt to the hunters from
nearby villages who rest in that house when they come to say prayers to
Dian. Their villages—there are several, in the Moss Country—have never
yet sent a man who can shoot his bow.”

“And you mean to say that of all the strong men in all your villages,
there is not one that can handle it?”

“Not one. I am glad, because if a man did arise who could shoot the bow,
the hunters might think he was another Tal-Eika, and ask Dian to make him
her husband. It would be good to have such a man, with arms so strong, but
Dian would rather choose her own mate, perhaps one not so strong but with
greater wisdom and more laughter who could lead her people.”

“So you don’t think there is any use of my trying to shoot the bow?”
“It would make the hunters smile to see you try and fail. You are my Tall

One, but you are not Tal-Eika.”
Adam was dumfounded by this development. He knew perfectly well

that he was not Tal-Eika, or any of his ilk, yet he could shoot Tal-Eika’s
bow. Moreover, he knew that there were countless thousands of men in his
own country who with a few months’ practice could do the same. One
archer of his acquaintance never used a lighter bow; there was another, well
known in the sport, who regularly shot a bow drawing twenty pounds more.



True, Adam had a powerful, well-conditioned body. But there were
many men in the villages with bigger muscles, many who were his equal if
not superior in general athletic prowess. He was far from a superman and
could not even pretend that he could kill a bear with his naked hands. Yet the
fact remained that he was able to shoot, with comparative ease, a weapon
that over-bowed all of Dian’s hunters and which had not been shot since the
death of its owner, several decades before.

It was not a matter of practice. The Cro-Magnon men lived with their
bows in their hands; he was only an amateur. He put his keen mind on the
mystery, and soon evolved an answer.

The Cro-Magnons were a race apart, with their own peculiarities of bone
and muscle. Their upper arms were somewhat short compared to Americans
of the same height. Thus their inability to shoot extremely powerful bows
was probably due not to muscular deficiency, but to simple mechanical
limitations. They could not supply sufficient leverage to draw eighty
pounds.

Adam resolved to make the most of his advantage. The more he could
impress the tribesmen, the greater his influence over them in times of stress
to come.

“I’m going to try the big bow, anyway,” he told Dian.
She was incredulous, but obviously thrilled. “Perhaps Tal-Eika has come

back,” she whispered, her lips close to his ear. “But you shall be careful, my
Tall One. The feet of Zwei-Tag are death.”

“Who is Zwei-Tag?”
“The game you will hunt today. The scouts have found him in a valley

back of the hills. When you see him, your heart will leap up, and you will
forget fear, and even forget Dian, and think only of the battle, the yells, the
running blood. But it is great danger.”

“There is always danger. Danger is hanging over the tribe right now. You
have warned me, and now I’ll warn you. When Belgrade, the Dark One,
attempts to repair the flying boat so we can fly back to the ship, tell him he
must wait. Tell some of your men to stand guard over it and don’t let him
even touch it. Will you do this, Dian?”

The girl smiled secretly. “I will do it, for you, but I am not afraid of the
Dark One.”

“Believe me, it is vital. Where is he now?”



“He has asked to go with Jim-Hull and others of Ug Paddrin to hunt and
take pictures of the wild folk.” Her tone became scornful. “He carried his
gun.”

Dian had never seen a gun until now. Both Morrison and Hull had shot
away all their ammunition and had discarded their pieces before they were
rescued. Morrison had described the weapons to her, but she discredited
their lethal powers and put her trust in the ancient bows and spears. Adam
knew she was due for a rude awakening. Ten such bows as Tal-Eika’s were
no match for one steel tube set in walnut. That Belgrade would return from
his hunt with the fame of a miracle-worker was practically a certainty; and
Adam would need all the strength he could muster to combat him.

Although guns were lacking, bows and spears would not be the only
means employed to conquer Zwei-Tag. Every one of the forty or more men
who would accompany Adam unpicketed his dogs and led them, well in
order on the leash, to the rendezvous in front of the temple. They made a
formidable array: at least two hundred gaunt killers, their fur white as their
fangs.

Narrow-eyed, treacherous-looking brutes, no more or less than
domesticated wolves, they had been marvelously trained and disciplined.
This fact was apparent already, at the start of the hunt, and the wonder of it
grew as the day advanced. They crouched down, ears pricked for their
masters’ lightest commands, and the howls and clamor that Adam expected
did not once break out. Indeed, they were silent as shadows, a fact that made
them seem far more sinister and deadly than the baying, barking hunting-
dogs of the North.

Tall, deep-bosomed girls had followed their mates to the rendezvous,
their eyes bright with pride. Adam could understand this feeling; it would be
hard to imagine a more stalwart, war-like, fine-looking group of men than
these yellow-haired savages, their white wolf dogs on leash, and their
primitive weapons on their backs. The scene called back the dead centuries
—Adam’s blue-eyed ancestors, in the forests of ancient Germany,
marshaling to hunt the wild horse. There was never a man of their men who
was not tall, lithe, and hard, superbly muscular, light of step as their own
tame wolves.

They were the last of the Cro-Magnons, one of the noblest races of all
time. If they should be wiped out, the world would lose a romance, a living
legend, an ancient glory that it could never regain. Yet if their existence
became known, their doom was sealed—disease, degeneracy and death—



and at last, a few tainted half-breeds begging for sugar at the trading store
where once the First Fire leaped from the tripod lamp.

But what price their preservation?



X

Preparations for the hunt were made with a puzzling solemnity.
Suppressed excitement ran through the crowd, as though the men were
going to battle instead of to the game fields. When all the party had
gathered, Stuld-Gavlo, acting chief, kneeled down to ask the blessing of the
gods. (Dian later translated the two words that composed his name as
“strong spear,” but if Adam was not mistaken, they were unimaginably
ancient roots of “stout javelin.”)

Placing both hands on his forehead, Stuld-Gavlo bowed his head almost
to the ground. Dian raised both her hands to the sun, said something that
sounded like Gort Pado Re, yeeben blut og zu, and then touched his
shoulders. He rose with shining eyes.

“What does it mean?” Adam whispered to Dian a moment later.
“As near as I can tell you it means ‘Great Father Sun, give blood to thy

sons.’ ”
Now the men were ready to go, and Adam had not yet received his

weapons. Was he not to be trusted with them, after all? Dian had promised
that she would deliver them to him, but she still stood in the group of
hunters, blessing them with the touch of her hand. But now Gort-Chil, who
had returned from towing in the flying-boat, came through the crowd
bringing the great bow of Tal-Eika. The men stared and grew silent as he
turned the weapon over to Dian.

“Canst thou draw it?” she asked, in the Cro-Magnon tongue.
“Nay, Daughter of the Moon. It is the bow of Tal-Eika.”
“There is one who would try his strength upon it. Dian will bless its fleet

arrows and put it in his hands.”
She came up to Adam, looked at him with shining eyes, and gave him

the bow and quiver. “Tall One,” she said in English, “bring your shoulder
against the thong, when you see Zwei-Tag, and bring honor to yourself and
to me.”

This touch of drama impressed the crowd deeply. They had respected
Adam from the first, with the respect due manliness and physical hardihood
equal to their own, but now they looked at him with pleased, rather childlike



admiration. They were not an envious people but a remarkably open-hearted
and friendly lot, and they were plainly championing him in his coming
tussle with the big bow. A keen sense of sportsmanship—not in the least
unlikely in a people of such intelligence and ideals—as well as a shrewd
feeling that their beloved princess might thereby be pleased, made them
want him to win. Perhaps, too, they wanted a new sensation to talk over in
the igloos.

Still their manner was in no way servile. Firmly loyal, faithful ever to
their goddess, chiefs, and tribe, yet they never forgot pride. They appreciated
Adam’s boldness in arming himself with Tal-Eika’s bow, but they showed
plainly that he had not yet proved himself worthy to lead them. When the
file started out, they made room for him well up in the line, but behind
Strong Spear (Stuld-Gavlo) and three or four other minor chiefs who were
evidently the guides of the party.

With the dogs still in leash, the long line of men moved off across the
tundra. Adam was aware of a keen feeling of excitement, by no means
distasteful to one of his simple instincts. Doctor Weismann, his other self,
the cool-headed scientist, wondered as to its source. Was it merely an
emanation from his companions, mob-spirit which his trained intelligence
should pin down and dispose of, or was it a true reaction to authentic
stimuli? But Adam, the youth, the hunter, did not bother his head about it.
He was content to walk in file with these Stone Age men, and keep his eyes
open for game.

The fresh wind swept the tundra, chill and sharp, blowing from the
solitudes unkenned by man. Far off, the snow-covered hills suggested
hidden lairs of beasts, age-old silences and unfathomable mystery. The low
sun made his face glow. He too could almost worship that sun.
Remembering that God-in-Nature is the basis of all religions—the bell that
rings through the New Testament as well as the Old—he felt a warm kinship
with his pagan companions. Certainly they were closer to the source of
things than many of Adam’s countrymen who worshipped only the works of
man.

They climbed to the top of a range of hills and, pausing in a close group,
looked out over the wild scene. Adam’s untamed heart leaped up. Still he
could see no game, but only lost rivers, nameless lakes, and the Moss Lands
swept by the winds.

But the hunter’s eyes were trained to these wastes. Their intent gaze to
the eastward and their suppressed excitement showed that they had spied



something concealed from Adam. Straining, he made out at last an immense
gray shadow like a cloud on a distant slope.

Adam touched Strong Spear on the arm. He knew that the chief would
not expect him to know the game of the country, and if he pretended a
knowledge he did not possess, he would fail to impress the men and only
make himself ridiculous. “What is it?”

“Bal,” the chief answered.
Adam understood: bal was the Cro-Magnon word for a small, long-

haired buffalo, similar in appearance to the musk-ox. If it were buffalo that
cast that mile-long shadow, there must be many thousands in the herd.
Evidently the Age of Mammals had not yet passed its zenith in the Moss
Country.

The Cro-Magnons could not live and feed their numerous wolf-dogs if
the country did not literally teem with game. Yet he should have expected no
less. The Arctic tundra of North America, where Europeans have been
venturing for a hundred years, has a wealth of fauna practically
undiminished since the Stone Age. Herds of caribou ten times as large as
this buffalo herd are a common sight to the trappers of Great Slave Lake.

Much to Adam’s surprise, the hunters did not approach the herd but
began to follow the ridges in the opposite direction. They were not hunting
Bal today but Zwei-Tag, some other tundra animal Adam had yet to identify.
And now the trail was surely getting warm. The men became more alert; the
dogs were pointing their ears.

Now they were mounting a low ridge overlooking a small valley. One
man after another threw his head up, sniffing in excitement. The air was still
fresh to Adam—his sense of smell had been dulled by the reek of cities—
but he knew that these savages had scented game. The dogs were quivering
with excitement, their fierce eyes green as beryl. Still they made no sound;
they slunk along the ground like white shadows.

Just below the hilltop the men unleashed the dogs and motioned them to
crouch. The animals obeyed, trembling; the men broke line and carefully
peered over the crest. Adam did the same, and the scene stretching before
him was straightway etched on his memory in bold lines never to fade. He
would always be able to call back this sight at will, even in its minute detail,
just as though it were photographed on his brain; and often it would steal,
unsummoned, into his daydreams.



There is always something sharp and arresting about wild animal views.
Perhaps this is due to a natural vividness of animate things in contrast with
vegetation and background; perhaps the human senses are excited to a
preternatural keenness. In any event, Adam felt as though he had come out
of a dark room into bright sunlight. The scene struck him with the force of a
physical blow.

A long low valley stretched before him, all open tundra except for some
dwarf willows on the bank of a stream. Beyond were snow-capped hills,
running and rising to pearly mountains in the background. In the foreground
was a living hill, a creature that had been left here, ten thousand years after
its time, like a great boulder dropped by a retreating glacier.

Hull had called this animal an elephant, and Dian had naturally supposed
that this was its correct English name. Yet Adam instantly perceived it was
no such elephant as is found wild in Africa and India today. It was not quite
so tall, and probably less in weight, although it looked even more imposing
than any modern elephant he had ever seen. The hide was not naked, like the
bark of a tree, but covered with long hair that swept about in the wind and
almost touched the ground—hair not black but golden brown. It was not
built exactly like the modern elephant: the head was very high, behind
which the back formed an enormous hump sloping swiftly to the short,
woolly tail. The tusks were far longer than most elephant tusks, and
markedly curled. The ears were comparatively small.

It was not an elephant, strictly speaking, but a woolly mammoth such as
are still found frozen, flesh intact, in the ice of Northern Siberia. The natives
knew him as Zwei-Tag, the name probably meaning Two-Tails.

Adam knew, now, why Hull had repeatedly mentioned elephants and
why there were elephant pictures painted in the caves. He had gone to great
shifts to explain both facts, never dreaming that herds of hairy elephants still
roamed the Moss Country. Yet it would have been a natural supposition. He
had swallowed a camel to choke on a gnat. The Cro-Magnon people and the
woolly mammoth had been inseparable from the first—they had fought and
killed each other, as their broken bones attest, at the edge of European ice-
fields before the dawn of history—and climatic conditions favorable to one
would naturally preserve the other. In some remote age both mighty breeds
had spread to the Antarctic Continent where conditions had remained
favorable for their survival. Here were the tundras fronting the ice, the same
as in Western Europe twenty-five thousand years ago; there was nothing to
kill them off, so they had lived on.



The last European Cro-Magnon had vanished, leaving his big-skulled
skeleton buried in a secret tomb—that and the glory of his dream in mineral
pigments on the walls of a Dordogne cave. The last Eurasian mammoth was
preserved in ice on the bleak Siberian shore. But here, in Antarctica,
stragglers of the two great tribes still lived and bred. The mammoth still
trumpeted in the hushed dark and moved, like some great force of nature
incarnate, through the wan blown snow of winter. The Cro-Magnon still
hunted him, carved his ivory, ate his flesh, and painted him, out of the
savage love he bore him, on his cavern walls.

Adam’s imagination leaped boldly, and now he believed he knew why
the yellow-haired Cro-Magnon and the woolly mammoth had vanished from
the face of history. Neither could stand warm weather, the former because of
some thermal factor in his body, some peculiarity of his metabolism, the
latter on account of his long, dense fur. Otherwise the Cro-Magnon would
have persisted, driving back to Asia all other invading races, and when at
last the glacial ice retreated from Europe and the climate modified, his
primitive culture would have flowered into high civilization. He had the
brain and body to conquer the world, but his need of a cold climate had
banished him at last to the uttermost South. Except for his warm hair, the
woolly mammoth would have persisted with him, clear until the invention of
gunpowder, and no swarthy spear-throwers out of Asia could have
encompassed his downfall.

All this Adam perceived in a few brief seconds, as he stood with the
hunters on the crest of an Antarctican hill. The titanic figure below had not
yet discovered the presence of his enemies. He stood alone, his hair blowing
in the wind, his ivory gleaming in the yellow sunlight. This was Zwei-Tag,
the Hairy One, perhaps the most awe-inspiring living creature that man’s
eyes have beheld. Adam could feel his heart thump-thump-thump against his
ribs.

For a few seconds more the silence held. The animal remained
motionless as a stone; the men stood beside the crouching dogs, peering
with wolfish eyes. Then the whole vista seemed to explode with
indescribable violence.

Strong Spear, the chief, set off the powder with a loud cry. “Deeva!” he
yelled—so the word sounded to Adam—and the hunters echoed “Deeva—
muga deeva—muga deeva.” (Go in! Dogs, go in.)

This was the command that the wolf-dogs had tremblingly awaited. They
bounded over the crest and poured down upon the mammoth in a white



flood. They were not silent now; all two hundred of them broke into a fierce
bay that clapped like thunder and undulated between the hills. “Deeva,
deeva,” the men yelled. “Muga deeva, muga deeva!”

The hunters sprang up and followed. Behind the dogs they ran, shouting
in frenzy, brandishing their weapons. And Adam ran with them. He was not
now a scientist, marveling at the ways of barbarian and beast, but himself
barbarian and beast in one, lusting to kill. He caught up the cry, and yelled
as loud as the rest. “Deeva, muga deeva!”

From now on he perceived this drama, not as a spectator but as one of
the leading actors. In the intense excitement of the fight he forgot that he
was only a visitor to the tribe; he forgot everything, including his own name,
except the fight itself. Yet he lived more keenly than ever before. Every
sense was awake, drinking in the scene in deep draughts; he was swimming
in a sea of intense sensation. His body moved without effort, springy as
steel.

It was pandemonium. It was one infernal mêlée of yelling men, baying
dogs, and fighting beast. Zwei-Tag was aroused and at bay. Around him
swept his enemies, white wolves and whiter men, and he charged one after
another. When he chased one dog, the others would flank him, slashing his
legs and trying to make him turn. When, with a scream of rage, he would
hurl his trunk into the air and lunge after one of the hunters, dogs and men
both would close in, yelling and throwing their spears, until he whirled upon
them. It was stab and run, run and dodge, dodge and stab again. For the dogs
it was leap, slash, scurry to one side, and worry, worry, worry until the tusks
flashed back, and a dog died with a smothered howl.

The odds were far more even than in most hunting. It was not slaughter,
as sometimes when the sporting rifles open, but red war. Two dogs were
killed in the first two minutes of the fight, and half a dozen others wounded
and bleeding. One hunter was grazed by the beast’s knee and knocked ten
feet, but he got up unhurt. Time after time Zwei-Tag charged one or another
of the hunters, and was turned back only when his trunk was curling out
toward the yelling foe, about to strike him down.

Most of the spears that the men had were now sticking in the animal’s
side and legs, and they were forced to withdraw to the outskirts of the arena.
The dogs closed in on the elephant, snapping at him and trying to hold him
at bay, and perhaps a dozen of the hunters still made desperate sorties with
javelins and arrows. The advantage of the bow over the spear was now
apparent. The lancers had begun the fight and had dealt Zwei-Tag many



wounds which might ultimately prove fatal, but the archers must finish it.
Their quivers still bristled with arrows, which they were sending home in a
deadly shower.

At this work Adam shone. Fearless as the best of his savage companions,
he stood just outside the ring of dogs, shooting his great bow. Tal-Eika’s
strong-backed weapon gave him no trouble. When his big arm muscles
bunched, and he put his shoulder into the draw, the arrow-head all but
touched the belly of the bow. Then he would release the singing shaft, to see
it plunge to the feather in Zwei-Tag’s huge side. Because of the weight of his
artillery, his arrows did more damage than any of the rest. Some of them had
already pierced the great blood vessels supplying the heart and lungs,
inflicting mortal wounds.

Tossing his head, Zwei-Tag caught sight of him at last, glared down with
eyes red as rubies, threw up a snaky trunk, and charged. Adam had just
nocked an arrow, and instead of taking instantly to his heels, he risked a
precious second in completing the powerful draw and freeing the shaft. He
turned and fled before he saw where the barb went home, and the dogs
leaped up between, but the watching tribesmen had not missed the incident,
and they yelled “deeva, deeva,” when they saw his arrow thrusting feather-
deep in the top of Zwei-Tag’s trunk.

Again the dogs turned the monster, and the fight entered its last stage.
Zwei-Tag was weakening, but still able to make occasional rushes. In one of
these, he chased Strong Spear and almost overtook him. His son, a fine-
looking youth named Vund-Sterna (Water-Hawk or Sea-Hawk), saw his
father’s danger and tried to turn the animal. Bravely he ran in and sank his
spear in the great shoulder.

He succeeded, but only at great cost; Zwei-Tag pivoted on his hind legs
—a movement marvelously quick in one so huge—and swinging his trunk,
caught the youth across the shoulders. He was knocked ten feet, spinning in
the air, and fell helpless in the moss.

The trunk of an elephant is a terrible weapon. Its thousands of small
muscles make it extremely sensitive to pain, and usually it keeps it tucked
up out of the way of its enemies, but when it does choose to swing it, it can
smite the life from a tiger. If Sea-Hawk’s neck or back were not broken, it
was by the mercy of Dian and the great gods. Yet it might be a doubtful
mercy, at best. If he were not dead already, Zwei-Tag intended that he soon
should be. If there were bones in his body yet unbroken, it was Zwei-Tag’s
ponderous intention to complete their destruction.



He had seen where Sea-Hawk fell. Deliberately and heavily he moved
toward him, to crush him with his pile-driver knees. Half-dead from his
hundred wounds, he was still a grand and appalling foe. He scorned the
white pack snapping and slashing at his legs and side, he did not even look
at the hunters who were running in, desperately trying to turn him. His small
red eyes were fixed on the prey, his trunk drawn up out of danger, his gaily-
tinted tusks swaying slowly, gleaming, in the sunlight.

“Deeva, deeva, muga deeva,” the men yelled to the dogs, at the same
time closing on the fury-maddened foe. But this effort, brave as it was,
would not save Sea-Hawk’s life. The monster still pushed on, and if he were
to be stopped at all, it must be by Tal-Eika’s bow.

Adam stood drawing that bow, the full length of the shaft. He was wild-
eyed, half-crazy with excitement, yet somehow he steadied enough to take
careful aim. The bow string hummed, and the arrow sang its song.

He was not an expert shot, but he stood only twenty feet from his target,
and it was not in him to miss. The shaft, with all the spring of that great bow
behind it, struck the brute’s head six inches from the eye. The bronze point
did not pierce the heavy bone of the skull, but it penetrated the thick skin
and administered a shock comparable to a blow on the point of a man’s chin,
to the brute-brain itself. Ordinarily the animal would not have noticed it, but
on top of all his other wounds it made him reel.

Some one jerked the fallen man out of the way. The rest rushed in on the
now helpless foe with such weapons as they could muster. He lumbered to
his knees, gave one last trumpet blast of defiance, and rolled on his side. The
noble, ancient life went out of him in one deep gasp.

This was the signal for a wild celebration. The hunters danced, shouted,
slapped each other on the back, yelled and laughed, just as Adam’s
countrymen were known to do after an athletic victory, all that remains of
their old carnage beside the Ice. When Sea-Hawk got to his feet, not hurt in
the least, and took part in the orgy, the men’s joy knew no bounds. Only one
man remained aloof—Adam himself.

He was suffering a severe reaction from the excitement just past.
Satiated by the red wine that had flowed so bountifully, he felt sickened,
vaguely ashamed. For the moment he knew no kinship with these spear-
throwers, these blood-letters, these blond beasts dancing about the body of
their prey. But presently Doctor Weismann, his other self, who had taken no
part in the hunt, who was removed from these howling savages by ten
thousand years of culture, but who stood by young Adam like an older



brother, even in his follies, counseled gently in his ear. This man of science
was ever just. He always followed the compass needle of fact and was not
turned aside by the gales of emotion sweeping the seas of life. Now he set
Adam right.

“You needn’t feel ashamed,” he counseled. “You too are a blond beast
under the skin. And these men have committed no wrong. Their battle with
Zwei-Tag was bloody and terrible, but not half so brutal as the shooting of
African elephants by our own countrymen. They killed not for sport, not to
call back the forgotten rapture of cave days, but so that they themselves may
survive.”

And Adam’s heart bounded up. Joining the group, he too took pleasure
in the great bulk of the trophy, and the noble curl of the tusks. At the same
time he felt a growing unity with these men who had fought so bravely at his
side. All had made war together. All were comrades-in-arms.

Watching these tribesmen, it was a considerable time before Adam
noticed that they were also watching him. In their eyes was an eagerness and
enthusiasm which he had aroused in his teammates but twice before in his
life: once, the day of the biggest of all games, when he had made a hole
through left guard for a ten-yard plunge to a touch down, and once when he
had guided his platoon of doughboys out of machine-gun fire to the shelter
of a cemetery wall. It was not servile flattery but the salute of one’s peers, a
man-to-man tribute which was strangely satisfying.

But he did not presume upon it. When the men were ready to start home,
and Strong Spear turned to him, as though to let him lead the file, Adam
slipped into his former place. He noticed that they were all careful not to
touch his bow.



XI

The home-coming ceremony showed a new side of the Cro-Magnon
people. Like many primitive folk, they had a flair for extempore dramatics.
When the hunters were still a mile from the village, they suddenly raised
their voices in a loud chorus. “Vo quimo—vo quimo—ug hed ig Zwei-Tag vo
quimo.” (We come, we come—from the fields [heath?] of the mammoth.)
The men had strong rich voices, and the chant rang thrillingly over the
wastes.

From the distant village came the answer: fifty voices raised as one in a
long-drawn minor note that made the short hairs creep on Adam’s neck. “Og
blut hun?” (Have you killed? Literally, perhaps: Is there blood on the
hands?)

“Gi, og blut hun,” the hunters chanted. “Gi, og blut hun.” (Yes, we have
killed.)

Straightway the waiting villagers broke into the triumph-song, rising and
falling over the tundra, quavering and almost dying away, only to swell to
pipe-organ volume as the hunters swung down to the village. This was no
doubt the “Woman’s Song to the Returning Hunters,” a song that was old
when London was a tide-marsh, and when the mammoth trumpeted on the
Seven Hills of Rome. One line of the song recurred again and again, gaining
power with each repetition: “Quimun veljo, quimun binu mas, quimun formi-
rom.” (Come home [dwelling?], come to the good meat, come to our arm-
warmth.)

When the hunters reached the Meeting-Place outside the temple, the
women were massed in a group behind Dian. She was lovelier than ever, her
face radiant with pride, her gold ornaments flashing in the sunlight. The
hunters grouped themselves opposite, and when the song ended, Sea-Hawk
stood before his priestess and began a thrilling recital of the hunt. Much of it
he acted out—the stalk, the rush of the dogs, the bard’s own narrow escape
from death, and finally Zwei-Tag’s fall. Several times in the recitation he
mentioned Tal-Eika, meanwhile pretending to shoot a powerful bow. Thus
Adam knew he was not without honor in the tale.

How great was this honor he did not yet imagine. Presently Dian walked
to him, took his hand, and led him out in front of the hunters. She addressed
him earnestly, in an exalted voice—evidently praising him, his deeds, and



his great bow—and then pressed both her hands to his breast. “Come to me,
in my dwelling, after the songs are sung,” she told him in English.

When the groups broke up, and a hundred men and women were sent for
the meat and ivory, Adam made his way to Dian’s igloo. His step was light
and swift, hastening him to the rendezvous, but his mind was troubled.
Presently he crept through the long tunnel, and heard her calling him to the
warm, secluded room beyond. When he crawled through the inner aperture,
eager hands seized his, drawing him erect.

The sun was low, and the room dimly lighted. Yet he could see the girl’s
cheeks flaming, her eyes almost preternaturally bright. “Tal-Eika,” she
whispered, as if she lacked breath to speak aloud. Her hands crept back of
his head and drew his face down to hers. She kissed him with all the ardor of
her pagan soul.

They were alone. The room, hushed and remote, was voluptuous with
soft, rich furs. The girl was the most vital, the most splendidly beautiful
creature that had ever come into his life. No wonder her strong, bare arms
could hold him close! He could not contemplate or fear the future; sufficient
to this moment was the evil—or the good—thereof. He met her halfway.

But when she saw his eyes kindle, her smooth muscles stiffened, and she
held him motionless in her arms. “Dian wants you,” she told him. “She will
give herself to you, but not for a moment’s play. She chooses you as her
mate, to share her place, to lead the people. But first you must stand with
her, before the First Fire, in the temple, and repeat the Old Words.”

“When, Dian?”
“Now—tonight—if you like. Dian is ready. Her arms ache, her lips

thirst, her soul yearns. We will strike the gong and call the people to
witness.”

“What are the Old Words? What do they mean?”
“They are the words that my first father, Re the Sun, said to my first

mother, the Moon, when he led her to the rest-place. They will make our
mating sacred in the eyes of the gods. If you do not say the Old Words
before Dian lies in your arms, the Ice will rise and cover the land.”

A moment before, Adam had been ready to take all that Dian would
give, returning a physical love ardent as her own; but now she had shown
the matter in a new light. He tried to drive off the warm mist clouding his
brain, and see where this trail led. It could be no careless adventure, to
accept Dian’s proposal. No matter how lightly he might take the pagan rite,



it would establish a marriage bond in Dian’s sight, and as such he must
regard it.

She was in no sense fair prey to a man, but a maid and a princess of her
own people. He could not possess her except by her own, honorable terms.
And there was not enough dishonor in his own make-up to let him betray her
—to speak the Old Words with his tongue in his cheek and his fingers
crossed. She herself realized that his visit to the Moss Country might be
brief and would marry him just the same. Even so, the marriage could not be
a mere subterfuge on his part, but a solemn contract entered in good faith,
for its ancient purposes.

Did he love Dian? His acquaintance with her was so brief that he did not
know. Certainly he could never forget her. The kiss she had given him still
haunted his lips; the thought of possessing her—her lips, her silky fair skin,
her strength, her vital body, and the fullness of her love—brought a flood of
exquisite fancies. Moreover, she wakened all the slumbering romance in his
being. He could not think of her scientifically; her youth, her bright wild
beauty, her warmth and her strangeness intoxicated him.

But if he did love her—if the hunger and passion and longing she
wakened in him had no other meaning—it made his decision all the more
difficult. It simply was not in him to enter into a temporary alliance with a
girl he truly loved. If he bound himself to her by vows, he must keep those
vows; with all his worldly goods, and his worldly hopes, he must her endow.
This is an old law, not just a worn-out form. What he accepted he must
return; he must play fair.

“Dian, you ask me if I want to stand with you in the temple and say the
Old Words,” he said at last. “I do want to, more than I can tell you, but I
don’t know yet whether it will ever be possible. There is a matter
confronting me that I can’t describe to you. Until it’s settled I won’t know
how long I am going to stay here, if I stay at all. When the crisis is over I
will come to you, and then we will decide what to do.”

The girl smiled, held him close in her warm, strong arms, kissed him
many times in childlike eagerness, and let him go. Because it was genuine,
not false, her pride had taken no hurt by his answer. Truly he had never
known anyone who looked on life with such clear eyes and with such
simplicity and grace as this pagan princess of the Cro-Magnons. His arms
ached too; like hers, his lips thirsted and his soul yearned.

He avoided Belgrade that night, but in the morning he took the bull by
the horns and went to see him. He found him surrounded by a crowd of



hunters, mostly Ug Paddrin, but a few of the Temple caste mingling with the
others. They were fingering and admiring the Slav’s rifle.

“I suppose killing is the most popular human pastime,” Belgrade began
in his best vein. “These men are far more pleased with this gun than if I had
brought them a new religion. Where have you been keeping yourself,
Weismann? I have had a serious matter to discuss with you. I looked for
you, but you are either gone hunting, or looking at pictures—you beat me to
those, you rascal—or visiting in houses where I, Karl Belgrade, am not
invited. Confound my dark skin! These people treat me as though I were an
inferior being.”

For a moment Adam forgot his solemn errand, and laughed aloud. “You
have always been on top of the heap before, Professor. I think this will do
you good.”

“Perhaps, but it won’t do them any good. When I return to civilization
and make my reports, they will see plenty of darker skins than mine. By the
way, Weismann, where were you last night, after the hunt?”

“I slept in the guest house. Before that, I talked with Dian.”
“So?” The word had a metallic ring.
But Adam did not take the challenge. He had no desire to antagonize

Belgrade at this stage of the conversation. “We’ll talk later about that. Did
you find your hunting trip interesting?”

“Very. I turned out quite a hero to men of my own caste.” He smiled
dimly. “Do you know, Weismann, this Moss Country is a hunter’s paradise.
When we give our reports to the world, sportsmen will throng here from
every country, and there will be a trading store to sell ammunition on this
very river. I saw a number of new species. I was especially interested in
Rhinoceros tichorhinus.”

Once more Adam was chagrined by his own lack of vision. He should
have anticipated this. Where there are woolly mammoths, there would
naturally be woolly rhinos. They are invariably companions; their bones lie
side by side in Pleistocene gravels.

“The hunt itself was child’s play,” Belgrade went on. “I spotted the
animal across a small lake, and before the savages could blink their eyes, I
put him down with one shot. Now they think I am Jove himself.”

Adam stole a look into the sallow, deeply-lined, Slavic face. He could
well believe that killing a rhino would be, indeed, child’s play to this cold-



blooded scientist. His iron nerve would naturally make him an expert
marksman.

Adam now asked to speak to him alone, whereupon the two strolled off
and sat down on a massive stone seat overlooking the river. “What have you
done about repairing the seaplane?” the American asked.

“That’s what I want to talk to you about. For some reason, which Jim-
Hull does not seem to understand, Dian has posted guards near the ship and
won’t let me go near it. If she should persist in this course for a matter of
nine days, what under heaven would we do? How would you like to spend
your life with these savages?”

“What is one man’s life?” Adam spoke grimly. “You have expressed
your contempt for it, several times.”

“I expressed contempt for the lives of the herd, the countless million
who breed and die, not for the lives of scientific men. My life is of great
value to science; yours also, no doubt. Moreover, if we are exiled here, it
might be several decades before the world learns of our discoveries and this
may be too late for us.”

“That is true, I think. I hope it’s true, otherwise the effort I am making
will go to waste.” Adam looked dreamily at the river. “I believe I could have
the guards removed, if I want to.”

Some overtone to the remark, not to be defined, made Belgrade start.
“Why do you think so, doctor?”

“Because it was at my suggestion that the guards were posted.”
Belgrade remained absolutely motionless, a posture that was far more

sinister than any start or gesture. “You have deserted?” he asked quietly at
last.

“No. I never enlisted.”
“Then you’ve gone crazy—stark, raving crazy.” His voice dropped to a

low murmur. “Weismann, do you know what they do to crazy people in this
tribe?”

“Yes. They put them where they cannot harm anyone.”
“It’s a good idea, a scientific idea, if I may say so. I believe in it,

Weismann.”
Adam searched the sallow face. “What do you mean?”



“I mean that I don’t propose to let any crazy man interfere with this great
scientific work that I am doing. My life is mostly concerned with thoughts,
not deeds, but I am not afraid of deeds when they are forced upon me, as
you already know.”

Apparently Adam did not turn a hair. If his heart was leaping against his
ribs, it did not pump the blood out of his face. “You mean—out and out
killing? In plain words, you are threatening my life.”

“I have a rifle here.” Belgrade still spoke in low, level tones. “I brought
it in case of an emergency. You know me well enough to know that I
wouldn’t hesitate to use it for the welfare of science.”

“It wouldn’t help science very much, or you either. You see, these
tribesmen don’t tolerate murder, no matter how fine the reason. You might
survive me by an hour. Not longer than that, at the most.”

“I’d take my chance on that. I have taken chances before.”
“There’s one other chance you haven’t considered.” Adam’s eyes blazed

up and his voice trembled. “I haven’t a rifle, thanks to you, but I have a
hunting knife. If you make one move to raise your gun, I’m going to give it
to you.”

Belgrade appeared to consider a long time. He made no move to raise his
gun. “Perhaps we can settle this some other way,” he observed at last
without loss of dignity. “What is it you want, Weismann—equal honors for
the discovery?”

“Nothing of the kind.” Adam tried not to show his profound relief that
the first crisis was past. “I want to make a proposition concerning these
people here. You know, even better than I, how wonderful they are. They are
the last of a great race: they have preserved something that will never come
again on this earth. If it is destroyed, it can’t be replaced.”

“What, doctor?” Belgrade spoke impatiently. “Be definite, can’t you?”
Adam’s heart sank. “If you don’t know, I can’t tell you. You can call it

physical beauty, for want of better words. At least, it’s the oldest civilization
in the world, practically unchanged since the ice age, and I don’t want to see
it destroyed. I want to preserve these wonderful people, and I want you to
help me, even at great cost.”

“There’s no way to preserve them. As soon as our discovery is made
public, adventurers and hunters and traders will throng here. They’ll bring
disease and civilization with them, which no people like these can stand.”



“But why do we have to make our discovery public? Why can’t we keep
it a secret?”

Belgrade’s jaw dropped. For the first time since Adam had met him, he
seemed a human being instead of an intellectual machine. “What under
heaven do you mean, Weismann?”

“Just what I said. We’ll give each other our solemn word that we’ll never
reveal the existence of these people. Then we’ll fly back to the ship and tell
the crew that we’ve been mapping the coast, or some other plausible story.
They don’t know we expected to find human beings, and they’ll never
suspect the truth. When we return to civilization, we’ll take up our old work
where we laid it down.”

“But you surely don’t understand. This course would not only deprive
me of the honors I have fairly won, but would deprive the world of a great
deal of valuable scientific knowledge.”

“The world will get along all right, and you too. I don’t think your
honors, or the addition to the world’s knowledge, is as important as saving
this race from annihilation.”

“It is the most absurd idea I ever heard of. You are not a true scientific
man but a crazy idealist. I won’t even consider such a ridiculous and
fantastic notion.”

“I didn’t think you would. I hadn’t any real hope that you’d agree. So I’ll
have to go ahead my own way.”

“Your own way? What do you mean?”
“You will not be allowed to repair the seaplane.”
The sallow visage turned faintly pale. “You’re going too far, Weismann.

Even you, a crazed idealist, would not be such a fool. It’s apparent to me
that you haven’t considered the consequences.”

Adam nodded darkly. “I’ve considered ’em.”
“What if you persist and prevent me from repairing the plane? In nine

days the crew will think we are dead, and fearing the ice, they will return
home. Not only I, Karl Belgrade, will be a hopeless prisoner in this village,
but you too. You will never again look through a microscope at hidden life
and win honor from your colleagues. You will never read another book, or
hear a new truth, or talk again with men and women of your own race. You
will spend the remainder of your days in exile among these heathen.”



Adam’s face looked gray. “I know all that. I don’t see—what else I can
do.”

Belgrade shook his fist in the air, one of the few times Adam had ever
seen him overcome by emotion. “Why are you such a fool, Doctor
Weismann? Why are all your people—you blond imbeciles from the North
—such damnable fools? You pursue the ideal instead of the reality. You do
this and that against your own best interests. But if you must put your idiot
neck in a rope, why put mine? Why do you force me to share your exile?”

“I’ve no special consideration for you. I told you I might pay you back
for using force on me at the start of the trip, even if I have to cut off my own
nose to do it. I haven’t forgiven you for that, not for a minute.”

“But revenge is not your motive. If it were, it would not be so foolish. At
least, you could get a personal satisfaction out of seeing me squirm. Your
real motive is bound up in the puerile idealism to which Americans are
given. You are carried away on a wave of altruism, sentimental and illogical.
What difference, what real difference, does it make to you whether or not
these people die off? Aren’t there plenty of other people in the world?”

“There are no others like these.”
“I grant that. But what concrete benefits can you—you yourself—

receive from their preservation? You will be dead too, in fifty years, your
life thrown away. Are you in love with the girl, Dian?”

“I won’t answer that. It has nothing to do with the case.”
“She is mixed up in it, mark my words. You desire her, you want to

remain with her, and since you know it is against your own best interests,
you have sublimated that desire to a chivalrous zeal for her people. Suppose
you do keep me here with you. Do you fancy you can preserve these savages
indefinitely? They will certainly be discovered in time.”

“They are well hidden behind the ice barrier. They may not be
discovered for twenty—perhaps not for fifty years. By that time, our own
civilization may be so advanced that we will protect them, instead of
destroying them. I mean that we will declare this Moss Country a sanctuary,
closing it to commerce as we did the Pribilof Islands, and its wonderful race
and wild life can be preserved for all time.”

Belgrade’s eyes had a cunning gleam. “You think this is more important
than your work on Coral Fever?”



“Unfortunately, it is.” Adam spoke solemnly, with an eloquence far
beyond his usual powers. “Other men can fight that infection, as you
yourself pointed out. It happens that I am the only one, beside yourself, who
can fight the infection of civilization that will destroy these tribes to the last
man.”

“Very pretty.” Belgrade got up, and Adam watched him guardedly. “You
seem set on this insane course, and I’ll argue it no more. But I won’t agree to
your terms, and I’ll find my own way to get the plane repaired and return to
the ship.”

“Then it’s trouble between you and me from now on?”
“Yes, unless you stop interfering with me. Why don’t you be sensible,

doctor? If you will, I’ll see that you receive suitable honors when you return
to civilization. I might even be willing to unite your name with mine—the
Belgrade-Weismann discoveries, or something of the kind—in my formal
reports. Certainly I’ll give your name to some of the important physical
features of the country.”

“Even that doesn’t tempt me,” Adam answered bitterly.
Belgrade stiffened with anger. “Then watch out for yourself. I’ve given

you a fair chance. If you continue interfering with my affairs, I’ll take any
steps necessary, no matter how extreme, to get you out of my way.”

Adam shook his head. “You won’t do that. For all your scientific zeal,
you love life too well to throw it away for nothing. If you take a shot at me,
Dian will have you in Maun ig Mere within an hour.”

The flicker in Belgrade’s eyes confessed that he knew this was true. “I’ll
find a way to get around you. I have matched with minds like yours before. I
give you one more chance, Weismann. Will you, or will you not, help to
repair the plane and fly with me to carry news of our discovery to the
world?”

Adam slowly shook his head. “I will not.”
“Then what are your terms?”
“That you will give me your solemn word never to reveal the existence

of these people, in letter and spirit. If you do that, I’ll help you repair the
plane, and we’ll fly out together. If you won’t do that, we’ll let the ship sail
home without us.”

“But to spend the rest of our lives in exile——”



“It is only two men’s lives. It won’t be so bad, either, and you’ll have
plenty of chance to make scientific discoveries.” Whether or not this was
irony, Belgrade did not know. “On the other hand, if I let you go and report
this discovery, it spells the doom on the last of a great race. So I’m going to
stand firm on that, Belgrade. It’s my idea of scientific service, as well as the
service of humanity and decency. If necessary, I’ll fight you to the last
ditch.”



XII

Adam stood firm. The guards about the seaplane were not removed. He
told Dian of the danger threatening the village and coached her in what to do
if for any reason he himself were removed from the scene. He explained that
any contact with the outside world would hurl her people to perdition, and
there could be no escape. Until the Dark One, Belgrade, agreed to certain
terms which Adam had offered, he must not be permitted to escape from the
village.

No second warning was necessary. Dian took her own measures. How
thorough these were Adam did not know; he had not yet delved into the
semi-underground administration of tribal law.

To all outward appearances, affairs at the village kept their ancient trend.
Belgrade had his own irons in the fire, and since he slept and lived in Jim-
Hull’s igloo, Adam saw little of him. The American hunted, fished, and
explored, but most of his waking hours he spent with Dian. And these hours
were the most fleet and happy his life had known.

He learned much Cro-Magnon lore. When he was discussing smoke
signals with Dian, the talk led to what she called the First Fire, leaping from
the tripod in the temple. Even Dian did not know how long ago this flame
was struck. The oldest legends of her people, passed down by word of
mouth for uncounted generations, or told in symbols painted on dressed
hides, mentioned the First Fire. Over and over again the temple walls that
sheltered it had smoldered and fallen to the ground, only to be restored. The
stone lamp itself had no doubt burned out from time to time through the
centuries, and had been replaced; the ivory tusks that formed the tripod had
been polished into thin reeds not once but many times. The flame was never
allowed to go out. If it ever did so, the ice would rise and cover the villages.
At every change in the tide the lamp was refilled with whale oil, and when
the bowl had to be cleaned, the flame was passed to a smaller lamp that
lighted the temple in its stead. To be chosen the Keeper of the Fire—to
guard it in peace and war, famine and plenty, summer and winter—was one
of the highest honors the tribe could bestow. At present Sea-Hawk, the son
of Strong Spear, held the post.

Adam quickly perceived that the custom was founded on good sense.
This is usually the case with primitive rites and beliefs, no matter how



strange and weird. In this cold South, fire was the first necessity of life. It
was not always easy to make with the wooden fire-sticks in use by the
people, and the unfailing flame had no doubt saved many lives. At all hours
in the day women could be seen carrying fire from the temple to their
dwellings. If this lamp should go out, in some winter hour of disaster, it
might be true that the ice of death and extinction would rise and cover the
village.

Dian explained the idea of the tripod the best she could. In the first
place, the universe of the Cro-Magnons contained three elements: water,
land and sky. There were three kinds of living creatures: beasts (including all
the lower animate things), men and gods. There were three castes in the
tribe: the artists, the hunters, and Ug Paddrin. Indeed, each individual was
himself a trinity: his physical self, which died after certain years; his
shadow-self, which moved with him in the sunlight and revealed itself in
bright pools of water, and which ultimately went to dwell in the land of the
blessed; and his love-self which lived after him in the person of his
descendants.

She told him many folk-stories accounting for the stars, the ice, and the
creatures that dwelt on the ice. Besides these, the tribe passed down by word
of mouth various ballads and heroic poems. One poem seemed to be a sort
of Cro-Magnon Beowulf.

It began by describing the marriage between the Sun and the Moon, at
the First of Things. The Sun made the world as a love-gift for his bride, and
gave it to her to rule. She bore him a daughter—“Her hair was the gold of
her father’s hair, but her flesh was white as her dam’s”—and she was the
first Dian, who wedded the first of the Men.

The first earthly Dian bore two daughters, according to the legend,
named Rondalin and Rindalin. They were twins, but Rondalin was the
stronger, and

    In the first moon of her birth,
She raised her mouth from the snow-white breast, and cried,
               ‘I am Dian.’

But Rindalin was jealous, and in time Rondalin took up her flint ax “as
sharp as shell, as the white shell of the sea, and heft in her hand like Zwei-
Tag’s tusk,” and killed her sister. It was Dian Rondalin who was mother of
the race, and founder of the royal line. Adam found the story absorbing on



its own account, and also because it suggested the old Roman legend of the
twin brothers, Romulus and Remus.

After Rondalin came a succession of Dians, down to “Dian Larone,”
with whom the narrative was largely concerned. The last Dian, Morrison’s
daughter, translated a fragment of the poem into English:

Dian Larone, O People, dwelt at the edge of the Ice,
Of the Ancient Ice that ebbs and flows, and roars and cracks and cries,
In a goodly land beyond the land where the pointed green trees grow;
In a goodly land below the Stars that form the Drinking Cup,
Whereof the thirsty gods drink deep, after the hot day’s strife;
A goodly land, O People, where the Herds of Many Horns,
Of Many Horns with many forks, like tops of broken trees,
Pass by all day like drifting sand, like blown gray snow they pass,
And no man knows their number.

The poem went on to describe a bloody war between the Cro-Magnons
and a tribe of invaders whom they called the Hairy Ax-Men. These latter
were bent of knee; they could not hold their heads erect, but thrust them
forward; their brows stood out in heavy ridges; the worst of all, they seemed
to have no language, but communicated with each other by means of short
guttural cries and gestures. The first wave of Hairy Men was finally
conquered and put to death. Even their women were not carried off alive to
the homes of the warriors as is usually the case when one savage tribe
conquers another, but their skulls were crushed and they were buried in the
same grave with their men. Their hairy skins, pronounced brow-ridges, and
prognathous jaws made them abhorrent to the beauty-loving Cro-Magnons.

Adam was deeply stirred; he believed that this was the oldest poem in
existence. Moreover, he knew that it was not merely a legend, without basis
of fact, but a more or less authentic account of one of the first and most
important wars in man’s unwritten history. The Hairy Men were members of
what scientists now call the Neanderthal race. Their description in the poem
fitted exactly the low-browed, bent-kneed, ape-jawed men whose skeletons
are found in European gravels. There is no doubt that they were
contemporaneous with the early Cro-Magnons. In the age-long wars that
they fought beside the ice, under the Drinking Cup—the Big Dipper—in
what is now Central Europe, and on the feeding ground of the wild reindeer
passing in enormous herds, the Neanderthals were finally conquered and
apparently exterminated. At least there was no trace of them, other than their
heavy bones and their broken flints, in Europe today.



It was a curious and exciting fact that the Hairy Men were called the Og-
Ree. This was their race-name in the Cro-Magnon tongue. Was this the
origin of the English word ogre, which has come down from time
immemorial? It might well be. The horror aroused by the hairy, gorilla-like
brute-men in the minds of the naked skinned, beautifully-formed Cro-
Magnons might echo yet, in the nursery-tales of modern times.

“Some day the Og-Ree will come again,” Dian told Adam. “Their
numbers are increasing; they are biding their time. Then there will be a great
war, and blood will flow, and tears fall in the temple, as in the days of Dian
Larone.”

“But the Og-Ree are all dead, Dian. Our wise men have found their
bones.”

“But your wise men thought that we were dead, too. You told me so. But
here we are, and beyond the rivers are the Og-Ree. Your wise men do not
know the Moss Country.”

Adam was startled but incredulous. “Have any of your people ever seen
them?”

“Not since my mother’s time. They have kept to themselves, breeding
fast, waiting for the day that they are strong enough to overwhelm us. The
Og-Ree look like beasts, but there is much cunning behind their wolves’
eyes. They know they cannot fight us man to man, but must pour down upon
us in herds like the wild buffalo.”

“But you really believe in them, Dian? How could they have followed
you from Europe, half way across the world?”

“The Og-Ree were here when we came. So the stories say. Wherever
you find Zwei-Tag, the mammoth, you find the Og-Ree. We fought them,
and took from them some of their hunting ground, but we could not kill
them all, as we killed them under the Drinking Cup. They still dwell beyond
the great river that you crossed in the flying ship. The last time they came
down upon us was in the days of Dian Lilth and Tal-Eika, and only half of
them returned to their camps alive. Since then there has been peace.”

“But no one alive now has ever seen the Og-Ree with his own eyes.”
“Some of the hunters say they have seen them, at a great distance. Some

day we shall see them face to face, through the hail of stones. They are not
dead, Tall One—never believe that they are dead—but only waiting. And
from the movements of the wild herds, the hunters say that now, today, they
may be on the march.”



But Adam remained skeptical. While her story was perfectly possible—
the Neanderthals were a cold-country people, the same as the Cro-Magnons
—he thought it was probably no more than a legend, carried here from the
tribe’s old home in Europe.



XIII

Eight days had passed since Adam and Belgrade had hopped off into the
Unknown. In two days more, their time limit would expire, and the Penguin
would sail home. Lars was already broadcasting frantic messages into the
silent air. He feared the ice and gales; he could stay no longer than the ten
days agreed upon. The flyers must return soon, if they were to return at all.

Still Belgrade did not yield. He went about his scientific investigations
with a composure that dumfounded Adam. The latter tried in vain to imitate
him, but he could not keep from counting the hours between himself and
utter exile.

As he delved into the lives of the people, he kept encountering one
mystery which he seemed unable to solve. What and where was Maun ig
Mere? He knew in general that it was a cave, the execution chamber of the
tribe, but Dian had never told him exactly what occurred in its sinister
depths, nor did she point out its location. In their long talks, she mentioned it
as little as possible. Adam decided that to speak of it was forbidden by some
ancient taboo.

This cavern was destined to have great bearing on the outcome of his
adventure. As he walked with Dian on the beach, on the ninth day, one of
the hunters came hastening after them. It proved to be Gort-Chil, the chief.
His usual calm face was sternly set, and the shadow of some great wrath still
lingered in his eyes.

Grave events had been occurring in the village. When Gort-Chil began
to speak, his voice shook. And as Dian listened to him, all color swept from
her face.

At once the girl whirled on Adam. “This concerns you, Tall One,” she
told him breathlessly. “Great trouble has come upon us. The Dark One
(Belgrade) spoke words that are forbidden. He urged Ug Paddrin to rise
against me, Dian, and put some other in my place; the tale got back to the
chiefs. The men said his voice must be silenced.”

“You mean—they wanted to kill him?”
“They were afraid that the ice would rise and cover the land if he were

let go free.”



Adam started violently and seized the girl’s arm. “Dian, you speak as if
it has already happened—” Then, in horrified tones: “Is Belgrade dead?”

“I do not know. How is the tide?”
“What in devil’s name has the tide to do with it?” But at once he

perceived that there must be some grim reason for her question and he
glanced down at the lapping waters. “It’s high flood.”

“Then it is too late. He was put in Maun ig Mere at half-flood. Not even
Dian may enter there at high flood and live.”

“But it may not be too late.” Adam, conquering his first panic, spoke
rapidly and clearly. “The tide isn’t quite high. Dian, tell the chief to take me
to the cave at once. Tell him that you have pardoned Belgrade, provided I
can save him. Tell him he is to help me all he can.”

The girl seemed to writhe. “But you will never come back. You will
throw away a life that is mine——”

“Tell him anyway. Quick, Dian.”
Not his words but what she saw in his face—some passion this savage

maid could understand—made her whirl to Gort-Chil and speak briefly in
her own tongue. For all her own trouble and fears, her tones had their old
imperious ring. Gort-Chil bowed his head in acknowledgment, and gesturing
to Adam, started running down the beach.

It is wholly possible that the early Cro-Magnons were the swiftest of
foot of any people that ever lived. Gort-Chil was built to run down a
reindeer on the steeps of the ancient Seine—great muscular thighs and long
legs. Although he took now what he considered an easy gait, his companion
had no need to cry haste. The pace was already too fast, provided Adam
wanted to hold his breath and strength. If he arrived at Maun ig Mere spent
and winded, his cause was lost at the start.

Adam’s mind raced too, and he believed he knew what to expect.
Apparently Maun ig Mere was filled with water at high tide, and any one
imprisoned there died of drowning. Was this Dian’s idea of a merciful
execution? She had told him that the victims “went to sleep,” but the
minutes must seem long, as the water lapped higher and higher, before they
slept. If this were the true explanation, Maun ig Mere was not an easy gate
of relief for aged sufferers, but a chamber of horror.

Gort-Chil led him to a narrow beach between the surf and towering
cliffs, pausing before a round boulder fitted like a door in the cliff wall.



Without a doubt, this was the entrance to Maun ig Mere. And now his dread
of the Known—a deep though rational fear of drowning in the sea—gave
way to a creepy terror of the Unknown. Because he had guessed wrong. The
death that dwelt in this cavern at high tide was not that of rising waters. The
cave was separated from the surf by twenty feet of hard sloping beach.

Gort-Chil seized the boulder and tried to roll it away. Adam, who was
spellbound by the mystery, shook off his stupor of bewilderment and sprang
to help him. His strength seemed unimpaired. He had what athletes call
second wind—that strange muscular stimulation which nature provides in a
crisis, and which, in a calmer moment, Doctor Weismann could have
discussed in physiological terms—and with Gort-Chil’s mighty shoulders
heaving beside his own, the stone moved—rolled—fell out of the way—and
the cavern mouth was disclosed.

Gort-Chil sprang back gasping, ten feet from the opening. “Lo mere, lo
mere,” he cried, shaking his head. With wild gestures he tried to warn Adam
not to enter. The American did not understand the Cro-Magnon words, but
his mind half-guessed, half-reasoned the meaning of this frantic cry. “It is
death, it is death!”

And Adam was inclined to heed his companion’s warning. He came as
near breaking as any time in his life; the cold sweat beaded his face and a
chill wind blew again and again across his scalp. He had no love for
Belgrade to actuate bravery. His motive in attempting the rescue was
primitive to start with, simply life-saving, in the abstract. And all that was
primal in his make-up shuddered and quailed at this unseen peril in the
cavern.

Yet something forced him on. It was not bravery, in the usual sense of
the word; quite possibly it was pride. Men of Teutonic stock are incorrigibly
romantic. Unlike some of the darker peoples, who emphasize intellect rather
than character, they will throw away dear life for abstract things no man can
hold in his hands. Also they are extremely self-conscious; the fear of
showing fear often makes them brave. Adam knew he could never live
happily with himself hereafter if he did not conquer his terror and make a
thorough-going effort to save Belgrade’s life.

He stepped close to the entrance—swayed from some mysterious
weakness—called loudly. “Belgrade!”

From the depth and darkness of the cavern came a thick voice, as when
one struggles with deep sleep. “Weismann.”



“Where are you? I’m coming in to get you.”
“Stay out, you fool.” The failing voice gathered strength, then died away.

“It’s too late——”
Adam steeled himself, and stooping, crept into the cave. Even now, this

early in the battle, he could not move fast. He seemed to be carrying an
enormous weight. His legs began to wilt under him. There was something
worse than tide-water filling this chamber, no less lethal because it was
invisible. Yet Adam felt not the slightest pain.

The dim light reflecting through the opening showed a dark shape on the
cavern floor. Adam reeled toward it, fell like a babe learning to walk, and
found that he lacked strength to get to his feet. From thence on he crawled.

The shape was only seven feet beyond the entrance, yet it seemed that he
struggled interminable hours before he got his hands on it. Whether it was
Belgrade or a dead body he did not know; there was no longer a voice
answering his own. With curious, grim patience he took hold of its shoulder
and began to drag it to the open air.

The body could not help itself. The last of its strength, perhaps the last
flicker of its life, had been spent in calling a warning to a foe. However, it
was not chained to the floor. The wrists were bound but lightly—probably to
prevent any serious effort to roll away the stone from the cavern mouth and
escape—and there was naught to prevent Adam from dragging it outside
other than the invisible barrier of the air, the unseen death through which he
moved.

He would not last long. If he were to save Belgrade it must be in the next
few seconds. Patient struggle, resting to struggle again, would not win. He
must succeed or fail in one final effort.

He made that effort. He gathered up all his failing powers of mind and
body, and touched them off, as though they were powder, with a spark struck
on the flint of his will. The strength of a strong man is an unknown quantity.
It is capable of achievement, under stress, which cannot be accounted for by
any mechanical formula. Adam himself had always possessed that capacity
for violence—due, perhaps, to some unknown flow of energy from the brain
—which makes a discus-thrower, a shot-putter, or a crack fullback of a
football team. Now he sprang to his feet and projected himself like a cannon
ball out of a big gun, and since both arms were clutching Belgrade’s
shoulders, Belgrade was projected with him.



This one burst carried both men nearly four feet—half way to the cave-
mouth. Whether Adam could have gone the rest of the way unaided he was
never to know. Through the bright disk of the aperture, a hand stretched
toward him. It was Gort-Chil’s hand, and the act was the bravest of the
chief’s life.

Actually he was taking but slight risk—even this lethal thing could not
poison the fresh, good air of the beach—yet he did not know so, and he
would sooner face a charging bear. Perhaps Adam’s example had given
unnatural courage. Perhaps he was ready to hazard his life not for Adam or
Belgrade, but to obey Dian’s commands.

Adam groped for the hand, caught it, and felt himself being dragged to
the light. Still he clung with his own right hand to Belgrade’s arm. A few
seconds later all three lay together on the beach, fifteen feet from the
opening and safe from its invisible peril.

Adam did not even lose consciousness. He was gray as plaster and
helpless to move a finger, but as he gulped the fresh air, the life-hues began
to steal back into his skin and the enriched blood wakened the dying tissues
of his limbs. As is usually the case with temporary asphyxiation, his
recovery was startingly rapid. In five minutes he was sitting up; in ten he
was working with Gort-Chil to revive Belgrade.

It developed that the chief knew how to administer a primitive sort of
artificial respiration. When a boat floundered in the surf, and the paddler
was hauled to shore half-drowned, the men would lay him on his back and
pump his arms up and down. Sometimes, it seemed, this entreaty to the
gods, arms rising and falling in supplication, would restore life. Gort-Chil
had forced Belgrade to pray in this manner from the moment of his rescue
from the cave, and had brought him through the first critical period when his
fire was almost out.

Adam helped him finish the work, and within two hours Belgrade lay
comfortably in Jim-Hull’s igloo, telling his story. When he had been shut in
the cavern, he had first made a futile attempt to roll away the stone; then had
sat down quietly to wait developments. He had expected trouble, but he had
thought it would come in some visible form. For half an hour nothing
whatever had happened; then he had felt himself uncommonly sleepy. Only
when he was drifting off into queer dreams had he realized that this was no
ordinary sleep, and that if he wakened at all it would be in some Hereafter
he had never credited. It was too late then to try to save himself, even
though it were possible.



“It was a close call.” Adam shivered in remembered horror. “Belgrade,
what is the secret of that cave?”

Of course Belgrade did not know, but he had a plausible theory.
Apparently the chamber was not lethal in the least degree except at certain
stages of the tide; the remainder of the time the executioners went back and
forth at will. He reasoned that there was a deep pit under the chamber, filled
with some poisonous gas, possibly one of the oxides of carbon so often
found in deep wells, or more likely some other gas of volcanic origin. In the
last hour of the flood tide, water-pressure in the honeycombed rocks below
forced this gas into the cave through cracks in the floor; when the tide-water
dropped down the vacuum sucked the gas back into the pit, leaving the
cavern as innocuous as any of the hundred others along the beach. The Cro-
Magnons had discovered its lethal qualities centuries before, and although
they had no gleam of its secret, they used it as a chamber of execution.

“It was a close call,” Belgrade echoed somberly. He lay a long time with
half-closed eyes, and the conflict of emotion in his face riveted Adam’s
attention. “Perhaps it is a sign of some kind. I don’t believe much in signs,
often they are no more than coincidence, but sometimes they are really
shadows of coming events. Be that as it may, I’m going to take the
warning.”

He paused. Adam did not interrupt.
“You may be right, I may be wrong. I’ve been wrong once or twice

before, for instance about that Grimaldi skull in Croatia. Perhaps these
people are worth preserving. Besides, and I’ll be frank, I think it entirely
likely that you are enough of a fanatic to hold out to the end. Even on the
tenth day, you’d still hold out against me.”

He glanced up at Adam for confirmation, and the American nodded. It
was true that he would have held out to the end. If Belgrade did not promise
to keep secret his discoveries, the ship would sail home without him. Adam
would not have yielded even in the last bitter hour: this was foregone.

“I knew it. I knew it all the time. So you can have your way, Weismann.
I give you my word as a scientific man, in the name of science, which is the
only god I know, that I will withhold all knowledge of these people from the
world.”

Adam nodded, gravely. “I’m sorry it was so hard. You understand that I
make the same promise to you. Now I’ll go and start work on the ship.”



He walked out the door, but not as a conqueror. His head was bent and
his step lagged.



XIV

Dian was waiting for Adam in her igloo. She knew what had happened
at the first sight of his face. “You are going?” she asked quickly.

“Right away, Dian. Belgrade has agreed to my terms.” He spoke in low
tones.

The girl did not flinch. She never seemed so tall, proud, and brave. Yet
her face was stark pale, and her eyes lustrous with hidden tears. “I will send
word that my men no longer stand guard over the winged ship.”

“Perhaps I can come back, in a year or two.”
She smiled dimly, sadly. “You will never come back, Tall One. Your own

world will hold you, and some one’s arms will hold you too. Perhaps you
will forget Dian, in this lost land behind the ice.”

“I will never forget you.” His voice gathered power.
“I don’t want you to. I want to steal into your thoughts, even though I

can’t steal into your arms, and when the moon is full and the wind blows
warm, I want you to long for me. And I want to come to you in your dreams
in the dark, and go away before you waken, as our wild geese pass unseen in
the fall nights.”

She spoke steadily, in a low clear voice. He listened to her as if already
in a dream, a sad poetic dream such as comes occasionally even to plain men
like him, the echo of a lost splendor in some unknown pre-existence. Yet she
was not speaking fancifully, but literally. According to her primitive
conceptions, thoughts and dreams are not the processes of one’s mind, but
visitations from without. She meant that she would mystically visit Adam;
that some occult side of herself would be with him at certain times and make
herself known to him.

“You won’t be afraid to cross the ice and the sea?” he asked.
“The Dian that you see now, whose arms are around you, cannot come.

She must remain with her people. But her shadow-self, her shadow-spirit
that flits beside her on the ground in bright sunlight, and looks up at her out
of clear water—she can go beyond all the ice and beyond all the seas, and
find you no matter where you go. You need only to call her, and she will
come.”



“I’ll call every day.” It seemed natural to fall in with her pagan beliefs.
“But what will I do when I want Dian herself?”

“What will Dian do when she wants her Tall One? She will call to you,
but only your shadow-spirit can come to her, and even this will soon steal
away. And your love-spirit—for there is always three in one, as the Sacred
Tripod shows—is stealing away now. Tall One, you have cheated Dian. Your
love-spirit is hers; your heart promised it in secret to Dian’s heart, when
your arms were about her, but you break that promise. Why didn’t you stand
with Dian before the First Fire and speak the Old Words, as Dian wanted
you to do?”

“You know why. Because I saw that we would have to part so soon. And
it would have made our parting all the harder, you know that.” He looked at
her in growing amazement. “Dian, surely you are glad I didn’t, now that I
have to leave you and go back to my own world.”

“Why should I be glad, Tall One? Why should I be happy that I have
missed happiness? Your ways are different from our ways. The moon has
turned her face, since that night; seven days and seven nights we could have
had each other. Seeing Dian’s happiness in your arms, perhaps the gods
would now be good to her and not take her husband away from her, but even
if they did take him, beyond the furthest ice, his love might remain. Perhaps
it would only be a ghost, to come to Dian in dreams, but perhaps, when
spring comes again, it would take flesh and blood, to bless Dian, and drink
of the Gold and Silver Bowls.”

Adam kissed the trembling lips. “Our ways are different from your ways.
If I had said the Old Words to you, I couldn’t leave you now. I would have
stayed here always.”

“And you said no to Dian, and put her aside, so that you would be free to
go?”

“Yes. I suppose that’s what it means.”
“It was a choice, then, between staying here with Dian and returning to

your own world? You love Dian, but you love your world better?”
“I hadn’t thought about it just that way. . . . I suppose that’s what it

comes to, in the end.” Adam seemed suddenly baffled and darkened. “Yet it
isn’t wholly a matter of what I love. I wish I could make you understand
——”

“You could, if you understood yourself. Your lips against mine would
make it plain. But you don’t understand—I can see it in your face.”



“Perhaps not. I only know I’m doing what seems to be the wise thing. It
isn’t what I desire—I don’t dare listen to my desires—but what my good
sense, perhaps I’d better say my preconceived ideas, advise me to do. I’m
trying to be frank with you, Dian, as you always are with me. You know I
belong to a different world than this, a world of books and cities and tame
civilized life. Don’t you see I can’t give up that world for this cold and
savage world of yours?”

“Is there some one calling you back, some one you love more than
Dian?” She searched his face. “No, there is no one. If there was, I could
understand——”

“There is no one, Dian. If I did what my heart tells me, I would never
leave you. But to go into lifelong exile——”

“Perhaps I don’t know what exile means. In our language we have the
saying ug veljon. It means ‘away from home’ or ‘of the dwelling forbidden,’
just as ug paddrin means ‘of fatherhood forbidden.’ But it cannot be the
same.”

“It’s practically the same.”
“It can’t be. We would never say a man was ‘ug veljon’ if he were with

his mate, even though he had taken her beyond the great river where the Og-
Ree live. Home, to us, is not the igloo where we were born, but where the
heart goes to dwell. If I went with you beyond the ice, I would be home, but
my people would be ug veljon, because the one they love best would be
gone from them.”

“Our ways are not your ways, Dian. We can’t follow our hearts, we
civilized people; we must do what our wisdom says. It may be a false
wisdom. I may be making the worst mistake of my life; instead of returning
home, I may be going into exile. But I have to go ahead, just the same.”

“Since you must go, I pray to the Moon my mother that you are not
making a mistake. I could not bear to think of your face dark with sadness.
But mine will be sad a long time, Tall One. When I look to the North, the
warm wind will blow tears into my eyes.”

Tears glistened in her eyes now. He kissed them out, and held her a long
time. “You’ll find some other lover,” he told her at last.

“Some time. This is the world of the living, and my Tall One will be
counted among the dead. But the tide will rise and fall, and the moon wax
and wane, and the Long Dark ebb and flow many times, before Dian’s tears
are all dried. The First Fire will leap from the lamp, but Dian’s heart will not



leap with it, and the returning hunters will go to their mates’ arms, but my
arms will be empty.” She clung to him as though she could never let him go.
“I love you, Tall One.”

Overpowered by her passion, the bonds of his fear snapped free, and he
told her true. “I love you, Dian.”

But this that should have been the beginning was, to all intents and
purposes, the end. Her arms unclasped him, and he crept through the
aperture away.

For the next hour Adam tried to lose himself in the repair work on the
plane, to shut out bitter thoughts and haunting misgivings. But every time he
raised his head he saw something to remind him of the jubilant hours now
vanishing and the parting to come. The blue bergs floating in the sea
recalled the great ice barrier which he would soon cross; the expanse of
water itself suggested separation final and hopeless.

Meanwhile the engine work went smoothly forward. Belgrade’s hands
were deft, his mechanical knowledge considerable, and with the help of the
bronze-workers of the village, the broken oil-line was soon repaired.
Belgrade, who had worked at high pressure, wiped his hands and smiled. “I
think we’re ready to take off. And a good thing, too; at the best there’s
mighty little time to spare.”

This was true; Adam had delayed almost too long. The ten day limit was
nearly up, and several hours of precarious flying lay between the village and
the ship. Moreover, if Lars moved northward before the plane arrived, there
would be little hope of catching him. The fuel supply had unaccountably
diminished; there was little to spare for cruising empty seas.

Certain minor adjustments of the motor were yet to be made, but
Belgrade could not get at them at once. There came an astonishing
interruption. Half a mile away, Adam caught sight of a human figure
hurrying toward him. Peculiarities of its gait instantly riveted his attention;
he could not remember seeing the swift-limbed Cro-Magnons move in quite
this manner.

Although the native was struggling hard, he could not seem to make
speed. He lurched from side to side, and as Adam stared, reeled and fell
heavily. He got up at once, swayed uncertainly, staggered like a drunken
man, and ran forward again. Running and falling, he made his frantic way
down the river bank.



He was not drunk. The traders had never come, with firewater, to
Antarctica. Obviously he had been injured, and was making for the village
for help. Adam threw down his tools and ran to meet him.

Even now, before he saw the blood streaking the tribesman’s face, he
sensed that events of tremendous import were impending. The wings of Fate
were beating close about his head; news was coming that would affect his
whole life. It might be that he would not fly with Belgrade today, after all.
At this thought, his heart began to batter his ribs, but whether with relief or
dismay he did not know.

He intercepted the man at the foot of the village street. Under the clotted
blood and sand, Adam recognized Strong Spear, one of the tribal chiefs. He
had been seriously hurt; an ugly gash over one eye had bared the bone of his
skull, and there were a dozen other cuts and wounds on his head and hands.

Adam’s first impulse was to stop him and treat his injuries, but the man
waved him aside. “Og-Ree quimo,” he gasped, as he sobbed for breath. “Og-
Ree quimo.”

He reeled and almost fell, but now several of the villagers were
supporting him, and Adam saw no way to help him. His injuries might be a
minor matter anyway, compared to the tidings he had brought. Adam did not
fail to notice the sensation that his sobbed-out cries created among the
tribesmen. He was never to forget the look of intense excitement that leaped
from face to face.

In the meantime Belgrade had run up, his sallow face flushed, his pince-
nez flopping on the cord. “What is it, Weismann?”

“I can make a guess at it, but that’s all. The man has been stoned, I think,
or clubbed, and he says ‘Og-Ree quimo.’ Og-Ree is the tribe word for a race
of people supposed to live beyond the river: Dian told me so.”

“I know that,” Belgrade snapped impatiently. “But what does quimo
mean?”

“I think it means ‘come’. At least, vo quimo means ‘we come’—the
words were in the men’s home-coming song after the mammoth hunt.”

“In other words, the Og-Ree are coming. Is that it?”
“Yes, but you don’t believe it, do you? Surely that’s just a legend from

the older times—about the Og-Ree.”
“It may not be a legend. It may be true. I suspected from the first that

two races of people live in this Moss Country. I didn’t say much about it,



because——”
“I know why. We weren’t as good friends then as we are now.”
“I did tell you, however, the first night we met, that I expected to

discover at least one race, and perhaps two. Hull had heard rumors of the
Og-Ree, and I saw no reason for disbelieving them. The Cro-Magnon and
the Og-Ree were contemporaries in Europe, they fought long wars for
mastery, and climatical conditions preserving one would naturally preserve
the other. My present theory is that they had spread well over the world in
very early times. Certainly the Australian and Tasmanian natives have many
characteristics of the Og-Ree: the low nose bridge, prominent supraorbital
ridge, and the skull platycephalic in the extreme; although I would hesitate
to say that these natives are surviving Og-Ree. However, if the Og-Ree
reached Australia, they could easily reach Antarctica, and if so, the Cro-
Magnons might have found them here when they arrived.”

“Why so secretive?” Excited beyond measure by Strong Spear’s tidings,
for the moment Adam had no patience with his fellow’s petty jealousies.
“Why don’t you call them by their scientific name, instead of the name they
are known by in this tribe?”

Belgrade adjusted his pince-nez. For the moment he seemed taken
aback. “Then you suspected their identity?”

“I’m not an anthropologist, but I read a book or two in my youth. If the
Og-Ree exist at all, they are Homo neanderthalensis.”

“Precisely. A good guess on your part, Weismann; I congratulate you. I
see no reason why the Neanderthal men should not have persisted in this
vast hunting ground, provided the Cro-Magnons themselves did not kill
them off. These are not modern times, here behind the ice. They are not even
Neolithic times—the New Stone Age—such as exists in the Arctic today, but
rather Paleothic, the last of the Age of Mammals, in spite of the fact that our
Cro-Magnons have discovered the use of bronze. It is a fit environment for
the Neanderthal race, as well as for the Cro-Magnon, and for that matter,
Elephas primigenius and Rhinoceros tichorhinus.”

Belgrade’s scientific zeal was aroused, and apparently oblivious to the
passage of time and the impending crisis, he seemed about to launch into a
learned discussion. But Adam quickly brought him back to earth. “Well,
we’ll know in a few minutes whether or not the Neanderthals still survive.
Strong Spear says they’re coming.”



“That doesn’t follow. I am inclined to believe they survive—I think it
may be true that they occupy remote regions in this vast land—but I can’t
believe they are marching upon us now.”

“I don’t follow you——”
“It seems to me obvious. According to the legends of this tribe, the

Neanderthals have made no trouble for seventy-five years. True, this might
be about time for another invasion. It usually takes about three generations
to recoup man-power and to breed a surplus population, the first cause of
wars. Also, it is the height of the summer season, when game is plentiful and
the weather warm enough to camp out. But why should they choose the
same decade, the same summer, the same ten days that you and I happen to
be visitors in the village? It is as though they were parading themselves out
for my anthropological inspection.”

“Perhaps it’s just coincidence.”
“It’s stretching coincidence too far. If it is true, if the Neanderthals are

moving today upon the village, there’s something logical behind it. You
mark my words—it will somehow prove a matter of cause and effect.”

He was interrupted by the thrilling, reverberant tones of the village gong.
Four times the great stone hammer smote. This, Adam guessed, was the
Cro-Magnon call to battle, no doubt a tradition in the tribe since first the
warriors gathered to make war on the Hairy Ax-Men, at their lost stations
beside the ancient Seine.



XV

Hunting parties, starting out in the tundra to kill wild oxen and the
wolverine-like animal that supplied their silvery furs, heard the call and
turned back. Fishermen, casting nets in the surf, laid down their gear and
started for the rendezvous outside the temple. Boat-builders, skin-workers,
arrow-makers, and bronzesmiths put aside their tools, picked up their
weapons, and came hastening down the village road. Artists, painting
pictures in the caves, extinguished their lamps and put down their bowls of
pigment, because even such caste as theirs did not exempt them from the
Call of the Four Gongs. Forgetting for the moment the desperate urgency of
their own affairs, Adam and Belgrade ran with the others to the meeting
place.

The news of the coming invasion ran like wild-fire through the village,
and the tribespeople were close to panic. Plainly they regarded the Og-Ree
with the utmost horror and fear. The name itself was enough to chill their
blood. In Europe they had passed it down as a legend and fifty thousand
years after the last European Neanderthal fell before Cro-Magnon arrows, it
survives as the word ogre. Would the men stand, or were they defeated at the
start? Adam saw with misgivings their white, strained faces and wide eyes.

But he had not reckoned on their patriotism, their fine intelligence and
character by which they could master terror, and particularly their loyalty to
Dian. As the crowd began to grow in the meeting place outside the temple,
they rallied strongly. Their faces were still pale, but with a different kind of
pallor—a white flame rather than a white flag. The mere sight of Dian
seemed to renew their courage.

And Dian did not fail them. Her slim body was erect, her head high, her
pale face calm, her voice clear-toned and inspiring. Adam had never seen
this side of her before. He had never dreamed she was anything other than
she seemed—a barbarian princess wielding hereditary power by the accident
of birth and the semi-religious adoration of her people. Now he perceived
that she had real qualities of leadership, inherited, no doubt, from the chiefs
who were her forefathers. In a richer but hardly less savage court she might
have been a Frankish Bertha or a Russian Catherine.

“Nea givar,” she told her warriors. “Dian antos tey.” (Do not fear. Dian
is before you.)



And the savages were not the only ones to look at her in wonder and
adoration. Adam’s face began to burn; his eyes had that swollen feeling
which accompanies intense emotional enthusiasm. He felt himself being
swept off his feet in a gale of zeal. He could no longer consider his own
interests, nor think clearly about anything. He could not feel.

His other self, Doctor Weismann, the contemplative scientist, was thrust
in the background: Adam, the youth, the primal man, was at the helm. The
great decision that he now reached came not from deep study but in one
flash of inspiration. Yet his wiser, subtler self did not try to restrain him.
Better than he knew his books, Doctor Weismann knew the wisdom of
loyalty, the bitter folly of betrayal.

Adam could not desert at this hour. It was simply out of the question. He
turned quickly to Belgrade.

“Go and tune up the plane and leave as soon as you can,” he directed. “If
you see the Neanderthals coming, fly low over them and try to scare them
away. They’ll be frightened to death by the plane. Go to the ship, find
another rifle if you can, and tell the captain he must wait five days more.
Then fly back and get me.”

Belgrade hesitated only a moment. “The plan seems sound. I’ll confess
I’d like to see the Neanderthals, provided they are really coming. But,
Weismann, have you considered the risk?”

“There’s no risk. Anyway, I wouldn’t miss it for anything.”
“There is risk. This plan requires three journeys for the plane instead of

one. If anything happens in any one of these three, it means disaster or exile
for us both.”

“It can’t be helped, anyway. Now hurry and get ready, there’s not a
moment to lose. I’ll be with you in a few minutes and see you off.”

Belgrade hurried away. Adam was lost in the growing fervor of the
crowd. By this time nearly two hundred men, the full fighting strength of the
tribe, were gathered about Dian. When he saw them arrayed, his last doubts
passed away, and the last of his secret selfish fears vanished not to return.
He knew now that he had taken the right course. He was jubilant that he had
thrown his fortune in with theirs, to fight for them to the last, and to stand or
fall with them. Their preservation was worth the utmost he could give. It
was the greatest opportunity that would ever come his way.

He could search the world over, and not find a tribe like this. Never
before had he realized the physical perfection of the rank and file. Every



man was close to six feet in height, muscular, supple, and erect with
unfailing Cro-Magnon dignity. Their eyes were bright with excitement, but
no sign of panic remained in their stern, intelligent-looking faces. Again he
marked their uniform coloring—blue eyes, fair skin, yellow hair. Obviously
they strove for physical beauty and perfection with an ardor unknown in the
world since the golden days of Greece.

At one side stood the Ug Paddrin. They were not quite up to the
standard of the others, but were a staunch lot nevertheless, and would fight
for the tribe as loyally as the great chiefs.

He made his way to Dian’s side. “Count me in,” he told her. “I’m going
to stay till the danger is over.”

“You mean you will help us drive off the Og-Ree?”
“I mean just that. You must count me as one of your men.”
She laid both hands on his breast and looked into his eyes. “You are the

first of my men, Tall One. You are the chief, to command Dian herself.”
Stepping onto the stone block beside the bronze gong, Dian looked down

on her people. There was a red glow in her pale cheeks, and a flash in her
eyes thrilling every savage heart. It was easy to believe that she had
descended from the bright gods. Full under her spell by now, Adam found
himself thinking mystically about her. All that was pagan, untamed, and
legendary was personified in her. When she began to speak, a curious throb
moved through the crowd.

Her thick braids hanging in front of her shoulders were like fabulous
ropes of gold. Her white limbs flashed in the thin Antarctic sunlight. The
gold bands encircling her breast and upper arms caught the rays and glowed
fiery red.

“My people, there is great trouble come upon us,” she said in her own
tongue. “The Og-Ree are on the march and will be at our doors before high
tide. They mean to kill us, men, women, and little children, and take our
hunting grounds.

“They are many, two to our one, but we must stand against them just the
same. Every man of my men must stand ready to give his life that the people
may endure. But we have driven them back before, in the wars of long ago,
and if you will fight them bravely, and not turn from their hail of stones and
their flint axes, we will drive them back again.”



“Some of them we will drive back,” Gort-Chil cried. “But many of them
will lie still on the beach.”

“It is well. They are the hairy-people, the heavy browed, the beasts
without speech. You will fight them as the first fathers fought them in the
Old Place, under the Drinking Cup, in the days of Dian Larone. And the
gods of earth, sea, and air, and the great gods Re and Dian, will give victory
to their beloved, and to her people.”

Once more Gort-Chil’s voice rose solemnly from the crowd. “Daughter
of the Sun and the Moon!”

Adam did not catch the native words, but the tone itself told volumes,
reflecting all the religious fervor of primitive minds, combined with a
personal adoration for the priestess-princess approaching fanaticism. To
Doctor Weismann, his scholar-self, watching apart, this incident threw light
on the whole history of human kind. He could understand why so many
savage governments were matriarchal. When rulers held sway because of
supposedly divine birth, rather than from personal powers of leadership, a
princess naturally excited greater loyalty and adoration than a prince. She
appealed to all that was chivalrous in her subjects; her relation with them
was bound up in the sex-instinct, which runs such riot with the emotions of
men. It is far more natural for a warrior to adore a priestess than a priest, and
to fight for his mother more fiercely than his father. Thus the matriarchies
had a tribe consciousness lacking in the patriarchal governments, and a
religious zeal in warfare that enabled them to conquer and spread. This
continued until men began to lose their faith in their gods of battle and to pin
their hopes of victory upon the military skill of their chiefs.

There are nations today whose monarchs rule not through personal
qualifications but by the accident of birth. And almost always, when a queen
comes to power rather than a king, a wave of chivalry sweeps the country,
and men are inspired to great deeds, and the times are illustrious. Elizabeth,
Catherine, the youthful Victoria—these names reminded Weismann that
queen-love has been a factor in European history even until the present
century.

The form of government has now passed away except in a few barbarous
tribes in remote lands, but its spirit remains. Undergraduates still speak of
their universities as Alma Mater, and the magic of that term makes them
fight like cavemen of old on the football gridiron.

Dian herself directed the first measures of defense. The tame milk-
buffalo were to be set free and driven from the village, to prevent their



slaughter by the invaders. They could easily be caught again after the crisis
was past. Later the whole tribe was to assemble with their wolf-dogs on the
hill of the Two Stones, a low promontory just back of the village. Each man
was to bring his weapons and enough food to last himself and family
through a short siege. There was abundant water on the hill already.

“Nothing remains now but to choose your leader,” she said at last in the
Cro-Magnon tongue. She turned to Adam and drew him up beside her. “You
know this man. You hunters have seen him in the waste place, his great bow
in his hands, standing to the Terrible One of the Red Tusks, and you know
he did not flinch. My Mother the Moon has spoken to my heart of him—that
he is the preserver of the people, skilled in warfare, and wise like Morrison
chief, and only by his cunning and his counsels may the people be saved. To
him I lend the power. Hail him as chief.”

The men raised their right arms, hands open. There were no cheers, no
audible enthusiasm, but an air of confidence in the crowd not apparent
before. Adam himself flushed, secretly moved.

He appointed Gort-Chil to act as his lieutenant, and Jim-Hull as
interpreter. As soon as they could get ready, the men were to form their line
on the hill of the Two Stones; Adam would join them there as soon as he had
completed his own preparations. The crowd quickly dispersed.

But there was one of the number who did not obey Gort-Chil’s orders,
but instead slipped quietly into the darkened temple. This was a splendid
looking youth, blood kin to Dian—no other than Sea-Hawk, the son of
Strong Spear. He could not go with the others but must make his stand
alone. He was the keeper of the First Fire.

He took his place beside the tripod, his weapons in his hands. The First
Fire gave its flame to his face.

Adam now ran down to the river to help Belgrade hop off. He found the
great scientist sitting quietly on the river bank, and much to Adam’s
surprise, he made no move to rise. “What’s the matter?”

“The old scow won’t go,” Belgrade answered shortly.
Somehow this blunt answer, a last straw to the day’s weight of events,

proved too much for Adam’s overwrought feelings. He threw back his head
and bayed with laughter. But instantly he was sober again. “I beg your
pardon. It’s no laughing matter. However, you have this to console you—no
other anthropologist that ever lived will see what you’ll see today.”



Belgrade waved his hand. “That’s all right. It isn’t as serious as it might
be.”

“I don’t see how it could be any more serious. It means life-long exile,
for all we know——”

“Not a bit of it. The trouble’s in the magneto, pitted points, I think.” He
showed him the part, which he had removed and put in his pocket. “To
repair it is a simple job, and I can manage it in two hours’ work.”

“But the Neanderthal men will be here before the tide turns. Don’t think
for a moment that they’re not coming. And they’ll overrun this bank and cut
you off from the village.”

“I don’t think they’ll come near the plane. They’ll be scared of it.
Anyway, I can carry the magneto with me, and work on it behind our lines.
Later I’ll see a chance to slip down to the plane, replace the part, and hop
off.”

“What good will that do? The ship will be gone by that time.”
“No. I should have told you at first. We’ve been granted a reprieve. I was

listening in all the time I was working on the ship, and I heard from Lars.
He’s been broadcasting every half hour all day. He says the ice conditions
are some better, and he’s going to wait five more days, in the hope that
we’re still alive and can get back to the ship.”

Adam received this important news in moody silence. His companion
glanced at him curiously: his face did not light, and he gazed darkly out to
sea. Apparently it was fated that he and Dian should part. Circumstance was
against them: conditions that might have kept him in the Moss Country, a
happy exile, no longer held. And surely Adam’s foolish heart could not
prevail over Doctor Weismann’s wisdom.

He was still brooding when Belgrade’s voice gently broke the silence.
“Well, here they come.”

Adam whirled, “Who?”
“It’s true, after all. I was wrong. But why should they pick the ten days

that we are here? I still can’t believe it is coincidence. There must be a
reason.”

He pointed up the river. Following the blood-trail of the wounded Strong
Spear, came a long file of human figures. There were easily five hundred of
them; their line seemed to stretch to the horizon. At the first glance at them,
Adam knew that the tribal legends were true, that the Neanderthal race was



not extinct but had survived in the remote valleys of the Moss Country, and
the war that began beside the Somme “in the dim red dawn of man” was not
yet ended.

The front man in the file was, perhaps, half a mile away. Even at this
distance, Adam could see that he was no such man as dwells upon the
charted earth today. He seemed to be short, heavily built, and he moved with
a curious bent-knee shuffle not unlike the upright gait of the anthropoid
apes. Yet he was not an ape. He was a man, with man’s use of tools, and the
dim gleam of man’s mind. Otherwise he would not wear furs nor carry
weapons.

“This is the greatest moment of my life,” Belgrade breathed.
His eyes were shining. Adam had not dreamed that he was capable of

such intense emotion. “It’s worth a life of exile, just to see it,” he answered.
“So it is . . . indeed it is.”
He had taken his binoculars from the seaplane, and in a burst of

generosity, handed them to Adam for a first close inspection of the foe. The
powerful glasses brought the file-leader within ninety yards, a magical
bridging of distance that seemed to have symbolic meaning.

For several decades scientists have seen the Neanderthal men, but only
at an immense distance—minute figures, moving beside the ice-fields of the
Fourth Glacier Age. They could behold their shuffling walk—the bone-
structure of a few broken skeletons conveyed this fact—and they knew their
general build, but they could see their faces only as a dim shadow, half
imagined. But now the barrier of distance was removed. Just as the
binoculars now conquered space, Belgrade’s airplane, another marvel of
science, had conquered time. Adam and Belgrade, of the Age of Electricity,
had been transported to the Glacial Age, to the wild glory of the Age of
Mammals, where the splendid Cro-Magnon and the darkened Neanderthal
fought their savage wars.

Adam could understand, now, the horror with which the beauty-loving
tribesmen regarded their ancestral enemies. Through the lens the
Neanderthal chief appeared a strange, inhuman being. He was not much
more than five feet tall, but heavy boned, massively muscled, and, no doubt,
strong as a gorilla. The only European type which in any way resembled him
was an occasional deep-water Finn, such as Adam had seen on the docks of
Sydney—short of leg, but mighty of arm and shoulder due to a lifetime
spent at the oars. Yet even this resemblance was superficial in the extreme.



Actually, the Neanderthal was of a breed apart, a race so different from
modern men that a layman could hardly recognize their kinship.

He could not stand fully erect. In the first place, his legs were ever bent
at the knees, as though the weight of his torso was almost more than they
could support. This fact accounted for his ape-like shuffle and seemed to
indicate a brute inheritance shadowing him still. In the second place, his
head did not set on his stooped shoulders like a crown, but was thrust
forward.

The head itself was tragically different from the splendid temple of the
Cro-Magnon. Its most marked features were, first, the large bony ridge over
his eyes, from which his skull sloped swiftly back, and second, the
prognathous powerful jaws. It was a large head, possibly full of cunning, but
its gorilla-like shape could not help but give a brutish expression to his
countenance. His hair seemed to be gray or black, long and matted about the
shoulders.

He belonged to one of the lowest races of human kind. Although his
intelligence was far greater than the highest apes, he was still far below such
brutish people as the African bushmen and the New Zealand Maori. As yet
he had never felt the slightest urge toward beauty—he understood it not at
all—consequently it had never been bred into his face. The process of sexual
selection which, had he desired, would have refined his features and given
him at least the smooth comeliness of an African savage, had operated only
toward practical ends. He was created a cold-weather creature, with natural
protection against wind and snow, and he had never been inspired to cast it
off for the sake of appearance. Therefore his skin was not naked and smooth,
but covered all over with short, close hair, grayish black in color and
somewhat heavier than that seen on the great apes.

It was no doubt a great comfort to these wild hunters, and perhaps they
were not intelligent enough to shift without it, yet it exacted a heavy penalty
in their relations with other races. The rough dress gave them a horrible
grisly appearance. No wonder the Cro-Magnons held them in abhorrence,
and that the name ogre had its present meaning in European legend.

Evidently their hairy skins did not give them complete protection against
cold. All the men wore a smock-shaped garment of fur. Further proof of
their elevation above the beast was shown in their weapons—axes of flint,
flint-tipped spears, and leather slings.

Those killers were coming down upon the village. They meant to wipe
out the Cro-Magnon people, root and branch; to crush their skulls with stone



axes and seize their hunting grounds. Yet Adam’s first emotion, when he
saw them shuffling nigh, was not hate and fear, but wonder and pity.

They were the first men. For them the dawn had just broken, weird and
gray; their shoulders stooped, their knees bent, their heads were not yet
lifted to the sky. They were human beings, but the gleam that made them
human was no more than a faint spark in the brute darkness of their souls.
They were the blind beginning, the first upward striving, the thin gray light
of morning on the eastern hills.

They were not capable of right and wrong in the modern sense. To kill
off the Cro-Magnons seemed to them a noble undertaking; then they could
hunt where they liked and their tribe could increase. They were obeying an
instinct to conquest which is the prime motif of all life, the urge to all
greatness. If Adam’s ancestors had not possessed this urge to a higher degree
than other created beings, they never could have conquered the earth; nor
reached an eminence from which they themselves could see the difference
between right and wrong.

The Neanderthal race had had a particularly tragic history, making Adam
pity them all the more. They were the first men, and all human conquest
dated from them, yet their children had been driven from their inheritance
and their bones strewn far. Unlike the Cro-Magnons, they had left no
wonderful paintings to tell the story of their wild lives, and there was no
proven trace of their blood in any European or Asiatic race. As far as the
world knew, they had utterly vanished from beneath the sky.

It was natural and fitting that the Cro-Magnons should hate and fear
these brute-men. They had been enemies since time immemorial. But Doctor
Weismann was far removed from the carnage by the ice, and could behold
them in the true scientific spirit. Out of that spirit rose wonder and pity.

“We’d better move back,” Adam said at last. “We don’t want to run the
risk of ’em cutting us off.”

“They’re not swift of foot. However, we won’t take a chance; they’d
mash our bones to a paste with their big flints.”

“Perhaps so. However, they’d see at once that we aren’t Cro-Magnons,
from our clothes and appearance, and they might be afraid to tackle us.”

“I wouldn’t like to trust ’em. Of course if they’d give us time, we might
be able to persuade them that we are divine beings.” Belgrade began to jog
toward the Cro-Magnon lines. “By the way, Weismann: I suppose you’ll
have a good deal to do with the coming fight, will you not?”



Adam jogged along beside him. “Quite a little, I think.”
“It’s natural you would. You are young and love excitement. I want to

suggest that you do everything you can to prevent heavy loss of life. Not
only on the Cro-Magnon side, but the Neanderthal, too.”

Adam made a quick scrutiny of the keen, dark face. “You’ve changed
your tune, haven’t you, Belgrade? I thought you said human life has no
value.”

“Absurd! I didn’t say that. I said that no one life, save perhaps an
unusual one like yours or mine, has any value. My point is, that a pitched
battle between these two tribes would practically wipe out both races, a
serious loss to science.”

“It’s a different viewpoint than you had before.”
“I won’t deny it. I suppose I am not above feeling a certain amount of

sentiment for our charges. Since I am engaged in an idiotic conspiracy to
conceal their existence and thus protect them from the outside world. I
might as well go the whole hog and try to protect them from each other. If
we put our minds on the problem, we may see a way to scare the invaders
away before much damage is done.”

“We’ll certainly do so if we can. We’re in complete agreement, Professor
Belgrade.”

Glancing back, they saw the Neanderthals swarming over the river bank.
They had now discovered the seaplane, and were pointing at it and
exclaiming over it in great excitement. And now both scientists stopped in
their tracks and stared. Instead of giving the plane a wide berth, they
approached with solemn tread and grouped themselves in a semicircle facing
it. Like clumsy bears, every man kneeled down and touched his forehead to
the ground.

“They’re worshipping it!” Adam exclaimed.
“Yes, and that clears up the last mystery.”
“What do you mean?”
“I told you that their raid at this particular time was no coincidence, but

a matter of cause and effect. They have been planning it for years, but after
the demonistic customs of primitive people, they have been waiting for
some sort of a sign before they dared undertake it. When we flew down the
coast ten days ago, over their country, some of them saw the plane go by.



What is more natural than that they should think it was a god, leading them
to battle?”



XVI

When the Neanderthals had finished their prostrations to the plane, they
began to roam through the village looking for food. This they took as it
came—dog-meat, dried fish, and water-root—chewing it with a powerful
sweeping motion of their massive jaws. They did not take time to cook the
meat. Quite possibly they did not know fire. Their immediate hunger
satisfied, they began to gather in the village road, ready for the coming
battle.

It was not necessary for them to make camp. They had nothing to make
it with, or to put in it. Apparently they had never learned to catch wolf-cubs
and tame them as hunting companions and guards of their rude stations, so
they had no dogs to chain, or any other equipment except their weapons.
Apparently they were accustomed to roaming about the country, eating what
they foraged, and sleeping huddled together in caves.

Like gray apes they thronged the village road. Mostly they were silent,
but occasionally they uttered queer guttural cries, and the sound carried as a
low murmur to the watchers on the hill. As they began to move in the
direction of the temple, they saw the bronze gong, and a great number of
them crowded around to look at it.

They smelled it, felt it, and shook their heads with misgivings. They
possessed no metals of their own; naturally they thought it was magic of
high order. The chief now picked up the flint hammer, and after scrutinizing
it carefully and testing all his senses upon it, looked around for some use to
put it to. In a flash of inspiration, he tapped it against the metal gong.

The low note startled him, and he dropped the hammer. But he picked it
up immediately and tried again. Delighted by the deep tones, he was soon
smiting the gong with all his might, bringing forth a deafening clamor that
carried for miles into the tundra and echoed between the hills. In all the
history of the tribe, the gong had never spoken so loud. The truth was, no
Cro-Magnon that ever lived could put such power into his blow. The
Neanderthal arm was almost as strong as a gorilla’s.

The men seemed greatly pleased, but they did not laugh. Perhaps they
did not know how—laughter is no cheap gift, but one of the attributes of
immortality, the higher faculties of the soul. Presently the chief broke the
handle of the stone hammer, and led his men in search of other amusement.



At first they seemed reluctant to enter the temple. They had not feared
the igloos, small structures suggestive of their grottos and caves where they
spent the winters, but they had never imagined a lair as big as this. Soon
their numbers gave them courage, and they began to push through the door.

Exactly what occurred under the great domed roof, Adam was never to
know. Watching through binoculars, he saw a considerable tumult at the
temple door, followed by the reappearance of the invaders. They came out
hurriedly, glancing uneasily behind them. He assumed that the air of mystery
in the temple, the ivory tripod and the leaping flame that cast such queer
shadows on the ceiling and ran up and down the white whalebone pillars,
had awed their ghost-ridden souls. This was a good sign, he thought; if they
would be intimidated so easily, he and Belgrade could surely find some way
to scare them out of the village.

The chief now carried a weapon which Adam had not noticed before. It
seemed to be a bronze-pointed spear of the Cro-Magnon type. “Jim-Hull, are
there any weapons in the temple?” he asked his interpreter.

The half-breed jumped as though he had been shot. Adam looked him in
astonishment. “Yes, Tal-Eika. One man’s weapons.”

“Well, the Og-Ree chief has got ’em. I just saw him come out through
the temple door with a bronze-pointed spear in his hands.”

Jim-Hull turned slowly gray. “You say—the Og-Ree went into the
temple?”

“Yes. What’s frightened you so, Jim-Hull?”
“And you say, Tal-Eika, that they came out with one of our spears?”
“Yes. What does it mean?”
“I don’t know, but I am afraid. It may be the ice will rise and cover the

villages. Some one must go and see.”
“I don’t quite follow you, Tim-Hull. If any man goes down there, he’ll

be killed.”
“Not if he crawls between the huts. Some one must try it, anyway. Tal-

Eika, let Jim-Hull be the one.”
“You are afraid they’ve harmed some of the sacred objects in the

temple?”
“Yes, but there still may be a chance to save them, and turn aside the

anger of the gods. Some one must go and see and bring word to Dian. It



would not be fitting for me, of Ug Paddrin, to stand guard over the First
Fire, but I can bring word if another guard is needed.”

Adam did not fully understand the situation, but perceived it had to do
with the religious customs of the tribe, and because Jim-Hull was so
tragically in earnest, he was allowed to go. “Be ready to run, if the Og-Ree
catch sight of you,” Adam warned.

Jim-Hull’s face flamed, and at once he disappeared from sight. Under
cover of the swales, he made his way down the hill to his own igloo. Here he
procured a bronze kettle, and when Adam caught sight of the boy again, he
was just entering the temple.

Just inside the door lay Sea-Hawk, the stalwart son of Strong Spear, his
skull broken to bits by the stone axes of the Og-Ree. Even in death he had
remained faithful to his charge: the awestruck foe had not dared to step over
his body to pillage the altar beyond. Moreover, he had collected his own
blood debt before he departed. No less than three of the invaders slept at his
side.

Although they had conquered him by weight of numbers, the fight he
made must have awed the Og-Ree. They had never seen religious zeal
before and did not know how it will often lend the devotee the strength of
ten. Plainly the temple-god was angry at their invasion of the haunted place,
and if they persisted, he would surely heap trouble upon them.

They had crept away. The First Fire still leaped from the stone lamp, the
symbol of man’s leaping, undying spirit. But it would soon go out, unless
tended. The oil was almost gone, the flame was growing fainter.

The very sight of it was forbidden to Jim-Hull and chilled the blood in
his veins, but he steeled himself and crept past the terrible dead. Quaking
and aghast he stood at last by the tripod altar. Still he did not break. He was
not a chief, only Ug Paddrin, yet the high gods had appointed him to carry
on Sea-Hawk’s work. In his hands, he thought, lay the preservation of the
temple.

He was afraid to the marrow of his bones of the shadow and mystery of
this forbidden room. Yet his hand held steady as he emptied the contents of
his kettle into the stone lamp. The First Fire leaped with renewed life.

In the meantime, the Cro-Magnons got ready for the coming battle. At
Adam’s orders, they formed a long line on the crest of the hill. When he
gave the word, they were to loose their arrows on the advancing foe.



He would not give this word until the enemy was in easy range. If his
men held steady and shot with their tried skill, they might pick off so many
of the foe that the rest would retreat. However, he still cherished the deep
hope that the fight would never reach this stage. It would be too late, then, to
prevent heavy loss of life on both sides.

The bow is not a long-range weapon. Its maximum efficiency is about a
hundred yards. At such close quarters, the Neanderthals could get into action
themselves. They had no bows, but according to tribal legend, they could
hurl stones from their leathern slings with deadly accuracy and force. Even
if they did not succeed in killing a great number of the defenders, they
would likely destroy the archers’ aim, and, in all probability, sweep on up
the hill. The rest would be hand-to-hand fighting, red slaughter, and the
horrible chance of defeat for Cro-Magnon arms. The Neanderthals were
strong as gorillas, tough, and hard to kill. In their great, stiff hands their flint
battle-axes were formidable weapons; besides they outnumbered the
defenders almost two to one. Certainly such a battle could not end save with
the annihilation of one tribe or the other.

Could Adam prevent this disaster? The answer partly depended on
Belgrade’s rifle. If necessary, the Slav intended to open fire on the
Neanderthals when they were still out of arrow range, pick off their leaders
one with each bullet, and perhaps by the exorcism of this dread magic
intimidate the rest. A dozen lives would be a cheap price to stop the charge.
Yet if everything went well, and Adam’s own plan of defense proved
successful, even this loss might be prevented.

He would soon know. The enemy line was forming at the base of the
hill. “You must draw back now, with the women,” he whispered to the pale
girl beside him. “The stones will be flying in a moment.”

“And lose that last moment with my Tall One?” Dian answered. “If he is
killed by the stones, where is the victory for me? But I will draw back until I
am needed, and then I will come, with the strong women behind me, each
with her skinning-knife in her hand as in the days of Dian Larone.”

She crept away; Adam watched the slow advance of the enemy line. The
Neanderthals trudged silently up the hill. Their stooped shoulders, heads
thrusting forward, bent knees, and hairy skins filled the Cro-Magnons with
loathing. Yet they were a formidable foe. For all their shuffling walk, they
moved with the heavy power of grizzly bears.

In a moment more they would be in arrow range. If he were to drive
them back without heavy bloodshed on both sides, he must act now. He



stood up and let out his voice in a ringing command.
“Deeva, muga deeva!”
Instantly every brave echoed the cry. “Deeva, deeva, muga deeva.” At

their feet the white wolf-dogs had been crouching, beryl-eyed, trembling.
When their masters gave the immemorial command, their lean bodies
stretched out and they cleared the hillcrest like cavalry horses, in a long
white line. Then they poured down the slope toward the surprised foe.

Adam would never forget this scene. At first the charging brutes
suggested the white foam of a tidal wave, sweeping the hillside. But as the
contour of the hill made their courses converge, they massed up into a living
avalanche. There were nearly a thousand dogs in that baying hell-hound
pack, and as they catapulted down, they roared like an avalanche itself.

“Deeva, deeva, muga deeva,” (Go in! Go in! Dogs, go in!), the
tribesmen yelled. Only one thing they missed—the wild stabbing charge
behind their dogs, as when Zwei-Tag comes to bay in the tundra. If Adam
had spoken one word, they would have been over the hillcrest with a yell.

Perhaps he was making a mistake not to speak the word. Perhaps, in his
desire to prevent a massacre, he had put Dian and the whole tribe in
jeopardy. The dogs could not fight well alone. To hold their courage and call
up the green-eyed ferocity of their wolf hearts they needed the support of
their masters, the encouragement of human voices and the contagion of
human fury. The dogs had never attacked game like this before. And the
cries of Deeva, deeva from the hill rang ever more faintly in their ears.

Yet they were terrible to meet and face. They came in long bounds, hair
erect, fangs gleaming, throats throbbing as their deep lupine bays crashed
over the hillside. At first the Neanderthals could not seem to understand
what was happening.

True, they had known the white wolves of old. Often had they met them
in the valleys between their far hills and fought them to a standstill, and they
had striven together for mastery of the Wild since their race began. But they
had never tamed them, and to see them obey the foes’ shouts and take sides
in the battle, made their hearts quail. It looked like voodoo of the blackest
kind.

But the old, long-haired, Neanderthal chieftain was not yet beaten. He
grasped the situation and began to rally his men. “Hoo, hoo!” he cried.
Instantly his followers began to run in toward him. “Hoo, hoo, hoo,” they



were echoing—a strange deep-chested croak that Adam would hear in his
dreams.

What did this sound mean? It was not a word, strictly speaking, but a
call such as wild animals utter. To all appearances, the Neanderthals had no
language other than a few cries and signs. Adam felt deep awe stealing over
him—so dark were these beginnings of man’s present glory—yet he had
learned nothing that he did not already know. Dian had told him that the Og-
Ree were silent, like beasts. Besides, he had read scientific opinion to the
effect that the Neanderthal skulls found in Europe could never have
contained the articulate tongue of modern man. “Hoo, hoo” was probably a
signal to assemble, perhaps merely a call of fear and distress.

The Og-Ree responded as they had learned to do in the hunting-field.
Only by a united front could they stand off the white devils of the tundra. If
they had kept their line, a ring of wolves would surround each man, and
from that ring of death there could be no escape. And they were none too
soon; the men at the ends of the line were all but cut off, and sharp fangs
slashed at their sides and hips as they came to bay.

“Hoo, hoo, hoo,” the Og-Ree wailed. But now they were fighting
stubbornly with stones and flint axes. The pack swept around them in a
lunging, clamoring circle.

They seemed reluctant to close in. They missed the support of their
masters. If the Cro-Magnons were behind them now they might have torn
down the prey in one slavering rush, but they could no longer hear the cries
of “Deeva, deeva,” from the hillcrest, and this hairy, stone-hurling foe was
terrible to face.

The Og-Ree were snatching up stones and hurling them with frightful
power. When a dog was struck, he fell kicking, his skull or his ribs caved in.
They were not using their slings at this close range, but their long-muscled
arms were strong and accurate enough.

No wonder the untrained younger animals began to slink away. The hail
of stones, the howls and shrieks of their stricken comrades, and perhaps the
aspect of their prey—two-legged figures, not unlike their own masters,
whom they had been taught as cubs to venerate and fear—was too much for
them. At last only the gaunt old team-leaders were left, perhaps three
hundred green-eyed devils ready to fight to the last for the word that had
past. And they were a sinister band. The Og-Ree could not find stones fast
enough to kill them all, and at every opportunity they rushed in, slashed, and
rushed away.



The fight was hot enough. The hill rang with the clamor of the wolves,
the shouts of the tribesmen, and the “Hoo, hoo, hoo,” of the foe. The latter
were steadily giving ground. Still in a close group, they were working down
the hill, fighting as they went. Their fur garments were cut to ribbons. Every
one of them had a wound or two, the scissor-like slash of wolfish fangs, and
a number were seriously injured. They wanted to run, but were afraid to turn
their backs on the slavering pack.

Their attempt to take the hill had definitely failed. All fight was slashed
out of them for the time being. The tribesmen were cheering, convinced that
their cause was won. To save further losses, Adam gave the order to call in
the dogs. The shout of “Quimun hoj, quimun hoj” (Come back, come back)
rose from the hill, and the pack came running up.

Adam did not join in the jubilee that followed. The cheers of his men
and the flame on Dian’s face made him uncomfortable. He was not at all
satisfied with the outcome of the skirmish. Instead of winning a decisive
victory for his allies and vindicating the trust Dian had put in him, it might
turn out that he had thrown away his opportunities.

It was true that the Og-Ree had retreated. If they would now give up the
siege and go back to their camps beyond the rivers, all would be well, at
least for another year. But if he had only aroused their fury—and the fury of
these hairy brute-men would be no small thing—there was serious trouble to
come. The tribe’s danger was greater than ever; they had lost a considerable
portion of their dogs, and those that returned alive had been cowed by the
hail of stones and would be of little use in a second battle. On the other
hand, the Og-Ree had not lost a single man. Instead of crawling away half
alive to their distant stations, they had retired in good order, and for all that
Adam knew, were already planning a second attack.

To save life, he had missed his chance for a decisive victory. If he had let
the Og-Ree get within arrow range before he released the dogs, the Cro-
Magnons would have had them at their mercy. While the wolves held them
at bay, a fatal shower could be loosed upon them. As it was, he would have
to start again from the beginning.

His thoughts were interrupted by Jim-Hull’s return. The half-breed had
crept up the water courses onto the hillcrest unseen. “You were not here,
with the Men, when the Og-Ree moved upon us,” Dian said, with a steely
light in her eyes. “Did you find a place to hide, Jim-Hull?”

“I did not hide, Daughter of the Sun and the Moon, I went to see if there
was anyone on guard beside the First Fire.”



“There wasn’t anyone, was there, Dian?” Adam broke in. “Didn’t all
your people come up here with you?”

“There was one who stayed,” the girl answered. “His place was not here,
in the open fighting, but alone in the darkness. It is the law.”

“What happened to him, Jim-Hull? If those hairy devils got him——”
“He lies, with his skull crushed, just within the door of the temple. Three

of the Og-Ree lie beside him.”
Dian’s face did not change expression. The complete immobility of her

body caught and startled the gaze far more than any movement of alarm. “Is
the Fire out?” she asked at last. Her voice had dropped an octave lower; this
was the only sign of her despair.

“No, Dian Chulee,” Jim-Hull answered. “The Og-Ree dared not cross
his body. And I brought oil, and filled the lamp.”

“Then the people are saved. We shall not pass away. We shall not shed
tears for Sea-Hawk but only for ourselves, that we are left without him. He
will become a legend that will pass down, mouth to mouth, as long as one of
the women holds a child on her breast. He is blessed by the gods; never
before has one of our Men been given this chance. And Jim-Hull, you of Ug
Paddrin, shall be a legend too. And these times, the times of Dian Chulee,
shall be remembered like the times of Dian Larone, when the Men fought
the Hairy Og-Ree, under the Drinking Cup, and the name of Dian Chulee
shall never die.”

But Adam hardly heard these strange words. He was pondering what he
could do to prevent further murders. Greatly discouraged, he moved back of
the line and sat down by Belgrade.

“You noticed I didn’t fire my piece?” the Slav asked.
“Yes. You showed unusual restraint.”
“More than you realize, Weismann. I didn’t know I had it in me. I was

particularly keen to know how the Neanderthals would react to rifle fire. If I
had shot a couple of them—just a couple would have been enough—I think
we would have seen something interesting and valuable. The others would
have thought it was the act of God, and would have possibly given us further
insight into their religious life. But this puerile sentiment that has been
growing on me lately got the better of me. I couldn’t bear to kill the clumsy
creatures even for such a good purpose.”



“You may have a chance later,” Adam told him gloomily. He related all
he knew of Sea-Hawk’s death. “They’re not licked yet, and if we don’t drive
them out of the village at once, there’ll be more murders.”

“I’ve been thinking about it. I have a tentative plan, and so that we need
lose no time in putting it into practice, I have been working on the magneto
and have it practically repaired.”

With the same calm he would describe a skull-top found in a Dordogne
cave, Belgrade told his plan. As Adam listened, he blew hot and cold; one
moment he was admiring Belgrade’s steel-wire nerve; the next he was
condemning him as a fool. But at the end his eyes were glittering, and
pleasant tingles were chasing each other down his spine.

“I knew you’d agree to it,” Belgrade said. “That was a foregone
conclusion. You’re not much better than a Neanderthal yourself, Weismann
—at the best, a Cro-Magnon—in spite of your rather able scientific mind.
As for the early Teuton, the bloody handed killer of Neolithic times, if you’d
take off your flying suit, put on a horned helmet and a fur garment, no one
could see the difference.”

“But I haven’t told you that I had agreed to it.”
“Your face told me. It lighted up like a schoolboy’s, just because you

saw a chance to get yourself into a ticklish situation. Why is it that you
blond imbeciles love adventure more than anything else in the world?”

“Well, I won’t try to deceive you. I think it’s a first-rate scheme. It is to
‘pull the whiskers of death,’ as Mowgli says, but if it works, it will be a
wonderful thing for both races. It may bring peace for fifty years.”

“It may be a wonderful thing for them, and again it may only be
wonderful for us. We may be cheating them out of a fine fight just to gratify
our sentimental notions; besides, we may be interfering with a natural
process of evolution—the survival of the fittest—and do more harm than
good. But we’ll go ahead, anyway. I admit the plan has a certain appeal.”

Jim-Hull was summoned and sent on a stealthy errand to the village. In
the meantime, Belgrade finished his work on the magneto and replaced it in
his pocket. The half-breed soon returned with the wind-goggles Belgrade
had lent Adam for the air trip and two ivory lamps filled with whale oil.
Belgrade put on a pair of goggles he had with him, and told Adam to do the
same.

Civilized people are accustomed to the sight of such apparel. On an
airplane landing field, Adam’s and Belgrade’s outfits would not have been



noticed twice. Yet they would seek far and not find a better costume for the
part they wanted to play. Its very simplicity made it effective. The immense
glass eyes would be startling indeed to a savage unacquainted with the use
of masks; it made them look just far enough removed from human to be
uncanny. It is a fact that the most terrifying spectres which man’s fantastic
mind has conjured up, in all legend and magical lore, are manlike without
being men. Such are far more horrible than shapeless monsters. Indeed, the
reason that the Neanderthal himself has left such a legend of horror is that he
approximates modern man’s appearance without quite reaching it.

Probably they did not need any other trappings to create the illusion they
desired. But to heighten the effect, each of them would carry a lighted lamp.

When Adam had explained the plan to Dian and quieted her fears the
best he could, he and Belgrade stole off down the opposite slope of the hill.
After a stealthy detour, they came out at the outskirts of the village. Then,
lighting their lamps, they turned into the village road and marched solemnly
down upon the foe.



XVII

Adam and Belgrade would have avoided the Neanderthals if they could.
They had no real confidence that their ruse would succeed. But the hairy
men held the river bank between them and the plane, and there was no
alternative.

They approached the strange foe with all the ceremony they could
assume. They strode along side by side, looking straight to the front, their
left hands raised high over their heads holding their lamps; Belgrade carried
his rifle over his right shoulder. They seemed fearless, lofty, and the soul of
inexorable god-like calm, but really their hearts were hammering against
their ribs, and beneath their goggles their faces showed pale and drawn.

They had so little to go on. What did they really know of the thought and
emotional processes of the Neanderthal men? These strange beings were
thirty thousand years removed in time. Their minds and souls were an
impenetrable mystery; they could not be counted on to react according to
any human formula that Belgrade knew. He believed, with good reason, that
they were a brutish race of men rather than a manlike race of brutes, and like
most extremely primitive people, had some sort of a demonistic religion, at
least a lively horror of the unfamiliar and supernatural. But even of this he
could not be certain. It might be that they were so far down the human scale
that they reacted automatically, unswayed by any sentiments, superstitions,
and preconceived ideas. A hungry lion, for instance, would make no
distinction between a man wearing goggles and carrying a small lamp and
any ordinary man whom he might meet in the jungle.

“Perhaps I shouldn’t have got you into this,” Belgrade told Adam when
they were still a considerable distance from the foe. “I can think of many
unpleasant possibilities that did not occur to me at first. These Neanderthals
are just beginning to be human. The more I see of them, the more of an
enigma they appear. Suppose, Weismann, that instead of being eye-minded,
like ourselves, they are nose-minded.”

“You mean, they’d judge everything by smell rather than by sight?”
“Precisely. The further we go down the scale of mammalian life,

beginning with Homo sapiens, ourselves, and ending with Ornithorhynchus
paradoxus, the Australian duck-bill, the more emphasis you find on the
sense of smell and the less on the sense of sight. A dog, for instance, may



learn to recognize his master by sight, but if he wants to be sure, he sniffs at
him. A great many contemporary human beings are more or less nose-
minded. North American Indians, for instance, and some of the African
tribes; and there is not the slightest doubt that modern Europeans depend on
smell for their daily interpretation of life far more than they realize. Suppose
these Neanderthals don’t see well but smell marvelously well. It’s an
entirely likely possibility. They represent one of nature’s unsuccessful
experiments, you know, and differ from us in many particulars.”

“In that case, they wouldn’t be afraid of us. Is that what you mean?”
“Of course. They would immediately recognize us as men, not gods, and

attack us. This hocus-pocus of ours is made to see, not to smell. It’s as
though we had dug trenches to resist an infantry invasion, only to have the
invaders come in airplanes.”

But Adam seemed skeptical. “It’s hard for me to imagine.”
“To be sure.” Belgrade forgot the nearing danger and spoke with scorn.

“Human beings are lamentably inept at imagining anything outside their
own ten acre field. Let me assure you it would be wholly possible for a race
of men to develop, fight, make tools, and achieve something of a civilization
without eyes at all. As a matter of fact, certain kinds of ants achieve a
complicated social organization, keep slaves, and do marvelous feats wholly
with the sense of smell.”

“What about our lamps? They’re bound to impress the Neanderthals.”
“One might think so. Even grizzly bears and such like nose-minded

animals are more or less afraid of fire, and to see us carrying it may just
frighten them off. This is, of course, assuming they have no knowledge of
fire themselves, a possibility but not really a certainty. On the other hand, it
is probable, almost certain, that they know how to rub sticks, and that even
now the cooking-fires are blazing in front of their distant caves. In Europe,
they had fire.”

“In other words, we’re working in the dark.”
“Positively. They may be so far down the scale that they cannot imagine

demons and gods, and will look upon us as some new kind of man to kill
and possibly to eat. Or, they may think we are Cro-Magnon gods and take a
pious pleasure in destroying us, just as invading armies often destroy the
idols and unfamiliar gods they see in the conquered temples.”

For a time Adam stalked along in silence. “I think we’re all right,” he
observed at last. “They’re just men, after all, in spite of their infernal looks.”



“Yes, and that’s the greatest danger of all. Their brutish appearance
deceives us; they are true men, and may have far more cunning in their big
skulls than we think. They may not only know about fire, but also about
wizards and religious rites, in which case they would be familiar with
masks. In fact, I’ve never known any tribe of men, not even bushmen, who
didn’t wear masks at times. If this is the case here, they’ll see through our
disguise and hocus-pocus in an instant, and stone us to death.”

Adam stopped for a brief second. “What shall we do?”
“We’ll go on, and hope for the best. We may come through all right. But

if one of them as much as threatens us with a stone, I’m going to let him
have it.”

“Then shoot straight, and don’t waste any cartridges. At least it will put
the fear of God in them for a moment, and give us time to get away.”

So it was agreed. They were two against five hundred, and if it came to a
showdown, they must not stop at half measures. Certainly Belgrade would
waste none of his ammunition. He was the most perfectly coordinated man
that Adam had ever known, an expert in every line he undertook, and if his
rifle ever came to his shoulder, it would speak death to the Og-Ree. Yet
Adam still hoped that the foe could be intimidated without loss of life.

He would soon know. He and Belgrade were within two hundred yards
of the enemy band. The Og-Ree had seen them and were croaking and
exclaiming in intense excitement. They began to crowd around their old
hairy chieftain, staring from under the strange ridges of their brows.

Adam and Belgrade stalked nearer. They made for the plane, meanwhile
pretending not to notice the grisly band on the river bank, but actually
keeping as strict watch as their goggles permitted. Adam would never forget
this scene. He was swept by a flood of conflicting emotions—wonder, pity,
fear, and an excited thrill of adventure beyond any experience of his life.

Even Belgrade must have tasted fear. His steel-wire nerves could not
help but be shaken by the sight of the strange, inhuman band, living relics of
a lost, forgotten age. These were the first men. They were Neanderthals,
true, comparatively late comers to the earth, yet they were the direct
descendants of the unimaginably ancient Trinil race, as far as science knows
the first emerging from the darkness of brute life when the world was young.
The Trinils, whom Belgrade called Pithecanthropis erectus, represented a
transition stage; the Neanderthals had just made the Great Change. But
although his body was afraid, his mind and soul were exalted beyond words.



The pallor of his face was more akin to rapture than terror. No longer did he
regret his promise to Adam. It was feast enough just to behold such sights,
and world acclaim for his discoveries would be no more than broken meats.
He was content: he too wanted to preserve this wonder for all time.

The Neanderthals stood bent-kneed, stoop-shouldered, their low-browed
heads thrust forward. He could see their faces, now—brutish, yet
unmistakably human rather than pithecoid. The front of the face, mouth,
nose, and forehead, was bare of the coarse grayish hair that covered the
remainder of the body; there was a gleam of intelligence in the wild eyes.
Their huge muscular hands were stiff-thumbed, but human none the less;
their naked palms flashed white as they made little, uneasy motions.

“Hoo, hoo,” the old chieftain was croaking. All over the throng rose
subdued cries of “Hoo, hoo, hoo.”

It was a cry of dismay, perhaps wonder and astonishment, rather than
rage, and indicated that Belgrade’s ruse was succeeding. Plainly the
Neanderthals regarded him and his companion as supernatural beings.

They seemed to shrink back. With cries of “hoo, hoo, hoo,” they pressed
and pushed out of the way of the tall god-like forms, until at last they were
massed behind their old chief. Adam would never know what thoughts
moved in their dull brains, but it would always remain an absorbing subject
of conjecture.

Apparently they did not know anything about masks. A cave-dwelling
people, instinct-driven and inarticulate, they had not yet evolved
complicated ceremonies and totems which would call for personations and
disguise. They gazed with manifest dread and horror at the great, staring
goggle-eyes, far more than at the strange garments which the two wore, or
the flaming lamps held high above their heads.

Yet the lamps played an important part in the success of the stratagem.
The goggles alone might have driven the Neanderthal men crazy with terror,
and in stampede, not unlike the stampede of wild animals, they might have
attacked the frightful figures. If this had happened, Belgrade’s rifle might
not have saved him from the shower of stones. But the high-held lamps
added a ritualistic air to the visitation, inciting awe rather than blind panic.

Fire has always been intricately bound up with religious practices. There
is scarcely to be found a ritual in which fire plays no part. It was one of the
first mysteries man observed and remains a mystery still. There is no better
symbol of human dominance; its control has raised man out of jungle dark



almost to godhead. The Neanderthals had just acquired fire and they
worshipped it for the leaping power that it was. They associated it in their
minds with all that was awe-inspiring, life-giving, and supernatural. Their
experience with Sea-Hawk today had increased their awe of it. Surely these
big-eyed beings who thus carried it so high over their heads must themselves
be gods.

They saw that the two were going toward the winged god on the water
and connected them with it in a divine relationship. No doubt they were all-
powerful. Otherwise they would have never dared approach in visible form.
To throw stones at such deities would be instant death. To raise the flint ax
against them would cause the earth to open and swallow the tribe.

The Neanderthals hung back, whispering and grunting. Not one of them
made a threatening move; they would have liked to flee, had they dared turn
their backs on the omnipotent beings. The old chief himself was awed to the
marrow of his bones, and stood shaking his head in dismay.

“Do you see that?” Belgrade asked, out of the corner of his mouth.
“Don’t try to talk! It may give us away, and set ’em on us.”
“On the contrary, they’ll be all the more impressed. Inarticulate people

like these can’t help but be awed by the gift of tongues. Don’t look at me
when you talk, then they won’t know we’re talking to each other, and think
it’s religious business of some kind. I asked you—do you see the old man
shaking his head?”

“Of course. What about it?”
“What do you think it means?”
“It means he’s uneasy; that this is bad medicine.” Adam had been

shivering a little, and his tongue had almost frozen to the roof of his mouth,
but now the danger was largely passed and he could talk almost as
coherently as Belgrade himself. “Why shouldn’t he shake his head at an
awe-inspiring visitation of this kind?”

“Why should he?” Belgrade spoke with heat. “As a scientific man,
Weismann, you should stop taking things for granted. Don’t you realize that
this head movement you dismiss so lightly is of intense scientific interest?
Here is a race at least a hundred thousand years removed from ourselves.
They have had no contact with modern races, save the Cro-Magnon. Yet
they have the same sign of dislike, uneasiness, and denial that we have. For
instance, why shouldn’t it be reversed, a nod of the head for no, a shake for
yes?”



As a test of his own willpower, Adam forced himself to listen to the
scientific discourse. “It’s startling, when you analyze it in that way,” he
agreed.

“Figure it out if you can. It’s good mental exercise. The nod and shake of
the head probably go back to primitive eating movements. When food is
good and acceptable, animals lower their heads to eat, raise up to chew, and
lower them again. This has gone on since the beginning of land life, in early
Mesozoic times, millions and tens of millions of years ago, and it is no
wonder that the movements have become conventionalized into a nodding of
the head, meaning ‘it is good’ or ‘it is acceptable.’ On the contrary, when
food is not good, animals move their heads back and forth, sniffing.
Naturally these movements have become conventionalized also, into a head-
shake meaning ‘it is bad,’ or ‘it is not acceptable.’ ”

Belgrade delivered this discourse in his usual pedantic manner, just as
though he were lecturing in a classroom instead of playing ghost to a throng
of cannibals a stone’s throw distant. Meanwhile, he stalked steadily forward,
his lamp held high over his head. Nor was it a mere gesture, but an
important illustration of his complex, bewildering personality. And Adam
would remember it almost word for word the remainder of his life. Uneasy
though he was, awed and thrilled by the weird surroundings, still he could
not choose but hear.

“You notice that they carry their weapons in their right hands?” Belgrade
went on.

“Yes.”
“They are plainly right-handed, like ourselves. But I suspected as much,

when I examined the first Neanderthal skull ever brought to light—the so-
called Gibraltar skull in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in
London. I perceived that the left hemisphere of the brain was larger than the
right, meaning right-handedness.”

Never changing their ceremonial pace, they had now reached the river
bank, and the success of the stratagem was practically assured. “Why not
start the good work now?” Adam suggested.

“Before we get in the plane?”
“We may as well. Their eyes are on us, now—when we get in the plane

they can’t see us so plainly. We’ll both turn and face them, do a little
pantomime to impress them, and give them a sign.”



They both turned, and holding their lamps high, looked straight at the
staring throng. Appalled by the big glass eyes now fixed upon them, the Og-
Ree quailed visibly, and edged back. Adam, who did not lack the histrionic
sense, raised his free arm and pointed at them impressively.

“How would it be if I fired my rifle?” Belgrade asked.
“Good idea.”
“I’ll shoot in the air.” Then, apologetically: “Somehow I can’t bring

myself to kill one of the brutes.”
Adam was horrified. “Of course not. It would be out and out murder.”
“He’d never know what hit him and I’d give a good deal for one of their

skulls, to put in my private collection. It would be of great interest to
compare it with the fine Neanderthal skull that I found on the Vézère River
in France, and see what modifications have occurred in so many hundred
centuries.”

“There are three dead Neanderthal men in the temple. You can have the
whole skeleton of one of them, if you want it. Now go ahead and fire your
gun.”

Belgrade raised his rifle with his free arm, pointed it above the crowd,
and pressed the trigger. The loud report and the whine of the bullet over
their heads put the brute-men in a panic. They would have fled had they
dared. It was not courage that made them stand, gasping, but an instinctive
habit of defense acquired in hundreds of centuries of precarious existence.
They were not fleet of foot. They had learned long ago that flight would
never save them from swift-running danger, nor were there any trees to
climb in the Moss Country, such as they often played in, swinging from limb
to limb, in strange vivid dreams. Usually their best chance was to form a
united front, and if necessary, fight to the death with their stones and flint
axes.

“Hoo, hoo, hoo,” they were moaning. A man at the outskirts of the
throng dropped suddenly on his knees and touched his head to the ground.

Adam now began to gesture to them, waving his arm and pointing
beyond the river to their own country. Even a dog would have understood
that this was a command to go home. He repeated it many times, and the
cries of “hoo, hoo, hoo,” began to have an eager sound, in addition to their
tone of awe and distress, as though they understood and were trying to
answer him.



Belgrade climbed out on a float of the seaplane to replace the magneto.
The Neanderthals stared aghast; to see him in the arms of the great winged
god must have banished their last doubts of his supernatural character. He
worked swiftly, and in a few minutes the ship was ready to fly.

Belgrade took his seat at the controls, and Adam unfastened the lines
and got aboard. With a roar the ship cut the water, hopped off like a great
seabird, and took wing.

The Neanderthals dropped to their knees as one man. Even the old,
scarred chief, victor in a hundred frays with the horned and taloned denizens
of the Wild, bowed his head to the ground. But this obeisance might not save
them from the wrath of the Winged God.

When the savages dared look up, they saw the plane circling over their
heads. It climbed and climbed until it seemed scarcely larger than a sea-
eagle, then it began to swoop down. Adam and Belgrade were beginning an
offensive which, if it did not literally frighten the enemy to death, would
surely stampede them out of the village. In all their tortured dim imaginings
—the first stirrings of the winged human soul in their half-animal brains—
they had never conceived a terror so monstrous. Perhaps its only equal, since
life began, was the attack of the pterodactyls, the great winged reptiles of the
Mesozoic fens; but this is no more than a half-formed dream, perhaps a
memory-vestige passed down uncounted eons from the first archaic
mammals new-risen to conquer the earth.

Belgrade had shut off his motor for the long dive, and the only sound
was the whir of the propellor. When the ground rushed up to him, and he
could see the pitiful uplifted faces of the kneeling savages, he “gave it the
gun.” The motor caught with a thunderous roar; the ship swooped scarcely
fifty feet over their heads.

If they had been animals instead of men they would not have suffered
half so keenly. They would have known fear and its reactions, but not horror,
a human sentiment; they would have fled in panic or attempted to hide, but
they would not be devil-haunted for the rest of their lives. Because they
were human, they attempted to motivate and explain the awful sight, and the
only explanation their blunt minds could achieve was demonistic and
uncanny.

The seaplane was, they knew, a god. They had guessed this much when
they had seen it flying overhead eleven days before. But instead of a friendly
deity, as they had thought at first, a heaven-sent sign to wage war on their
neighbors, it was hateful and inimical, like all the rest of the devils and



demons that haunted their souls. Likely it was a Cro-Magnon god, the
protector of the villages, and its appearance in the sky was not a good but an
evil sign, perhaps a warning to remain in their caves and not covet their old
rivals’ hunting grounds.

Now they had called down the god’s wrath; they could hear his awful
roars. Looking up, they could see the sinister-eyed beings who rode on his
body gesturing them back to their own country. They would be glad to go, if
the winged terror would only let them. But for all they dared think, they
would be ridden down and slain, and the women in the caves would wait for
them in vain.

When the plane began to mount again, the Neanderthals got to their feet
and started for home. They ran at top speed, in a long wavering line. They
were utterly cowed, but to make certain they would not rally and turn back,
Belgrade swooped down upon them once more. This time they did not kneel
but ran on in a frantic burst of speed, their strange brutish faces lifted in
horror. “Hoo, hoo, hoo,” they were wailing—Adam could hear them above
the whistling whir of the propellor.

Belgrade had no fuel to waste, so he harried the fleeing foe no more.
There was no need anyway: they were making for home as fast as their
short, powerful legs could carry them, and they would not rest until the
darkness of their caverns concealed them from the roaring monster of the
skies. Decades would pass before they would dare invade the Cro-Magnons
again. The legend of the winged god would grow in the years—a legend told
not with words, but with pantomime and strange cries—and perhaps a new
religion, far higher than the simple demonism they professed now, would
come into being.

When the thunder sounded, they would remember the angry roarings of
the winged god and look up, faces pale with dread. The killing of certain
seabirds, whose flight somewhat resembled the soaring and swooping of the
seaplane, would be forbidden as bad luck; masks resembling the big-eyed
visages of the god-men would be worn by their medicine men, to frighten
the people, in elaborate ritual yet to be evolved. And perhaps the whole Cro-
Magnon country would be taboo from henceforth, never to be violated,
never to be looked upon without inward quaking and shaking of heads, and
there would be lasting peace between the two tribes.



XVIII

Belgrade lighted in the river mouth and secured the plane so that they
could go on shore for a farewell hour with the tribe. “Perhaps it’s a mistake,”
Belgrade said thoughtfully. “Perhaps we should have flown straight to the
ship without coming down here again.”

“I don’t see why. We have plenty of time to get back.”
“We haven’t plenty of fuel and could have saved a little by striking

straight across. True, we have enough, with any fair luck and no strong head
winds. However, I wasn’t thinking of saving fuel. The main saving would be
trouble and sorrow and difficulties that are sure to come.”

“I wouldn’t want to go without telling these people good-by,” Adam said
darkly.

“It would have been the kindest thing, just the same, especially as far as
the girl Dian is concerned. You see the point, Weismann. The people saw us
drive off the enemy, and in their jubilee at the victory, they’d scarcely notice
at first that we were gone. When they did notice it, they’d expect us back,
and keep on expecting us every day until the wounds of parting were pretty
well healed. As it is, the parting will more or less spoil their pleasure in the
victory and will be a sharp emotional experience they could have easily been
spared. They’d begun to idealize us even before this last exploit, and I’m
afraid they’ll take it rather hard when we go.”

“Their reactions will be interesting from a scientific viewpoint,” Adam
said bitterly.

Belgrade searched his face. “There’s no call for irony, Weismann. Of
course what you say is true—their emotional reactions will be interesting to
see and study—but I’m willing to forego that benefit to save Dian’s tears.
You see, I’m beginning to be somewhat sentimental about her and her
people. I suppose it’s natural, after our hair-raising exploits to save them.”

“Dian wouldn’t have wanted me to go without saying good-by.”
“I suppose not. If she’s really in love with you, she’d want that last hour

no matter what it cost her in sorrow and emotional shock. But I advise you
to go easy, Weismann. If you can avoid seeing her except in the presence of
the tribe, it would be best in the long run.”



But Adam did not appreciate Belgrade’s solicitations. “Don’t worry
about her. I’ll do what’s best.”

“You don’t know what is best, my boy. And she’s not the only one I’m
worrying about.”

He spoke so tensely that Adam whirled. “What do you mean?”
“Not only for her good, but yours too, I wish I had flown straight for the

ship. You’re a romantic American, young, and more or less in love. You’ll
find this parting a devastating experience which you would have done better
to avoid. Moreover, I’ve given you a chance to make heaven knows what
kind of a fool of yourself. It’s risky business—and I should have prevented
it.”

“You shanghaied me once. There’d have been trouble if you had tried it
again.”

“You’d never have known what was happening until you were a mile out
to sea. You admit you’re glad I did shanghai you the first time. Before
you’re through, you may wish I had done it again.”

Their talk now was interrupted by a rush of jubilant tribesmen. They
surrounded Adam and Belgrade in a dancing, shouting mob, and led them in
triumph up the village road. The whole village seemed delirious with joy.
The Og-Ree were gone, driven off by the magic of Tal-Eika and the Dark
One, and the Cro-Magnons had lost only one man.

Belgrade seemed greatly amused by the hero-worship poured out upon
him. He laughed and shouted and occasionally stepped out with the dancing
warriors to cut a little caper, more to delight the people than through any
excess of spirit on his own part. But Adam remained darkly aloof. His smile
had no mirth; he could not even pretend to join in the jubilee.

At the same time he felt it poignantly, to a degree Belgrade could not
imagine. He realized that under happier circumstances he could throw
himself into it with an abandon unexcelled by any of the prancing savages
about him. Not only his parting with Dian, now at hand, had darkened him
so, but also his life-long loss of just such primitive outbursts as this. He
reveled in them. They expressed a side of his nature that had been curbed
until now. They freed him and let him be himself, and gave him a delirious
rapture which came natural to him, but which was impossible under the
restraints and repressions of civilized life.

He would never again know the intoxication of mob emotion. The thrill
of physical conflict, the stirring, heart-warming companionship of the



battleground and hunting field, the strong cup of victory won by muscle and
daring rather than by brain and moral strength, the passion and the raw
power and the pure zest of life—all these he was putting by for wisdom’s
sake. He was putting Adam to death so that Doctor Weismann might
continue his civilized existence.

Was he making a tragic mistake? He dared not let such a possibility enter
his mind. Surely he was doing the right thing, the sane, sensible, inevitable
thing. To voluntarily remain in exile for Dian’s sake, or for any other heart’s
desire, would surely be folly of the last degree.

As yet he had not spoken to Dian. He caught fleeting glimpses of her, as
the exultant crowd milled down the village road, but she was surrounded by
her adoring tribespeople and he could not reach her side. Anyway, he had
nothing to say to cheer her or to lighten his own load. He noticed that her
face was pale, her eyes unnaturally bright.

There was at least one other of the villagers who had no share in the
merry-making. This was a tall, beautiful girl known as Blut-Blerrin, the
name being translated as Red Blossom or Red Flower. No laughter shone in
her blue eyes, but only tears; and the only song on her lips was the ancient
Chon ig Mere, the death-chant of the Cro-Magnons.

She was Sea-Hawk’s betrothed. On the next full moon, she was to have
stood with him beside the First Fire, to say the Old Words. Now she must
stand beside his grave and pray that his shadow-spirit might journey safely
to the Land of the Blessed and Happy Hunting Ground where every day
there is a great kill, a mighty feast, and where the Love-Moon shines every
night through the wide igloo doors.

The girl had wandered away from the happy crowd and had gone to the
beach not far from the crypts where the Cro-Magnons put their dead. The
tide was going out, and she wished she could plunge into it, to be carried far
from this now-desolate shore, into the Land of the Blessed with her lover.
Then there would be no tears, no loneliness, and their shadow-spirits could
rush laughing into each other’s arms. But she could not take this step. For a
Cro-Magnon, suicide was psychologically impossible—perhaps because of
some age-old taboo that had come to be second nature, more likely because
their desperate struggle to survive in a harsh environment, and the
subsequent weeding out of sluggards, had bred in their bones a passion and
zest and appetite for life, the common instinct of self-preservation raised to
the nth degree, that was stronger than willpower. She must live on until the
gods called her, or until in pity her tribe took her to Maun ig Mere.



The solemn sounds of the ocean harmonized with her mood and softened
the sharp edge of her grief. The vast expanse comforted her, as it always
comforts primitive people, because it suggests immortality, solemn power,
and, in its tides, an eternal fountain of renewed youth. When the shouting
began to die away in the village road, and the pallbearers—young men
appointed by Dian—remembered their duty to their fallen comrade, she was
strong enough to arise and make ready to sing the death-song.

The pallbearers brought Sea-Hawk’s body on a rude bier, laid out for the
crypt after Cro-Magnon custom, and covered with a dressed hide on which
were painted curious symbols and pictures. By his side were his weapons,
various tools, and an earthen pot of food, so that his shadow-spirit might
fare well in the Land of the Blessed. Belgrade would have been interested to
know that a gorget of small perforated shells was laid on his breast: he had
seen the same on Cro-Magnon skeletons over two hundred centuries old,
found in grottos in France. But Dian herself could not explain this custom;
she only knew that it was the express command of the gods, as given to Dian
Rondalin in the first days of the earth. Perhaps it implied some sort of sea-
worship.

His body was painted blue with mineral pigments. This was so he could
fly unseen through the blue heavens, on his journey to the Land of the
Blessed, and not be overtaken and seized by the demons of the air. The rude
bier of driftwood on which it lay was deposited just above tide-mark; here it
would remain while Red Flower sang the ancient Chon ig Mere. Then it
would be put in a crypt.

Ordinarily all her tribes’ people would have come to listen to the song
and to join in its strange, quavering chorus, but the revelry in the village still
diverted most of them, and only a score of her own and Sea-Hawk’s blood-
kin now gathered with the pallbearers behind her. She stood beside her dead
and began her song.

Half a mile distant in the village, Adam could not hear her sweet, clear
voice, but he heard the chorus of mourners rising in a solemn, eery chant. It
was a moving sound. Just as the cave-paintings expressed the Cro-Magnon
zest for life, this dirge revealed their childlike woe of death. At the same
time, it was noble art—the young, vital, robust art of an untamed people.

It stopped Adam in his tracks. It seemed to express what was in his own
heart. He listened a moment, deeply touched, then pushed through the crowd
to Dian’s side. “What is that song?” he asked.



She turned to him and smiled wistfully into his eyes. “It is Chon ig Mere.
Red Flower is singing it to Sea-Hawk. They were to stand together in the
temple and say the Old Words, on the next full moon. Now he is gone, too
soon.”

“Too soon?” he echoed, puzzled.
“He had promised her his love-spirit, to grow in her body and stay with

her always, but death cheated her, and she is left alone.”
“What is it that’s cheating you and me, Dian?” he asked thoughtfully. “It

isn’t death, but life, the life I was born to, and can’t escape.”
“I don’t understand. Life is not stronger than bravery, and love, and

hope.” Her pale face slowly flushed. “My men are savages who have no
ships in the air, no books, no thunder-sticks that kill at five hundred paces,
but they are master of their own lives.”

“And I’m not? Is that what you mean?”
“I don’t mean that. I told you the truth; I don’t understand. I can

understand how death may part lovers, but not life. So when the winged ship
flies away with you soon, I will think of it as Gest ig Mere—the Death
Spirit.”

“And you will consider me dead?”
“There is only death beyond the ice, as far as we know. You will be lost

to me, Tall One, the same as Sea-Hawk is lost to Red Flower—as though
you lay in the cave, the covering of shells upon your body. Dian cannot tell
you, in your words, of her sad heart and empty arms, but when at last you
turn to go, perhaps she can show you in her own way.”

Adam was given no chance to ask the explanation of this cryptic
promise. Belgrade, who had been watching him uneasily from a distance,
broke through the crowd and drew him to one side. “You are punishing
yourself,” he said, not unkindly. “Let’s get in the plane and go.”

“I’ll be ready in a short time,” was the dull answer.
“Make it short then, Weismann. Everything’s over, anyhow. We’ve seen

how the tribe celebrates a victory—an interesting point—but the cheers are
beginning to die away, and we won’t learn anything more of importance.”

“I’m not staying to watch the emotional reactions of the people.” Adam’s
tones were grim. “I’m staying to be with them as long as possible.”



“But they don’t need you now. You’ve helped them drive off the
Neanderthals, and they can get along all right from now on. And, Weismann,
you surely realize you won’t make the girl any happier by postponing the
inevitable and will only make it harder for you to go.”

“I wish I had the nerve not to go.”
Belgrade jumped as if he had been shot. “What’s that?”
“I said I wish I had the nerve not to go,” Adam repeated deliberately.

“I’m throwing over the only chance for real happiness that will ever come
my way.”

“Happiness? What are you talking about? The only true happiness is of
the intellect. How could your intellect advance down here?”

“My intellect would get along all right. It would see many interesting
things, to wonder at and study, and I could exercise it by teaching the people
useful knowledge.”

“But the real joy of science is not to teach. That is an affectation, a pose.
The real joy is to learn, to acquire, to grow mentally, to see the horizons
widen, to trace out the same laws of life in the movement of ants in a hill, of
planets in their orbits, and of people on a city street. The last, the final
pleasure, is to know.”

Belgrade spoke with profound feeling. His sallow face lighted. For the
moment he had drawn aside his veil of reserve and revealed his secret being.
Adam felt that he had never really known him until now.

Every man to his god! Belgrade’s god was science, knowledge, truth—
and he worshipped in this temple with an emotional fervor related to genius.
He had just declared his life’s creed, no doubt sacred in his eyes. Without
this fervor, which his cold exterior so well concealed, he could never have
been great.

Adam was impressed, but not convinced. His own keen mind began to
move with assured power. “You speak of the true happiness, the real joy,” he
said. “They may be true and real to you, but not necessarily to me. Truth and
reality are relative, not absolute qualities as every scientific man knows. I’m
a doctor, and I know a little about the theory of vision, for instance. Suppose
I show you a rose; to you it’s red. To a man lacking one of the photo-
chemicals of the retina, it may not be red at all, but some other color. Yet in
describing what you see, you both have told the truth.”



“That’s scientific. I concede it. A rose is red to me but may not be at all
to creatures with a somewhat different light-receptive apparatus. But where
does that lead you?”

“I deny your statement that intellectual pleasure is the only real
pleasure,” Adam went on. “It’s an unwarranted assumption, based on the
nature of your own receptive apparatus. There are many, many things that I
enjoy as much or more.”

Belgrade adjusted his pince-nez and looked at Adam with increased
interest. “What, for instance?”

“Many of the pleasures of the senses. For instance, I never enjoyed
anything more in my life than the fight with the Neanderthals, or the
mammoth hunt nine or ten days ago.”

“But that’s barbarism, savagery.”
“Perhaps so. But perhaps I’m a barbarian and a savage myself. The

veneer over the blond breast may be thin. I enjoyed the little triumph of
being able to shoot Tal-Eika’s bow.”

“That last was simply a matter of mechanics. Your arm is of slightly
different construction than the Cro-Magnons’ and permits a stronger draw.”

“I guessed as much, but it didn’t spoil my pleasure in the feat. You asked
me where I find happiness, and I’m telling you. I find it in the trust these
men put in me, in the wild, bloody life they live, in the adventure and thrill
and physical excitement. I’d never grow tired of it. If I were exiled here, by
some accident, and never were able to get back to civilization, I’d marry
Dian, become chief of the tribe, and have as happy and interesting a life as I
can imagine.”

Belgrade gazed quietly out to sea. “I’ll concede that’s true,” he said at
last. “If you were marooned here, with no hope of getting out, you’d make
the best of it and have the good time you describe. But the trouble is,
Weismann, you are not marooned. The road is open. I’ll be flying from here
in an hour or so, back to the ship and home. And you’ll go with me. You
can’t bring yourself to close the road and deliberately remain in exile.”

These words seemed to go straight home. “I wish I had the courage,” he
protested at last.

“You haven’t so put it out of your mind. Be comforted by the pleasures
waiting you at home.” Sensing his advantage, Belgrade pounded in his
points with increased earnestness and power. “The continuation of your



work with Coral Fever; recognition by the world, and especially by your
fellow medicos; your participation in the great movements of the time, in
contrast with stone-age inertia existing here; and besides, all the fruits of
civilization waiting for your hand.”

“It would be hard to give them up, I know.”
“You can’t. What would you do without books, talk with your peers,

travel, rapid means of communication, luxuries? You’d be dead.”
“No, a long way from it. I’ve never known any one to live more vividly

than these Cro-Magnons.”
Belgrade perceived he had taken the wrong track and tried to get back on

his course. “I mean that if you stay here—which of course you won’t—the
world will consider you dead.”

“Yes, and Dian will consider me so if I leave here. To whom do I owe
the most, Dian or the world?”

“That isn’t the point. You owe the most to yourself; every human being
does. That’s realism, in contrast to romanticism. You mustn’t throw away
your life for a whim. But if you want to be romantic, remember what you
owe the world in the way of work. Think of the good you can do in
conquering Coral Fever.”

“That’s a different tune than you sang before, Belgrade. You were
careful to tell me, the night we met, that any number of doctors could pick
up my work where I laid it down.”

“I didn’t mean it, my boy. I had a stake to play for, that night. Really,
your work is of great importance to science. I’ve heard it mentioned several
times.”

“It isn’t so mightily important.” Adam spoke in harsh tones. “You told
the truth, even though you prefer to deny it now. I’ve been thinking about it
a good deal. There are thousands of doctors who can take it up where I laid
it down. On the other hand, who can do my work here?”

“Your work here? What do you mean?”
Belgrade saw with misgivings that the youth’s eyes were lighting up, as

though emotion rather than cold reason had begun to rule his mind. “These
people need a doctor,” he went on. “There are hunting accidents almost
every day. There’s surgery to do—obstetrics—infections to fight. If I stayed
here, I could save many lives. It would be a considerable factor in the
preservation of the tribe.”



“Nonsense, Weismann,” Belgrade’s thin-lipped smile was like a dash of
cold water in Adam’s face. “Don’t be a romantic fool. These people have
worked out their own destiny for five hundred centuries. You have only
some thirty years to work out your own destiny.”

“But I could save lives. The tribe would be stronger. And if the world
finds out about them, and brings disease and all the other taints of
civilization, I’d be in a position to help defend them.”

“That may not happen for twenty years. You have my word that I’m
going to try in every possible way to keep the secret. If they are found you
can come here and fight for them. But Weismann, this is all beside the point.
I’m not thinking of the good of the tribe but of your own good. I don’t want
you to make a tragic mistake. The worst mistake of all would be to stay here
in a burst of heroism and renunciation, with the idea of serving these people.
The fire would burn out in a little while, and there’d be nothing left but
ashes, cold and gray. If you must stay, stay because you want to—because
you are a caveman at heart, unhappy in civilization, and this wild hunting
life is your heritage—because you love Dian. Then at least you’ll have
something to live for.”

And now Belgrade had found Adam’s vulnerable point. He himself had
not realized how straight was his shot. Adam’s face darkened visibly. “I
haven’t the nerve,” he said at last. “I suppose I’m a coward at heart. I think I
could risk it, if it were a matter of duty—just as I risked my life before
German tanks—but you’ve thrown cold water on that; and I’m not sure
enough of my own desires to stay here deliberately, for my own sake.”

Belgrade was enough of a psychologist to understand this viewpoint.
Adam could not cross the Rubicon by his own will; he needed the lash of
some high-minded and altruistic purpose. The comparison he had made was
clumsy but sound: he could never have faced German gunfire in World War
II for the sake of adventure alone, but he had done so bravely under the
added spur of duty.

“Then you’ll go now and complete your farewells to the girl?” Belgrade
urged.

“Yes, I’ll go now. I’m licked, and I may as well admit it. There’s no use
dragging it out any further.”

He spoke vigorously, but his face was ashen and his hands unsteady as
he made his way to Dian. When she saw him, she gave a low cry. “Is it over,
Tall One?”



“It’s all over, Dian,” he echoed solemnly. “We’re starting right now. And
I hope—I know—you’ll forgive me.”

“I don’t understand ‘forgive.’ There is no word for it in our tongue. I will
love you just the same, if that’s what you mean. As long as I can see your
face, in memory, I will never stop loving you. Dian cannot keep from
wanting you just because you don’t want her.”

“I do want you. I will always want you, no matter what else comes to
me. I will always love you, no matter what happens.”

She smiled at him, a dim curling of her lips more poignant than tears,
and turning away for a moment, gave an order in her own tongue to Gort-
Chil, the acting chief. He at once turned toward the temple. “It is over, Tall
One,” she said. “Nothing remains but the old custom of farewell. Go with
the Dark One to the winged ship. Dian will meet you there.”

He turned away at once, got together his few effects, and went with
Belgrade to the river bank. Neither man spoke of the coming journey; both
seemed lost in thought. But they started, and looked quickly into each
other’s eyes, when they heard the great bronze gong begin to sound.

The blood mounted in Adam’s face and tingled at the roots of his hair.
He knew that this was one of the great moments of his life, but what was its
meaning and where it would lead he could not even imagine. The gong
never spoke in vain. Indeed, it seemed to be the alarm of his own fate.
Always it foretold him great events and changes. Now it was prophetic as
never before. It marked the denouement of this wild drama of the South—a
fulfilment of his life’s plan—but whether the ending was happy or sad he
did not know.

He feared the worst. The gong had a mournful, fateful sound. After the
first round, throbbing note, there fell a heavy silence. He waited, holding his
breath; beside him Belgrade stood with bent head, his sallow face showing
repressed excitement. When the echoes had almost died away, the sound
came again, deep and resonant. It was repeated a third time—a fourth—a
fifth——

Belgrade whirled to his companion. “You understand now?”
“They’re tolling——”
“Of course. It’s for you, I suppose—they’re mourning you as dead.

Where did the custom come from, Weismann, I wonder? I thought it was
modern——”



But Dian herself could not have told him this. She only knew that ever
since the mountain-god had given bronze to the tribe, they had thus sounded
the gong at the burial of the great chiefs. Only twice in the last quarter of a
century had these solemn, solitary tones rolled out to awe the villagers: at
the death of her mother and of her father Morrison Chief. Always it
betokened national mourning.

“They’re paying you the highest honor in the gift of the tribe,” Belgrade
said.

At the first gong, the sound of revelry in the village instantly died away.
Like a bank of fog, the vast Antarctic silence dropped down. When Dian
emerged from the temple, a moment later, and walked with bowed head
down the village road toward the river, the whole tribe fell in fifty paces
behind her. They too walked with bowed heads and solemn tread.

The girl was in full ceremonial dress. On her breasts she wore the gold
and silver bowls that Adam had seen the first day in the temple, the gold
bands on her arms. Her hair hung in two thick ropes in front of her
shoulders, and about her temples was a gold band gleaming red in the
sunlight. Around her waist was a thin rope of gold, from which hung, in
front of her body, an ivory wand wonderfully carved with animal heads.

Belgrade gazed spellbound at this latter object. For the moment he was
blind to everything else, all the wonder of this primitive pageant. “Do you
see that staff she’s wearing?” he whispered. “It is of tremendous interest.
That, Doctor Weismann, is a baton de commandement!”

But Adam was not in the mood for learned discussion. “It seems to me a
small matter, now.”

“A small matter! Weismann, you disappoint me. Has your grief at
parting with this girl made you lose the scientific viewpoint? Dozens of such
batons have been found in European caves—relics of Aurignacian and
Solutrian industry—I myself have seen them. Hers is made of ivory instead
of reindeer horn like the others, but its identity is unmistakable. No one has
known, until now, exactly what they were for. Plainly they are royal
insignia: ceremonial staffs worn on state occasions by the princesses of the
Cro-Magnon tribes.”

The tribespeople paused a hundred yards from the river bank; Dian came
slowly forward and stood before Adam. She opened a small ivory box
containing what seemed to be blue mineral pigment, mixed with oil, and
taking Adam’s hands she made a blue mark on the back of each.



Adam did not fail to understand. She was enacting the ceremonial
painting of the body of the dead. Then she gave him a small perforated shell,
plainly another symbol of death, and drew back into the open space between
him and the assembled tribe. In a low, clear voice she began the Chon ig
Mere—the death-song that was old in the tribe when they still chased the
reindeer on the banks of the Seine.

Probably the verses of the song were largely extemporaneous. Several
times Adam caught the name Tal-Eika, showing that she was improvising on
an old form. The first verse seemed to be addressed directly to him. She held
out her arms to him, as she sang.

The entire tribe joined in the refrain. There were fully five hundred
voices, harmonizing with indescribable beauty and power. Because of its
slow tempo, Adam was able to catch most of the words. “Vo quimo velja ig
mere, vee decar puldi, vee verto quiri.” (We come to thy dwelling of death,
our tears fall, our hearts cry.)

The second verse seemed to be addressed to the earth. Dian stood with
bowed head, her arms pointing down. For the third verse she faced the sea,
holding out her arms to the gray desolate waste which would soon stretch
between her and her lover. In the fourth verse, and the last, she raised her
arms high over her head, and chanting earnestly, she made her plea to the
skies.

Adam perceived that she was calling upon the three elements—earth,
sea, and sky—to befriend her lover and bear him safely to the far place he
was bound. The gods of these elements, Re and Dian, and all the lesser gods
of the waves, unknown deeps, storms, clouds, mountains, and other
supernatural realms, she invoked in his behalf. They were to bless him for
her sake—the sake of one who was herself a goddess, according to her
pagan beliefs—and to hold him safe as she herself wanted to hold him, in
the love-warmth and safety of her arms. And, finally, they must not forget to
bear his spirit back to her, across the sea and the eternal ice, when the
silence and solitude of the dwelling became too poignant, and her heart cried
for him.

Belgrade’s sallow face did not change expression as he listened to this
strange dirge, but there was a shine in his eyes Adam had not seen before.
Adam himself was profoundly moved, not only by the girl’s grief, but by the
wild beauty of the song she was singing.

It would haunt him always. Always he would see this picture: Dian, in
her ceremonial dress, her arms lifted to the sky, her face white with pain, her



eyes bright with tears; behind her the assembled tribe, the last of a bygone
glory; and surrounding them all, the vast wilderness of tundra, nameless
rivers, and snow-capped hills. The girl’s beauty stirred him as never before,
perhaps because it was so bright in contrast with her dark grief. It seemed
incredible that this splendid pagan, her hair shining like spun gold, her limbs
gleaming, her furs and gold ornaments taking the sun, could know sorrow.

In her song she was telling him what she could not express in speech—
young love, ardent with the unslaked fires of a robust outdoor people, and
her childlike grief at the parting. It was Chon ig Mere, the chant of death, yet
it was a song of passion. She sang of her thirsting lips, her arms yearning to
hold him, her breast crying for him. She chanted of her lost hopes—of
longings unfulfilled and dreams defeated.

Adam could not understand the words, but the mood and deeper
meaning of the song came straight home. No wonder it was one of the
primal songs of life. And it was particularly appealing to a man of his type,
primal, passionate, and free. Yes, he himself was little better than a savage,
as Belgrade had told him. The veneer of civilization is thin on all men,
particularly so on him.

Art is a mirror in which one sees his own soul. In the primeval art of this
death chant, Adam stood self-revealed. It was not his intellect that showed
him the way now, but the inexplicable wisdom of the heart, which is
emotion. In one flash of inspiration he understood himself better than in a
lifetime of studious introspection. He knew his rightful place, his true need,
his destiny.

The long-drawn minor notes ended in a wail, infinitely wild and strange.
Thrills ran up and down Adam’s back and raced over his scalp. Dian came
forward to say a last word of farewell.

“Good-by, Tall One,” she told him. Still her voice held steady; she was
not sobbing, and the only sign of her grief was the pallor of her face and the
sparkle of tears in her eyes. She drew his head down to hers and kissed him
on the forehead, on both cheeks, and finally on the lips.

Whether there was symbolical meaning in this action Adam did not
know or care; he only knew that Dian was in his arms again. He was half-
delirious anyway, his face lighting up, his eyes fairly blazing. His arms
encircled her and he answered her caresses.

There was no grief in his embrace, but love of her and of life,
regeneration and fulfilment. This, and the jubilant leap of his heart against



hers, made her fling back with a cry. Wildly she searched his face.
“What is it?”
“I’m not going,” he said clearly.
Belgrade reached and grasped his sleeve. “What’s that you say,

Weismann?”
Holding Dian with his free arm, in breathless excitement, Adam turned

to his companion. “I’m not going with you. You’ll have to fly back to the
ship alone. I’m going to stay here, with Dian—in the country where I
belong.”

Belgrade looked at his eyes, and knew he was speaking the truth. There
was no use arguing with destiny. “It’s quite possible that this is a favorable
environment for your species,” the great scientist declared at last,
thoughtfully, yet with a touch of warm humor. Carefully he adjusted his
pince-nez. “I hate to lose you, Adam”—this was the first time he had called
him so—“but I was rather expecting it, and under the circumstances, I can’t
say that I blame you.”

Even when the plane began to roar, preparatory to departure, Adam’s
spirits did not fall. When it soared away into the northern sky, naught that
was his departed with it, not even his happiness or his hope. He saw it go
without regrets, knowing at last that he had not made a mistake but had
found his true place. The last Belgrade saw of him he was standing among
his tribespeople, waving with a gesture wide and free.

“I’ll tell the men on the ship that you are lost and can’t be found,”
Belgrade had said just before he took off, in the last moment of warm-
hearted farewell. “That is more or less true. And you needn’t be afraid that
I’ll break my promise concerning these people here—I’ll do everything I can
to keep them from being discovered by the world. Finally, I’ll try to come
back in a few years and see how you’re getting on. Then if you want to
change your mind, you can.”

“I won’t change my mind during the reign of Dian Chulee,” was the
significant reply.

In three days’ time, he would stand with Dian beside the First Fire and
say the Old Words. It was not merely a tribal tradition but almost a law of
life, that they should mate on the full moon. Then the love-currents flow
strongest; why this is so, Adam did not know, but as a scientific man he



knew it was so. The full moon is the love moon, since time immemorial; it
wakes to passion even the cold creatures of the deep, and the dark-browed
Neanderthal woman stands in the cavern arch, her eyes luminous. The tides
would then reach their extreme height, signifying fulfilment and victory.

Thereafter, he would take his place as tribal chief, and live the wild,
adventurous life he had chosen. With his savage followers and more savage
dogs, he would stand to the mammoth in the far valleys; in his kayak he
would chase the seal on the glassy bays. It would be a strange existence for
Doctor Weismann, the recipient of honorary degrees from two universities,
and the foremost authority on an Oriental disease, but for Adam it was glory
—destiny—freedom.

Yet Doctor Weismann would not forsake him utterly. He would remain
to counsel him, to check his more barbarous impulses, to make him
remember the outside world which sometime might call him back. Thus the
whole tribe would be benefited by his example. Besides, he would bind up
their wounds, care for their sick, and help them in hundreds of ways in their
struggle for survival.

When Adam stood at the door of the igloo, his mate’s arm about him,
and looked out on the vast hunting ground that was his kingdom, he was not
sad but exultant. A new vitality, a keener sense of his own being, struck
through his body and brain. He was not the lawful child of civilization, but a
throwback to the Stone Age. He had not gone into exile; instead he had
come home.

Adam, the youth, the primal man, had entered into his heritage.

THE END
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